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ABSTRACT
One of Boston*s three special preaching events
In late spring,

the Massachusetts Convention of Conffre-

gatlonal Ministers Is analyzed In this study to determine
the nature of the discourses,

speakers, audiences, and

occasions for this a nnual mlnlsterlum between 1722 and
1773.

Particular a tte nti on Is given to the way In which

the messages reflected religious Ideas and attitudes
of the times*
Of the forty-nine sermons delivered between 1722
and 1773 only twenty-one copies are In existence.

These

years provide a n appropriate time limit for the Investi
gation since the first extant discourse was presented
1722 and the last extant

in

sermon prior to the Revolution

was delivered in 1773Convention speakers

concentrated their remarks on

the topics of a minister's qualifications and responsi
bilities and the trials and triumphs of the ministry.
They preached than an Ideal minister was knowledgeable,
prayerful,

and pious and his primary duty was preaching.

The annual messages were customarily replete with
homlletical advice regarding the preparation and delivery
of sermons.
v

The addresses examined were organized similarly to
other Congregational sermons of that day.

The speakers

selected their sermon content from materials of personal
p r o o f , experience, and development.

Utilizing the first

type, these spokesmen sought to Increase their credibility
by revealing In the messages that they were men of
character and competence.

From their materials of

experience the speakers attempted to gain acceptance of
key ideas by aligning their speaking goals with values
cherished by the audience.
sions, and examples

Scriptural quotations, a l l u 

represented the most frequent type of

material of development used.

The speakers also employed

succinct comparisons and causal relationships to amplify
Important Ideas.
Six conclusions can be drawn from this Investigation.
Established circa 1693,

the Convention emerged from the

Boston-Charleston Association.
of liberal theology,

Responding to the threat

religious conservatives saw In the

formation of the Convention a convenient way to provide
a potentially powerful voice for the cause of orthodoxy.
Secondly,

In the late 1 7 5 0 *s the Convention began

to move away from Its conservative base and adopted a
more liberal stance which It maintained generally during
the remaining years considered In the study.

The

mlnlsterlum*s theological shift paralleled the movement
In colonial New England from primitive Calvinism to Deism.
vl

Thirdly,

the Convention's eminence was due to its

proximity to two key speaking occasions during a p p r o 
ximately the same week in Boston, the general and
artillery election sermons.

Thus the Convention completed

a trilogy of important events in late spring in which a
Massachusetts'

clergyman was selected for a prominent

pulpit address.
Fourthly,

by amplifying and vivifying the doctrine

of ministerial prominence,

the featured speakers sought

to uphold the clergy as society's chief promulgator of
truth and virtue.

Thus the sermons studied provide

additional evidence for the claims that religion,
and the ministry,

specifically,

position In New England
Fifthly,

generally,

occupied a paramount

colonial life.

when viewed as a group of addresses in

support of a unified theme, the Convention sermons were
unlike the tightly reasoned,

syllogistic discourses

of the seventeenth century.

Rather than attempt to

modify or change listener attitudes and beliefs these
speakers chose to intensify ideas valued by the audience.
Furthermore,

these sermons did not follow the typical

Ramean format in which more attention is directed to
uses and application than to doctrine.

Reverting to

a seventeenth century practice, the speakers spent most
of their time developing the doctrine.
Finally,

the Convention messages support the thesis

that preaching has played a leading role in the
vll

Congregational tradition*

The speakers stressed,

however,

that the ultimate strength of the pulpit lay not only
In the ministers*

rhetorical abilities but In their

superior mental and moral acumen.

vlli

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A recent volume of essays honoring John Edwin
Pomfret,

founder of the Institute of Ekrly American

History and Culture and for fifteen years Director of
the Huntington Library and Art Gallery,

surveys and

evaluates the writing of colonial history since 19*0-^
In a thorough essay on "The Historians of Barly New
England,"

Edmund S,

Morgan writes of the voluminous

scholarly contributions which focus on America's for
mative era i
THE HISTORIOGRAPHY of early New England has
reached In the past forty years a level of
sophistication unmatched In the study of any
other part of American history*
The lives
of the men and women who settled New England
hive been traced In more detail, the laws they
made, the diaries they kept, the lettere Chey
wrote, the sermons they preached have been
subjected to closer analysis than the words
of any other group of Americans,
, . » It
could In fact be argued that we already know
more about the Puritans than sane men should
want to know, that we ought therefore to
declare a moratorium on further Investigation
2
and turn our attention to less familiar fields.
^Ray Allen Rllllngton (ed. ),
The Relnteroretatlon
of Barlv American History
(San Marino, Callforniai
TRe tiuntington l i b r a r y , 1966 ),
^I bld ., pp. ^1-^2.
1

2
As yet no morato riu m on such studies has been pr o
claimed and In fact, as Morgan points out,
Interest In early N e w Q'lgland,
off, appears to be r i s i n g . “3

“Scholarly

Instead of slackening
The present study

concentrates on one area of this Interest, namely,

the

annual sermons preached before the Massachusetts C o n v e n 
tion of Congregational

Ministers between 1722-1773.

During the last week in May and the first week
In June,

three special events occurred In colonial

Boston

which featured a sermon by one of the leading ministers
of the day.

Professor Harry Kerr has written of the

first of these spring occasions,
of council members.

the general election

He studied the nature of the sermon

which was preached on that day before the Governor,
Lieutenant Governor,
sentatives,

King's Council,

ministers, and laymen.

House of Repre
According to Kerr,

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries election
day In N e w England provided ministers with one of the
most important political pulpits of that time.

h

A second significant event during this time period
was the annual artillery election.

Harold Mixon of

Louisiana State University has made an extensive study
3 l b l d . , p. ^2.
^Harry P. Kerr,
"The Character of Political
Sermons Preached at the Time of the American Revolu
tion,"
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
(Ithaca, New
York*
Cornell University, 1962).

3
of the character of the yearly sermon delivered on this
occasion and noted its Importance In New England between
1672-177^.

“Artillery election day was a major holiday

In Boston,*

remarks Mixon.

Ttie occasion

acquired some of Its prominence from Its pr o x i 
mity to Election Week In Massachusetts and from
Its proximity to the Convention of Congregational
Ministers which was held almost simultaneously
with Election Week.
Ttie result was a trilogy
of Important events which people could attend
on a single trip to Boston.*
While these special addresses presented in conjunc
tion with the election of political and military officers
have been the objects of research,

scholars of colonial

history and oratory have paid scant attention to the
pulpit messages delivered to the ministers*

convention.

Thus the present study is Justified partially as an
effort to an alyze the third of these special preaching
events in pre-Revolutionary America by attempti ng to
characterize the discourses,

speakers, audiences,

and

occasions for the annual mlnlsterlum.
Furthermore,

a critical analysis of the Convention

messages is suggested by two additional facts.

Mary

Babette Levy's analysis of Puritan sermons In early
New England^ Is well known and highly regarded among
^Harold D. Mixon,
"The Artillery Election Sermon
In New England, 16 7 2 - 1 7 7 ^ , H unpublished Ph.D. disser
tation
('Dal la has see 1 Florida State University, 196U).
^Preaching In the First Half Century of New England
(Hartford, Connecticut 1 The American Society of ChurcVi
History, 19^+5).

students of colonial pulpit speaking.

However#

her

w o rk covers only the first fifty years of New England
preaching and hence has limited— though undeniably
v a l u a b l e — applic ati on to the eighteenth century C on
vention addresses.
Fredrick L.

Secondly# as Galus Glenn Atkins and

Fagley? noted, no history of American

Congregational preaching per se exists#

Thus the study

here offers a supplement to Levy's investigation and
contributes to other efforts to characterize pulpit
O
discourses of Congregational ministers.
Studies of early American preaching such as the
present one represent a valid approach to understanding
?Galus Glenn Atkins and Fredrick L. Fagley,
History
of American Congregationalism
(Bostoni
The Pilgrim
P r e ss; ~T W )‘, p? 575. -------^Other Investigations of early American speaking
Include the followingi
George V. Bohman#
"The Colonial
P e r i o d , H A History and Criticism of American Public
A d d r e s s . W ill iam Norwood 5rlgance"Ted. ) (New York*
Russell and Russell, I960), I*
Perry Miller,
The New
B'igland Mindi
The Seventeenth Century
(New Yorki
The
Macmillan Company# 191$) and T h e 'iTew England Hind i From
Colony to Province
(Cambridge, Massachusetts!
Harvard
tJniversity Press, 1953 )i Ola Elizabeth Winslow,
Meetlnghouse Hill. 1630-1783
(New Yorki
The Macmillan Company,
Alice
S l 3 wl n#
The New England Clergy and the
American Revolution
(Durham, North Carolina!
IxTke Univer
sity Press# 1929
Alan Heimert,
Religion and the Amerlcan
Mind 1 From the Great Awakening to the Revolution
(Cambrdlge, Massachusetts*
Harvard University Press, 1966)1
Wayne C. Mlnnlck#
"The New Qigland Execution Sermon,
I 6 3 9-I8 OO,"
Speech Mono gra phs . XXXV(March 1968), ?7-«9i
Howard H. Martin,
"Puritan Preachers on Preaching*
Notes
on American Colonial Rhetoric,"
The Quarterly Journal of
S p e e c h . L(October 196*0, 285-292i
Roy £*red Kudson,
HConvlction In Colonial New England,"
The Municipal U n i 
versity of Wichita Bul l e t i n . University Studies, No. 32
)tXX (Oc t oSer 'l9^$J, 3-55 and "Rhetorical Invention In Colo
nial New England,"
Speech Monographs. XXXV(August 1958)#
215- 2 2 1 .

5
better the New ESngland mind.

The prominence of the

pulpit In America's formative years was clearly set
forth by Moses Colt Tyler when he said,

"without doubt,

the sermons produced in New England during the colonial
times . . * are the most authentic and characteristic
revelation of the mind of New England for all that
wonderful e p o c h . "9

More than three quarters of a century

later historian Daniel

Boorstln also stressed the Impor

tance of the spoken word and specifically the colonial
sermon as an Index of and a key Influence on the everyday
life and conduct of the New England Puritans.

According

to Boorstln,
The public speech, whether sermon, commencement
address, or whlstle-stop campaign talk Is a
public a ffirmation that the listeners share a
common discourse and a common body of values.
. . .
It Is directed to people whom the speaker
confronts and to their current problems.

In New England the sermon was far more than a
literary form.
It was an Institution, perhaps
the characteristic Institution of Puritanism
here.
It was the ritual application of t h e o 
logy to community building and to the tasks and
trials of everyday life.
. . .
It was actually
the orthodox manifesto and self-crltlclsm of the
community as a whole.
The pulpit, and not the altar, held the place of
honor In the New &igland meetinghouse.
So too the
sermon Itself, the specific application of the Word
9A History of American Literature During the
Colonial Period TSo7-176S
(New Yorki
G.P. Putnam*s
Sons, 107071 T7 192.

6
of God* was the focus of the best minds of New
Biffland.
As a pulpit institution the Convention addresses
studied represent a particularly rich source for the
student of Congregational ideas and attitudes*

The

years 1722-1773 provide an appropriate time limit for
the I n v e s t i g a t i o n ! t h e

first extant discourse was

delivered in 1722 and the last extant sermon prior to
the Revolution was presented in 1773*

Hence the study

focuses on a time period similar to the years consi
dered in the Kerr and Mixon dissertations.
During the approximate half-century un der investi
gation forty-nine Convention sermons were presented by
forty-four

m

i

n

were published.

i

s

t

e

r

s

.

However*

only nineteen addresses

Peter Thacher*s 1723 sermon is available

In manuscript and the present form of Thomas Prince's
1740 message is a revision which he preached in l?$6i
it was published in 1785 in a volume of his pulpit

York*

10The Americans 1
The Colonial Experlence
Random House* 1958)* pp. l6, 12.

(New

^ C o n s i d e r a b l e attention is devoted in the following
chapter to the origin of the Convention which predates
the first sermon studied.
12BenJamln Colman preached to the Convention in
1729* 1732* and 1736 and Charles Chaunoy preached in
1?44 and 1 7 6 5 * It is impossible to determine if the
Convention met in 1725* 1730* and 1731 or if it did a s s e m 
ble, who was the featured speaker.
See Harold Field
Worthley,
"An Historical Essayt
The Massachusetts
Convention of Congregational Ministers,"
The Proceedings
of the Unitarian Historical S o c i e t y . XII, f*art 1(1^5^)*
75, 43-9^.
The Convention was cancelled In 1752 and
1764 because of a small pox blight in Boston.

7
discourses.

It seems highly unlikely that any of the

other addresses w hi ch were not printed are extant.
Thus the present

study is limited to these twenty-one

surviving sermons.
It is impossible to determine how closely the
published addresses resemble the original oral pre sen 
tations.

As several speakers acknowledged,

whether few or m a n y — were made.

changes—

Samuel Phillips,

Charles

Chauncy, and Peter Clark noted that parts of their sermons
which were deleted In the delivery were nevertheless
included in the printed texts.

Chauncy and Phillips

explained the add itions in one sentence but Clark p r o 
vided a more detailed statement of his editing and a
plea for the audience's acceptance of the new material)
The Reader is desired to take Notice, that the
several Paragraphs and Passages in the ensuing
Sermon, which are distinguished by crotchets,
are such as had been prepared, but for Brevities
Sake were either wholly omitted, or the Heads
but briefly touch'd in the Delivery of the
Sermoni
but in this Publication of it, *tls
tho't proper they should be Inserted with their
Enlargements, to render the Discourses more entire
and better connectedi
for this Reason *tis hop'd
they will not be unaccepted to the Readers.
At the conclusion of his address Clark appended fifteen
corrections of the printed t e x t ^

tut perhaps Samuel

Locke was even more concerned for preciseness as he
13peter Clark,
The Advantages and Obligations
pr i s i n g from the Oracles of God commiTFed to the flKurch
ana its Ministry
(Boston*
X
Draper, 1^*57* n.p.
l 4 I b l d . , p.

57.

8
added six pages of corrections to the published version
of his a d d r e s s . 1 5
But if the printed sermons— with their additions
and correcti ons — ar e not the quintessence of the oral
forms,

it appears reasonably sure that the speakers*

key ideas have been preserved.

Professor Wayne M l n n l c k ’s

conclusions about the textual accuracy of the colonial
execution sermons apply equally well to the Convention
addresses t
Co nsidering all the evidence available, it seems
safe to assume that the substance of most of the
addresses (somewhat enlarged at times) if not
the precise style was preserved in the printed
te x t s . 16
A complete rhetorical criticism of these Convention
sermons Involves a description, analysis,

interpretation,

and e val uat ion 1-? of all elements or topics related to
Sermon Preached before the Ministers of the
Province of the Hassa cKu aei fca Sav in New EhglantT at their
annual Convention In froaion, May 217 1772
(Bo ston? ----Richard Drape'r^ T 7 T T p " I ^0*
^Minnick,

p. 80.

^ S e e Kenneth G. Hance,
"What is a Rhetorical Critic?"
as quoted in K. Bruce Kendall and Charles J. Stewart
( e d s , ), On Speech and Speakers
(New Yorki
Holt,
Rinehart, a n a Winsion, Inc., i960), pp. 120-129i
Albert
J. Croft,
"Functions of Rhetorical Criticism,"
The
Quarterly Journal of S p e e c h . XLII(October 1956), £ 8 3 - 2 9 1 i
Lester Thonssen a n ? ” A. Craig Baird,
Speech C r i t i c i s m .
The Development of Standards for Rhetorical Appraisal
(fcew York*
W e Donald Press Company, l 9 ^ H )I Marie
Hochmuth,
"The Criticism of Rhetoric,"
£ History and
Cr iticism of A merican Public A d d r e s s . Marie HochmutR
Nichole
(el. ) (New York*
Russell and Russell, 1965),
III, l-23i
and Marie Hochmuth Nichols,
Rhetoric and
Criticism
(Baton Rougei
Louisiana State tJnlverslty
Press, 1967), Chapter V.
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the "rhetorical transactions"

-1Q

under consideration.

Lawrence Rosenfleld suggests that the critic of oral
discourse has open to him "a finite set of relatively
clear-cut methodological options."

"there is* in other

words, a system of alternatives inherent In critical
endeavor.

The option exercised in the analysis here

places the main emphasis on the manner in which the
message influenced the listeners regarding "the speaker's
vision of how the demands of occasion ought to be met
and resolved."

Rosenfleld explains the critic's Interest

in the message as followsi
The rhetorical critic sees the entire co mmuni
cative tr ansaction as somehow "suspended" from
the language of the message under examination.
For the rhetorical critic the verbal utterance
constitutes a kind of linguistic architecture
which supports and gives form to the total rhe
torical act.
In this belief the critic differs
from the historian and sociologist, who may
choose to treat the verbal factors as mere a r t i 
facts of the event.
Ttie rhetorical critic not
only fastens his observation to MLessageJi
he
does so in the conviction that the message is
fundamental to an appreciation of the entire
event.
Consequently,

the present study offers a limited r he

torical analysis In which the critic focuses on the
messages as a reflection of the religious ideas and
attitudes of the times.

The late Ernest J, Wrage of

Northwestern stressed this function of the speech critic
^ L a w r e n c e W. Rosenfleld,
"The Anatomy of Critical
Discourse,"
Speech Mo nogr aph s. XXXV(March 1966), 57.
1 9 I b l d . , pp.

69,

61,

58.
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as followsi
Ine very nature and character of Ideas In t r a n s 
ition Is dependent upon configurations of language.
The Interpretation of a speech calls for a complete
u n d e r s tan di ng of what goes Into a speech, the
purpose of the speech and the Interplay of factors
which comprise the public speaking situation, of
nuances of meaning which emerge only from the
reading of a speech In light of Its setting.
At
this juncture a special kind of skill becomes
useful, for the problem now relates directly to
the craftmanshlp of the rhetorician*
The student
who Is senaltized to rhetoric, who Is schooled
In Its principles and techniques, brings an
Interest, Insight, discernment, and essential
skill which are assets for scholarship In the
history of Ideas, as that history Is portrayed In
public speeches. 0
In view of the emphasis on the ministers*
one of the first steps

Ideas,

In the Investigation was to

assimilate as much Information as possible about the
sermons.

The Louisiana State University Library contains

microcard copies of the published sermons which are a
part of the American Imprint Series and are Indexed In
Charles Evans* Amerlcan Bibliography.

The Massachusetts

Historical Society has the original manuscript of
Thacher's address and Prince's discourse Is available
In 31x Sermons by the Late Thomas Prince . . . published
from his Manuscripts by John E rskl ne. D . D . . one of the
Ministers of E d i n b u r g h *
Five principal sources were consulted for data about
the twenty-one ministers whose messages were studied*
2°"Publlc Addressi
A Study in Social and Intellec
tual History."
The Quarterly Journal of S p e e c h . XXXIII
(December 19^7), ^^6.

11
Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American B iog rap hy. S i b l e y *s
Harvard G r a d u a t e s ■ Dictionary of Amerlcan Biography.
Annals of the Amerlcan P u l p i t t

and The Colonial Clergy

and the Colonial Churches of New England.

Additional

Information about these men was obtained from their
d i a r i e s — when avallable--and from secondary sources such
as biographies and the works of m o d e m
Kerr,

Mixon,

scholars such as

Samuel Eliot Morlson, and Perry Miller.

Boston's Congregational Library holds the single
most valuable source of information about the occasion,
the Convention's Minutes officially begun In 17^8.
Additional primary materials about the annual
available from the following sourcesi
Boston Athenaeum,

event were

the Library of the

the And over-fiarvard Theological Library,

the Massachusetts Historical Society,
those who attended,

extant diaries of

contemporary newspaper accounts, and

secondary sources such as Harold Worthley's excellent
es s a y . 21
The study contains four major divisions.

An overview

of the Convention Is presented in the subsequent chapter.
The third chapter examines the three main themes to
which the Convention speakers devoted their addresses.
CHAPTER IV contains an analysis of the sermons*

organ

izational patterns and materials used by the ministers
21worthley,

0£.

cl t.
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to develop their central ideas.

The final division offers

a summary of the findings and a statement of the conclu
sions based on these results.

CHAPTER II
THE MASSACHUSETTS CONVENTION OF CONGREGATIONAL
MINISTERS)

AN OVERVIEW

In order to understand fully the environment In
which the Convention messages were presented,

it Is

Important to Itnow about the historical background of
this annual mlnlsterlum as well as the men who were its
featured speakers.
twofold)

Thus the purpose of this chapter Is

(1) describe the convention's origin,

and nature and

purpose,

(2) provide a perspective of the event

through a description of when and where the meetings were
held, how the main speakers were chosen, and the general
prominence of these clergymen.
I_.

The Genesis

An historical essay^ In 1959 Ly Harold Field
Worthley,

currently chaplain at Wheaton College,

Massachusetts,

Norton,

represents the best effort known to the

present writer to record the full history and nature of
the Convention.
Worthley observes that “traditionally,

the story of

^ NAn Historical Essayi
The Massachusetts Convention
of Congregational Ministers,**
The Proceedings of the
Unitarian Hlatorloal Society. XI I, Part 1(1958).
Worthley•e
essay Is the primary source of Information In this chapter.
13
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the relationships among members of the clergy In the
Massachusetts Bay Colony begins with that oft-cited
passage from John Wlnthrop's Journal, dated Novem
ber, 1633)"2
The ministers of the bay and Sagus j_Lynnj did
meet once a fortnight, at one of their houses,
by course, where some question of moment was
debated.
Mr. Skelton, the pastor, of Salem,
and Mr. Williams, who was removed from Pllmouth
thither, (but not in any office, though he
exercised by way of p rop hecy,) took some excep
tion against It, as fearing It might grow, In
time, to a presbytery, or superlntendency, to
the prejudice of the churches* liberties,
But
this fear was without causej
for they were all
clear in that point, that no church or person can
have power over another churcht
neither did they
In their meetings exercise any such Jurisdic
tion, etc. 3
The meetings to which Wlnthrop referred were prob
ably

the forerunners of the m o d e m

associations."

'ministerial

These organizations in Massachusetts

began with the establishment of the 3oston-Charlestown
or Cambridge Association on October 13» 1690.^

Such

2 Ibld. , p. 49.
3James Kendall Hosmer (ed. ),
Wlnthrop* s Journal
(New Yorki
Charles Scribner's Sons, 11908^, f, l!2-!li3,
^Helpful, though not exhaustive essays on the history
of these organizations are those by Alonzo H. Quint, "The
Origin of Ministerial Associations In New England," Congre
gational Quarterly. II, i860, 203-212, and V, I8 6 3 , 2933 0 4 1 STJ. Spalding,
"The History of the Essex North
Association,"
Congregational Quarterly. VI, 1864, l6l-175i
Wllllston Walker.
The Creeds and Platforms of Congrega
tionalism
(New YorE"i
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 ^ 9 3 ) 7 PP*
469-473*
Hereafter referred to as Creeds. A more thorough
account Is Christopher R. Eliot,
"The Origin and Early
History of the Boston Association of Ministers,"
The
Proceedings of the Unitarian Society, VII, Part 1(19^0),
21 -3 8 .
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ministerial meetings were held frequently.
regularly,

If not

on a local scale throughout the year during

the next half-centuryi

one meeting was described by

Cotton Mather as followsi
In the beginning of the country, the ministers
had their frequent meetings, which were most
usually after their publlck and weekly or monthly
lectures, wherein they consulted for the welfare
of their churches, nor had they ordinarily any
difficulty in their churches, which were not In
these meetings offered unto consideration!
for
their mutual dlrectlon and assistance!
and
these meetings are maintained unto this d a y . 5
Although the point Is debatable.

It seems probable

that Mather distlngulshed between the Cambridge Associa
tion "whereat they ^members] have Informed one another of
their various exercises, and assisted one another In the
work of the Lord" and the gatherings In Boston during
the last week of May.

The latter meetings he described

as a "general appearance of all the ministers In each
colony,

once a year, at the town, and the time of the

General Court for elections of magistrates In the
Colonies."6

Obviously,

the nature of these localized

meetings, as of those at Cambridge, Is not the prime
concern of this chapter.

Nevertheless,

the Massachusetts

Convention of Congregational Ministers held In May at
the time of the election of the General Court evidently
^Magnalla Christ 1 Amerlcana (Hartford*
Silas
Andrus'] T873TT P» 226.
This is the first American
edition from the London edition of 1?02.
Hereafter
referred to as Magna11a.
6Ibid., p. 232.
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emerged from these early occasional ministerial meetings
as reported by Wlnthrop and Mather.?
Two Congregational historians have suggested that
the local associations and the Convention provided New
England's religious conservatives In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries with a prime means of expressing
their desires.

Led by Increase Mather these older and

generally more prominent clergymen were "those most
zealous to maintain the old order of things."

Thus they

"turned to ministerial organizations as a means of
quickening the life of the churches and establishing
q
their authority more firmly."
Other conservatives or
"old lights" In this fight to maintain the status quo
included Cotton Mather,
Church,

James Allen of Boston's First

William Hubbard of Ipswich, John Higglnson and

Nicholas Noyes of Salem, Samuel Cheever of Marblehead,
and Joseph Gerrlsh of Wenham.

These men, according to

Wllllston Walker, believed that the only way to Improve
the religious state of New England toward the end of
the seventeenth century was a return to the principles
espoused In the 1648 Cambridge Platform.

Furthermore,

?Worthley, p. 50*
The extent to which the minis
terial associations Influenced the purpose or agenda
of the Convention Is uncertain.
^Albert E. Dunning,
Congregational!sts In
Am erica, A Popular History or their O rigin. Belief,
Growth? and Work
{"Bostoni ^Tie Pilgrim P r e s s ,
pT 206.
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they felt that such a return Included
an enforcement of discipline within the local
church and exercise of watch over the churches
by councils representative of the whole fellow
ship of a colony or district as would prevent
the incoming; of looser fashions and preserve
uniformity of discipline and procedure.°
benjamin Colman,

scholarly and liberal minister

of the Brattle Street Church In Boston,

offered addi

tional support for the view that the religious conser
vatives of that day were a major Influence In the
Convention.

In a letter dated November 17, 1719,

Colman

wrote as follows to a fellow minister In Eastwood, Scotland)
We have not had a Synod, properly called, these
forty yearsi
and when some sir or seven years
ago |_1713-l?l4j we did In a Convention of the
ministers of the Province come Into a general
desire and vote to address the Government for
the Calling of a Synod, and they were addressed
accordingly, by e Committee of us appointed In
the name of the Conventioni
the Aged Dr. Mather
opposing It we could not obtain one, all the
Reasoning was that he feared the present Ministers
would go off as far as disgust would allow from
^Walker, pp. 466-467*
Cf . Wllllston Walker,
The Amerlcan Church History Series* Vol. VIIi
A History of the Co ngr ega tionalChurches In the United
St a t e s ■ 6th edition
(New Yorki
Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1903), 199-202,
Hereafter referred to as History.
Walker's analysis of early Congregationalism has been
challenged recently by Jane H. Pease,
"On Interpreting
Puritan History 1 Wllllston Walker and the Limitations
of the Nineteenth Century View," The New England
Quarterly. )CLII(June 1 9 6 9 ), 232-2*52.
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the Congregational to the Presbyterian Doctrine
of Government *
Much has been said thus far about various forms of
ministerial meetings.

Some writers on this subject

have made little distinction In their use of such words
as "synod,"

"council,"

or "co nv e n t i o n , " ^

Thus It Is

Important to clarify how the term "convention" is used
in the present study before attempting to pinpoint the
exact origin of this ralnisterlum.

By "convention" the

present author means an annual gathering of ministers
to discuss timely religious matters of mutual Interesti
the power of this body is advisory only.
Benjamin Colman to Robert Wodrow, November 1?,
1719,"
Proceedings of the Massachusetts Hlstorlcal
Society. LXXYII(DecemBer^January 1965). 131.
Colman
probably referred to Increase Mather who was
years
old In 1713.
Interestingly, the alleged reason for
opposing this Synod is strikingly similar to that cited
by Wlnthrop*s contemporaries in their opposition to
local ministerial meetings in 1 6 3 3 * Cf. n. 3 .
^ I n c r e a s e Mather used the terms "synod" and
"council" interchangeably in his Disquisition Concerning
Ecclesiastical Councils
(Boston 1 N, Boone, 1 ?13>Tt
1*
C f , Thomas Shepherd*if Election Sermon,, May 15* 1672,
Bye Salve or a Watch Word From our Lord Jesus Christ
unto his Church Especially those within the Colony of
Massachusetts in New England. To take heed of Apostasy 1
Or A Treatise o7 Remembrance o7~~what God hatTT been to
us as also what we o u g h t . and what we ought not to be
to h i m , as we desire the' prolonging of our Prosperous
Payee In the Land which the Loro our God hath given u s .
p. 30.
WaTfcer distinguished between a ,vsynod " a n T l a
"convention" when he noted that the latter assembly
lacked the "presence of representatives of the brethren
of the churches,"
Cree ds, p. 138*
The 1637 Synod at
Cambridge, wrote George Punchard, was "strictly speaking
a Convention of the New England ministers."
History of
Congr«K&t1 ona11sm from about A.D. 250 to the Present
Time, vol. Ii
Congregationalism in America
(Boston 1
Congregational Publishing Society, 1 & & 0 ), ?08.
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Granting the fact established earlier that the
Massachusetts Convention of Congregational Ministers,
"General Convention," or as it Is often labeled,

"the

Convention" was an outgrowth of occasional ministerial
meetings,

the crucial question remainst

what year can the Convention be dated?
fix the date at 1 6 8 0 .

precisely from
Some historians

For example, four members of the

1820 Convention were selected by their peers to author
a concise history of the organization.

After observing

that notices of the Convention's origin "are very im
perfect," these writers reason cautiously that "the
silence of the early historians on this subject,
cially of Wlnthrop and j_ThomasJ Hubbard,
evidence,

espe

is presumptive

that there was no organized Convention before

the year 1 6 8 0 . Walker argued emphatically that "there
Is every reason to believe,

. . . that the Ministers*

Convention can trace Its source,

in germ at least, to

the beginning of the colony" thus predating the esta
blishment In 1690 of the earliest ministerial association
on record, Cambridge,1 ^

In 189**, one year after making

^ J o h n Codman, [_?] Holmes, John Pierce, and Eliphalet Porter,
A Historlcal Sketch of the Convention of
Congregational Ministers in Massachusetts 1 with An
Account Ofr It's ]*unds 1 Fts connexion with the Massachusetts
Congregational Chari table Society t and 1ts Rules And
Regulations
CCarabrldge, Massachusetts!
Hilliard and
Metcalf, TH21), p. 3.
Hereafter referred to as Historical
S ke t c h .
^creeds,

p. **6 ?.
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the preceding- comment.

Walker offered a more definite

but leas tenable statement as followsi
LThe I Ministerial Convention of Massachusetts,
LwasJ an annual gathering of all ministers of
the province at the time of the May General
Court, which had begun In the Informal coming
together of the ministers in the earliest days
of the colony, and had crystallized sufficiently
by about
have a moderator, a dinner, and
a sermon,
Worthley took “no Issue with the guarded statement
made In the Hlstorlcal Sketch.“ neither did he "quarrel
with Walker's earlier

i_1893J

remark" because of the

difficulties In pinpointing when the forerunners of the
Convention ended and the actual meeting began.1 *’

But how

valid Is Walker's 189^+ claim that assigns the Convention's
origin to a pre-l69o date?

Generally,

the rationale for

such a position Is the following history by Cotton
Mather of the Cambridge or Boston-Charlestown Association!
Having so often produced the propositions voted
by an assembly of ministers at C a m S r l d g e for
the explanation of our platform. *tls not here,
amiss, on this occasion to give some history of
that a ss e mb l y.
Know, then, that according to the advice of Mr.
Hooker, who about a week before he fell sick of
his last, let fall these words, we must agree
upon constant meetings of ministers. and settle
the consociation of churches, or 'eTse we are utterly
u n d o n e ! It has been the care o7 the ministers.
In the several vicinages throughout the most part
of the country, to establish such constant meetings.
^ H i st o ry . 201.
Cf. Galus Glenn Atkins and Fredrick
L. Fagley, Plstory of American Congregationalism
{Bostoni
The Pilgrim Press, 1 ^ 2 ) , p. 186.
-^Wor thl ey,

p.

6*+.
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whereat they have Informed one another of their
various exercises* and assisted one another In
the work of the Lordi
besides a general appear
ance of all the ministers in each colony, once
a year, at the town* and the time of the General
,
Court for elections of magistrates In the colonies . 1
However,

the foregoing passage from Mather hardly

settles the controversy.

In the first place the "Mr.

Hooker" of whom Mather spoke was Thomas Hooker of
Connecticuti

he died in 164?.

Secondly,

Worthley has

argued convincingly that "It would be an error,

however,

to assume that this passage L.Mather*sJ Is of a single
piece, and that the Convention may thus be dated from
the middle of the seventeenth century,"1? for immediately
following his historical account Mather presented the
rules by which the Cambridge Association governed Itself.
As already noted,
formed until 1690,

the Cambridge Association was not
forty-three years after Hooker's death.

Worthley has succinctly stated the complications
in trying to solve this problem of assigning a definite
date for the Convention's origin.
Without doubt the problem of accurately dating
the beginning of the Convention has been compli
cated by an inclination on the part of historians
to minimize the Importance of knowing Just when
various early descriptions of this mlnlsterlum
^ Magnalla, p. 232.
^ W o r t h l e y , p. 50.
Cf. Mather's confession that
In writing the Magna1la he had been "forced" to throw
"whole months together, and then resume it, but by
a stolen hour or two In the day, not without some harard
of incurring the title which Coryat put upon his
History of his Travels, 'Crudities hast1ly gobbled up
in five mo n th s .*"
Magnalla, P» J2.
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were written.
Mather's Magnalla was completed
In 1 6 9 8 1 and was published In London In 1 7 0 2 1
the references to the Convention to be found In
Its pages are uni formly marginal In nature, Indi
cating the Convention Itself was Just entering
Into Its period of formal organization.
Mather's
Diary which begins with the year 1681, makes no
real mention of this ministerlura until 1 6 9 9 *
despite the fact that, had the Convention existed
much earlier, Mather himself would have been a
member and, presumably, would have noted at least
Its existence If not Its activities.
3ut not all of Mather's comments about the Convention
are as fragmented as those which appear In his Diary and
M ag nalla«

In 1726--two years prior to his death--he

recorded his most detailed description of the annual
event.
The Churches of New England . . . have no
Provincial Synods . . . The Thing among them that
Is the nearest thereunto, Is a General Convention
of Ministers, (which perhaps are not above h a l f )
belonging to the P r o v i n c e , at the time of the
Anniversary S o l e m n i t y , when the General Assembly
of the Province meets, on the last Wednesday In
the month of May * to elect their Counsellors
for the Ye ar ensuing.
Then the M in i st e rs .
choosing a M od e r a t o r , do propose M a t t e r s o f
public Importance, referring to the Interest
of Religion In the Churches 1 and tho' they
ass ume no Decisive P o w e r , yet the Advice which
they give to the P e o p l e o f GOD, has proved of
great Use unto the Country.
There Is n o w taken up the Custom, for (Conclo as
C l e r u m , ) a Sermon to be Preached unto the Conven
tion of Ministers, on the day aft er the El e ct i o n ,
by one of their Number, chosen to It by their
V o t e s , at their Meeting In the preceding Year.
At this C o n v e n t i o n , Every Pastor that meets with
s in gular- DiTfficuitles, has Opportunity to bring
^ Ib ld. Cf. Cotton Mather,
The Diary of Cotton
Mather
(Boston 1 The Massachusetts HlstorlcaT Society.
1$11-1912). I* 302.
Hereafter referred to as D i a r y .
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them under Consideration.
But the Question most
usually now considered, Is of this Importancei
What may be further proposed, for the preservation
and promoting of true I*IEft? In t h e T a n d ?
Excellent Things have been here Concerted and
Concluded, for. The Propagat1on of Religion* and
Collections produced for that Purpose in all the
Chu r c h e s .
And Motions have been hence made unto the General
Assembly for such Acts and Laws as the Morals of
the People have caTTed for.
(_The G o v e m o u r of the Province, and such Councellors as dwell In the City of Boston, together with
the Representatives of the Town^ & the Speaker of
t h e l r H o u s e I are Invited also to dine with the
Ministers. at the Table, which the Deacons of the
united Churches In Boston provide for the, the
Day after the Election. . . .
It seems highly probable that In the preceding
account Mather was describing the Convention as It
existed around 1726.20

At least two reasons can be

offered In support of this claim.

First,

It Is signi

ficant that Mather noted that the election was held on
the "last Wednesday" in May,

Between 1632 and 1686,

Election Day occurred on the second Wednesday In May.
However, no elections were held In Massachusetts between
1686 and 1691,

because of the forfeiture of her charter.

pi

The practice of conducting elections on the last Wednesday
In May began In 1692, according to the Massachusetts
1Q

Cotton Mather,
{Bostont
3. Gerrish,
In the original.
2°worthley,

p.

Ratio Dlsclpllnae Nov-Anglorum
17251, pp. 1 76-177.
Brackets are

?1.

21cf. Courtland P. Bishop, History of Elections In
the Amcrlcan Colonles
(New Yorki
n.n.,~T893), p. T02.
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Charter of 1691. which was enforced the following year.
Secondly,

the custom of having a "Convention sermon" was

not initiated until more than a quarter of a century later
in 1721.

The ministers voted in the 1720 Convention to

have Increase Mather present this special address.

Joseph

Sewell wrote In his diary of Mather's selection as follows 1
(_The ConventlonJ voted that a Sermon should be
preached annually to the Ministers on the Day
following the Election.
Dr. Increase Mather was
chosen to that Service for the next year.
The
Rev'd Mr. Solomon Stoddard was also chosen in case
the Doctor should falli
And Dr. C. Mather to
supply his place upon Supposition that he should
be Prevented by the Providence of God. . . . ^
John Pierce provided additional support for the claim
that Increase Mather's presentation was unquestionably
the first of these annual sermons.

In his personal copy

of the 1821 Hlstorlcal Sketch he penned a marginal refer
ence to the aforementioned entry in Sewell's diary and
then observed,
Rev.

I. 20.

"1721,

Increase Mather,

The first regular sermon.

D.D.

Boston.

J. P. "23

Thus while Cotton Mather's descriptions of the
Convention In its beginning stages are noteworthy,

his

accounts appear to be an inadequate warrant for dating the
22May 2 6 , 1720, as quoted in Hamilton Andrews Hill,
History of the Old South Church (Third C h u r c h ). Boston.
1669-lo8^~ (Boston 1 Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1890 ),
I, £ 0 4.
Cf. Joseph S. Clark,
A Historical Sketch of
the Congregational Churches in Massachusetts
(Boston 1
Congregational Board of Publication, 1 & 5 B ) , p p . 128-129.
23codman et_. a l . , p. 30.
Mather's sermon text was
evidently Revelation 1»20 in the New Testament. The
Pierce copy of the Hlstorlcal Sketch is now owned by
the Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Convention's Inception as early as 1680.

Two additional

matters should be clarified before this discussion Is
concluded.
The Appendix of Ellphalet Porter's Convention
sermon of 1810# The Simplicity That Is In Christ.
Includes the first published list of Convention preachers.
Porter's list Is probably "responsible for the notion that
John Sherman and Cotton Mather were the Convention speakers
for the years 1682 and 1689 r e s p e c t i v e l y . " ^

In the first

place Sherman conceivably could have preached to a meeting
of ministers In 1682 i

such gatherings were commonplace.

However, arguments already presented In this section
seem convincing that the Convention per se did not exist
In the l680's.

John Pierce penned the following note

In his personal copy of the Historical Sketch regarding
Sherman's sermon*

"this must have been preached on some

special occasion."

Immediately following that notation

Pierce crossed out Sherman's name on the list of preachers
who had delivered sermons to the Convention.
the Hlstorlcal Sketch claimed that "Dr.

Secondly,

Cotton Mather's

Sermon In 1689, has been erroneously supposed to have been
delivered before the Convention of Ministers.
'preached to the Convention of the Col ony.*"25
^Worthley,

p. 6 5 .

2 5codman et. al..

Toe.

clt.

It was
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In summary,

Worthley appears correct In his judgment

that the most nearly accurate account of the C o n v e n t i o n s
origin Is that of an anonymous historian who wrote as
follows In 1795*
The Congregational Ministers of the late province,
now commonwealth, of Massachusetts, from the
beginning of the government under the charter of
1692 Llssued In I 6 9 1 J, have practiced the holding
of a convention In Boston, on the next day after
the general election of counsellors.^®
furthermore,

Worthley*s personal analysis of this

problem and his following conclusions neem generally
acceptable.
The Convention, as such, was Inseparable from
Election Day, and therefore could not have met
from 1686 to 1692.
Nor Is there any trustworthy
account of Its having existed prior to either
of these two dates.
The Convention Itself, then
must have assumed organized form between 1692
and 1 6 9 4 , drawing upon the clergy's custom of
holding unorganized meetings when Election Day
brought them together In one locale.
After 1 6 9 ^,
this minlsterlum gained enough sense of Its own
organic nature to be able to present Its corporate
opinions on a variety of matters of public con
cern.
By 1718, it had chosen a moderator (the
ubiquitous Cotton Mather), and . . . In 1721
there began the almost unbroken series of Con
vention Sermons. , . .27

L?]

a3 quoted in the Appendix to Peter Thacher,
A Sermon Preached In Boston. February 1 2 . 17 95. In the
Audience of the~Massachusetts Congregational Society
(Boston 1 Samuel Hall, 1795). p. 21.
Worthley noted
that Massachusetts Governor James Sullivan (1807-1808)
Is the generally accepted author of this passage, p. 6 5 .
^ W o r t h l e y , pp. 51-52.
Mather briefly noted in
his diary his association with and participation
in the annual Convention between 1699 and 1?2^.
Actually,
he wrote that the Convention selected him as moderator
as early as 1716.
Cf, Cotton Mather, Diary. II. 353.
He
served In the same capacity In 171?, Diary. II, ^56,
and again as Worthley says
In 1?18, Diary. II, 537.

2?

II.

Purposes

The Hlstorlcal Sketch contained the following
statement of the Convention’s objectivesi
Prom the transaction of the Convention, It
appears that Its design has been to promote
brotherly love and religious Improvementj
to
give advice to ministers In difficult casesi
to consider the best means for preserving and
promoting pietyi
to concert measures for the
propagation of religion, and to promote collec
tions for that purposei
to act In concert as far
as suitable to the ministerial character, In all
matters of general concern respecting the Interests
of religion and tne order, peace, liberties, and
prosperity of the Congregational churchesi
to
hold correspondences with other associated pastors
and churches relative to the Interests of the
church and of rellgloni
to aid poor parishes In
supporting their ministersj
to assist Indigent
ministerst
to provide funds for the relief of
widows and orphans of ministers; and direct the
distribution of this charityi
to bear testimony
against prevailing errors In doctrine, discipline,
or m a n n e r s ( to remonstrate to delinquent churches
and people concerning neglect to support the gospel %
and to recommend whatever may be of general use
to ministers and churches, or to the Commonwealth
and country.
It also appears that the proceedings
relative to objects and persons external to the
Convention have always been by way of counsel,
recommendation, advice, or congratulation, and
not on the ground of assumed or delegated authority.
C f . Harry P. Kerr,
"The Character of Political Sermons
Preached at the Time of the American Revolution,"
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
(Ithaca, New Yorki
Cornell University, 1962), and Harold D. Mixon,
"The
Artillery Election Sermon in New England, 1672-1774,"
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
(Tallahasseei
Florida
State University, 1964), for discussions of occasions
when ministers gathered In Boston during Election Week.
The 1 6 9 4 action to which Worthley referred was probably
the appointment of a committee by the Convention to Inform
the General Court of difficulties caused by obscure laws
regarding the settlement of ministers.
Cf. Susan M.
Reed,
Church and State In Masaachusetts 1 1691-1740
(Urbana"i
Dnlverslty of Illinois, 1914), pp. 28-30.
2^Codman et. a l . , p. 15.
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As Worthley points out, these "goals are mirrored
In the public utterances and varied activities of the
Convention,"^9

some of the Convention's activities as

they relate to the annual Convention sermons are consi
dered In detail later In the present study.

What follows

now is a brief sketch of a few of the Convention's actions
prior to 1721, and the delivery of the first main

a d d r e s s .

30

Increase Mather wrote that the following question
was considered "at a General Convention of Ministers at
Boston,

May 26, 1698 . . • t

'Has the Church Covenant

as Commonly Practised In the Churches of New England,
any Scriptural Foundations?'"

According to his report,

all the ministers present except one "did Concur In the
Affirm a ti v e. "31
On May 23, 1702,

the Convention listened to Cotton

Mather's warning to the churches about the dangers of
abandoning the doctrines of grace.
with his message,

Apparently Impressed

the assembly voted to have the sermon

published . 3 2
^^Worthley,

p.

55*

3°Addl tlonal views of theConvention's activities
prior to 1721 are found In Worthley, pp. 52-55* Codman
e t . al. . p. 10,
H 1s t o r y . 202-204, and William Warren Sweet,
The Story of Religion In Ameri ca
(New Yorki
Harper and
Brothers, T^3<£), pV 94.
31 The Order of the
J. Allen, l T M T T P. W 7

Gospel

(Boston 1

3. Green and

"^ Dlary. I, 429-430.
The speech was entitled A
Seasonable Tes11mon.v to the Glorious Doctrines of Gra ce,
Now Many Ways Undermined In the World.
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Nine years later on May 20, 1711, Cotton Mather
anticipated the forthcoming Convention and prepared the
following question for the ministers to conslderi

"What

may we perceive arising In any Part of the Country which
may Injure or threaten the Interests of Pietyi

and what

may we propose for the preventing of such Evils and the
preserving of our best Interests."33
Apparently

the 171^ Convention voted to send con

gratulations to King George of England on his ascension
to the throne.

Such congratulatory messages were not

an uncommon gesture by the Convention.

However,

for some

reason the ministers chosen to deliver this message to
the King were unable to complete their task.
to four men In England,

In a letter

Cotton Mather explained why and

asked for assistance In completing the mission.
Unexpected Encumbrances have stopped the Voyage
of our Intended Messengers.
r*ut the Ministers
at their Convention made a provision, that If
any such thing should happen, we should on their
behalf apply ourselves to you, with our humble
Request, that you . . . would accept the Trouble
of presenting our address unto His Majesty, and
say what you shall think proper on that Occasion,
Not Infrequently during this period the Convention
attempted to strengthen ties between the state and
Congregationallsts.

Sending congratulations to King

33 rbld., II, 7^.
3**Ib i d . , pp. 300-301,
The letter addressed to Rev.
Dr, Daniel Williams, Dr. Edmund Galamy, Mr. Thomas
Relnolds, and Mr. Samuel Mather was entered In Mather's
diary on April 1^, 1?15«
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George was one such attempt!

another was made In 171?.

At the request of the assembled ministers Cotton Mather
delivered a welcome speech to the newly appointed
Governor,

Samuel Shute.

In his address Mather noted

that the May 30 meeting of that year was the first
opportunity that the "ministers of the Gospel In this
Province could Enjoy to Express our grateful Sense of
the happiness which we have herein

received.

"35

A secondary goal of the Convention and one not
specifically mentioned by either Mather or the Historical
Sketch seems to have been the development and encouragement
of social relationships between the clergy as well as
between the ministers

and the magistrates.

As previously

stated,

Cotton Mather

mentioned the ministers* custom

Inviting the governor

and Boston public officials to

dine with them on the

day after the Election,

of

This

occasion, according to Mather, had "Some small Resem
blance of what Is called,
In the N e t h e r l a n d s 3^

The Feast of Moses and Aaron,

Worthley has observed that

the Implications of the reference [_to
dinnerJ
are plain enough, v i z .» table-fellowshlp of the
clergy with members of the magistracy.
However,
even though such a custom would fit well with
what we know of the Intimate relationships
between those two classes In the early history
of Massachusetts, no clue remains today to
35speech to His Excellency Samuel Shutc.
R. Green, 171777 P* 1«~ ~Cf. Diary, II, ^56.
36cot ton Mather,

Ratio Dlsclpllnae.

. .

(Bostoni

. . , p. 177.
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explain to us the cited Dutch prototype of
this "feast."3/
Additional confirmation regarding this dinner Is
available in the extant records of at least two ministers
who attended the event.
Journal that on May 31,
Hlggenson dine at Mr.

Samuel Sewell wrote In his
1705,

"Govr,

Major Drown,

Sewell,

(_3amuelj Willard's with the Ministers."

Evidence concerning this dinner— scant as It Is— seems
to Indicate that ministers and magistrates only attended.
That theory Is tenuous at best If Sewell Is to be believed,
for he reported that during at least one Convention women
were present for the Feast of Moses and Aaron.
citation from Sewell
1713i

A final

Is the following Item dated May 28,

"The Four Churches ^Flrst, Second,

South, and

Brattle Street In BostonJ Treat the Ministers, and
Councillors In Town at the Exchange

Tavern.

"3®

Ebenezer Parkman provided In his diary additional
insight Into the social aspects of the Convention.
For example,

he noted that on the day the Convention

37worthley, p. 5*+* At least by 17^8, the custom
was apparently abandoned.
Worthley asserts that the
dinner was probably discontinued about 1726, "testifying
to the ever widening rift between ecclesiastical and
civil Interests,"
p. 55*
3^Samuel Sewell,
"Diary of Samuel Sewell, 16741729,"
Collections of the Massachusetts Historical
Society, Vl, Series V T§ostorn
Massachusetts Historical
Society, 1879), 132, 312, 385-386.
Hill, p. 3 6 2 , quoted
from Joseph Sewell's Journal for May 2 8 , 1713, as followsi
"Att the Ministers' Meeting.
Dr. Increase Mather
open'd the Meeting with pray'r.
The Ministers din'd at
the Exchange Tavern."
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opened In 1727,
Mr. Stlmpson j_Joseph S. , minister of Malden,
1735-l?5l], Mr. Greenwood Llsaac, professor of
math at Harvard], Mr. Turell (_Ebenezer, minister
of Medford, 1725-1778], and I din'd with the
officers of the Town Militia and the Company
of Cadys which waited upon his Honor the
Lieutenant Governor ^William Dummerj . . • . ^
In concluding this discussion of the Convention's
contributions to the development of social relation
ships,

the observations of Salem minister Thomas Barnard

are noteworthy-

He characterized the Convention occasion

as comparable to the felicity prevalent on a college
campus on Alumni

Day.

According to Barnard,

The occasion on which we now visit this Capital
reminds us of our rank, as Members of Civil
Society.
Our Government, in its distinct branches,
makes a public appearance at this season in the
house of God, who rules over all.
And it chooses
one in our order to lead in its devotions, and to
impress the mind and passions with such truths as
are suited to the solemnity. 0
are particu
larly respected in the festivities of the day.
In this civil society then, we have a rank pecu
liar to ourselves.

The gaiety of the season, and the operation of
air and exercise, after the retirement and gloom
of winteri
the sight of each other after so long
an absence)
and mutual congratulations upon our
39prancls G. Wallet (ed.),
"The Diary of Ebenezer
Parkman,"
Proceedings of the Amerlcan Antiquarian Society.
LXXI, Part 1 {Worcester, Massachusetts!
American Anti
quarian Society, April lfi, 1962), 193-195.
Information
in brackets was obtained from Wallet's footnotes.
In
the same source Parkman cited the names of fellow ministers
and/or public officials with whom he dined following the
Convention lecture in 1725, 1738. 1?55, 1755-1755, and
1758.
^°The obvious reference here is to the annual
election day sermon.
Cf. Kerr, o£. clt.
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mutual health and prosperityi
the wild Joys of
the populace excited by this memorial of their
rights and liberties)
the Jgpnip of Government and
the parade of the Military)
the entertainments
of a generous town, in which plenty and elegance
are Joined with cheerful and pleasing socletvi
all conspire to enliven and render us happy.
111.

Convention Da^s

Although the Convention's records date from 1?48,
it apparently had kept minutes of its meetings prior to
that time.

For at the opening of the 17^8 session the

clergymen present voted to have "the Minutes of the
Transactions of the last

l 17^7]

Convention read,"

A

system of keeping permanent records was seemingly adopted
at that same assembly when they decided also to procure
a "blank 3ook, and that the Minutes of the Convention be
entered In It, with the Votes and the Accounts.
Wednesday
As stated earlier the Convention was held on the
day after the general election which was conducted, after
1692,

on the last Wednesday In May.

what misleading.

Actually,

That claim Is some

the Convention convened on

^ P r o b a b l y Barnard referred to activities on
artillery election day which occurred during the same
week as the general election and the Convention.
Cf.
Mixon, o£. clt.
^ 2John Barnard,
The Ministers of Religion Consi
dered as Members of Civil Society
(3ostoni
Samuel kail,

1793 ). PP. 7t_ 12.
^Mlnv^tes of the Massachusetts Convention of Congre
gational Ministers^' T, 1-2.
Hereafter referred to as
Minutes.
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Election Day,

Wednesday, at the home of the minister of

the Old South Church,
ministers

Joseph S e w e l l . ^

Customarily,

the

gathered at Sewell's house Wednesday afternoon

to consider sundry preliminary

matters such as selecting

the Convention of fl cers— Moderator, Scribe, and Treasurerreading the Treasurer's report, minutes of the previous
Convention,

and committee reports, and making various

committee a s s i g n m e n t s . ^
Ebenezer Parkman,

Westborough minister and Convention

speaker in 1761, described these Wednesday meetings for
the years 1744,

1746-1749 as follows 1^

[_May 30, 1749- j Dr. Sewal LJ°sePh SewellJ Moderator,
but Mr. Eels [_Nathanlel, of NorwellJ pray'd who
were
chiefly Settling old Accounts. ?
j_May 28, 1746 j PM at the Convention, Dr. Sewal
Moderator and Mr, Checkley j_Samuel, of the Second
Church of Boston j Clerk.
Voted on Address to the
King on Occasion of the R e b e l l i o n . °
LMay 27, 1747]
Dr. Sewal Moderator and pray'd,
Mr. Checkley, Clerk.
Mr. Josiah Cotton ^minister
of First Congregational Church in Providence who
later served the Third Church in Woburn, I 7 4 7 - I 7 5 6 J
^4codman et. el, p. 27.
45-rhe Minutes offer no explanation for the absence
of a Wednesday meeting between 1770 and 1772.
Minutes. I,
89, 92, 97.
^ 5 e e the Min utes, I, for additional comments about
these Wednesday meetings.
4 ?w a l l e t » LXXXII, Part M A p r l l 18, 1 9 6 2 ), 188,
Information in brackets obtained from Wallet's foot
notes.
/>RIbld. . Part 2(October 16-17,

1962),

p. 44l.
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desires to be relieved from Providence.
Letter
of Dr. Avery ^John, minister of Truro, 1711-175^.
He was also a physlclanj on the Subjects of his
presenting the Address of the Convention of
Ministers last year to the King.
. . • voted
Thanks to Dr. Avery for his Pains and Care.
j_May 27, 1748 j
No Boston ministers at Dr. Sewals
but Mr. Byles ^Mather, °f the Hollis Street Church
In BostonJ only i who was therefore chosen Clerk.
A letter from Major Abbot ^Daniel, Jr., of Pro
vidence j b o m by Deacon Belknap to desire further
assistance from the Convention, In supporting
preaching among them,5^
j_May 31, 1749 j P.M.
At Convention, Barnard
LJohn, minister of Marbleheadj Moderator.
The
Report of a Committee appointed last year, to
consider of a Fund for soclety of Propagating
the Gospel among the Indians took up much time
and was adjourned. 1
Admittedly,

the Inforroat1 on about these afternoon

sessions Is scant.

Consequently,

It Is Impossible to

determine how long the meetings lasted or what acti
vities the ministers engaged In following adjournment.
Thursday
Between 1748 and 1774, ministers discussed addi
tional business matters In Thursday morning sessions
at Sewell's house beginning at BtOO a.m., Ri30 a.m., or
more often than not at 9i00 a.m.

At this meeting other

committee reports and/or assignments were made, letters
addressed to the Convention were read, and various
/+9Ibld., LXXIII, Part 1 (April 1?, 1 9 6 3 ), 77.
^°Ibld., Part 2 (October 16, 1 9 6 3 ), p. 416,
^ Ibld. , LXXIV,

Part 1 (April 15, 1964),

69.
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proposals were offered for the Convention's consideration.
The assembly adjourned sometime before lliOO a.m., the time
of the annual address. }

In the early years these

sermons were presented privately at Sewell's house—
probably

because the assembly "was Intended to be exclu

sively a

*Conclo ad clerum,'"^

but In 1729, ministers

be*ran delivering these keynote addresses publicly at the
adjacent Old South C h u r c h . ^
Extant records are silent as to the length of these
presentations or when this lliOO a.m.

session adjourned.

Sermons of at least one hour were common In this period
and two hour discourses were not Infrequent.

A rouph

estimate of the length of these sermons can be determined
by the following formulai
^ Minu tes, I, May 26,

divide the total number of
17^8,

2, at. passim.

Clark, p. 130.
^ T h e Harvard College copy of Cotton Mather's
1722 Convention address has the following note written
on the back of the title pagei
"Mem.
This*
j_the words
"I think" are crossed out hereJ was the second Sermon
preach'd to the Convention— • Dr. 'Increase Mather*
preach'd It first, Anno 1721.
— These Convention
Sermons were preach'd privately, at Dr. Sewell's House,
for several years— • As I remember the first preach'd
In Publlck was . . . by Dr. 'Colman,' Anno 1728.
When
the General Court met at Salem for the Election C c .— So
the Thursd. Lect. was preach'd at the usual Place)
Dr. 'Colman* there delivering his 3er. to the Convention."
The date and author of this memorandum are unknown.
Apparently, the author was an eyewitness although he
erred by one year In asslpnlnp; benjamin Colman's sermon
to 1728)
the brattle Street ministers preached to the
Convention In 1729.
Cf. Hill, p. bkQ.
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words In the discourse by the approximate number of
words spoken per m i n u t e . ^
For example,

this writer hypothesized that based on

a speaking rate of 130 words per minute the average
length of the sermons In this study was approximately
one hour and twenty minutesi

at 1 5 0 words per minute

the sermons averaged about one hour and ten minutes.
The shortest addresses were those by William Hand
Johnathan Townsend

(17 5^). and Edward

darnard

(17*)?),

(1773)i

each was between thirty-five and forty-five minutes long.
Samuel Phillips apparently preached longer than anyone
else among the twenty-one clergymen studied.

His 1733

sermon was probably between two hours and forty-five
minutes and three hours and fifteen minutes long.

Three

other addresses were at least one and one half hours In
lenprth, namely,

Nathanael Appleton

Chauncy

and Peter Clark

(17^),

(17^3),

Charles

(17^5),

Thus It seems that the preaching part of this lliOO
a.m.

session lasted at least thirty minutes and more

often than not past the noon hour.
Following the sermon a collection was made and the
Treasurer reported how funds from the preceding year
had been spent.

At least by I 7 3 R, Convention speakers

were urging their audiences to participate In the
55gince some of the sermons were edited before
publishing, an accurate word count Is suspect.
For
those addresses In which the additions were made for the
planted text, only comments attributed to the oral
presentation were counted.
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contribution.*^
plea by John

A typical appeal was the following

Barnard In 173^i

We re Joyce to the several devout Christians and
some of the superior Figures among us, affording
us their companyt
and ready, heartily to Join
with us, and from their Abundance, to throw more
liberally unto this Common Stock for the Supply
of the poor Servants of God , . . i_who labor in
the j more doleful c o m e r s of our Land. 57
Apparently,

prior to Barnard's address,

the Boston

Evening Post notified its readers in the following
announcement to expect such a collection!
After Sermon is to be a Collection for the pro
pagation of the Gospel, and supporting the worship
of God in Neceslltons |_slcj Places*
The unappro
priated Part of the Collection to be disposed of
by the said Convention, in the Afternoon of the
said Day or if they have not Time, by their
Committee afterwards.
The Doors will be open
for all that are disposed to assist in the said
Collection, and the Rev. Dr, Sewell is the
Treasurer chosen by the said Convention both to
receive the said collection and any other Presents
that may be sent in for the said tiseg, by piously
disposed Persons from Time to T i m e . 5°
Thus is appears evident that the practice of having such
a contribution was established at least a decade before
^Co n ce i va b ly , the custom of taking a collection
could have begun as early as 1731, as Clark said in an
undocumented claim.
Clark, p. 130.
5?The Lord J e s u s , the Only and Supreme Head of
the Church
(Boston 1 S~ Kneeland and T. Sreen, lTl’P ),
P. iT.
58June 5, 1738,

p. 2.
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the collection was noted In the Convention's
At least by 1798,

minutes.

59

the collections had been such

as to require a treasurer,

for In that year the "Accounts

of the last Year [_werej presented and accepted" and
the Convention voted that thanks should be given to
Dr. Sewell,

the Treasurer,

Additionally,

"for his care and Fidelity."

the clergymen decided to "recommend It to

the Ministers through the Province, that they endeavor
that there may be a Collection In their several Congre
gations toward a Fund for the propagation of the
Christian Religion.
For the years 1798 to 1?62, these funds were
apparently used primarily to provide aid to needy ministers
whose congregations

In destitute areas did not provide

their full support.

However,

In 1 7 6 3 , monies from the

collection were appropriated for the first time to aid
ministers' widows and children as well as the Indigent
clergymen.

Four years later the Convention voted to

establish a corporation for a "more effectual management
59Cf. Wallet, LXXII, Part 2 (October 16-17, 1962},
p. 991, Boston Weekly Newsletter. May 22-29, 179-0, p. 2,
and the foiiowlng Convention sermons 1 Israel Lorlng,
Ministers insufficient of themselves rightly to discharge
the Dutles of ~thelr sacred Calling
(Boston 1 Thomas
Fleet , T?9277 p. 3 8 1 fr’eter Clark,
The Advantages and
Obligations arising from the Oracles of God committed
to the Church and its Ml nlstry
(Boston 1 J. Draper,
T79377 5 i Kbenezer Gay*
Tfre True Spirit of a
Gospel Minister represented and urged
(Boston 1 D.
Go o k 1n , 1796), p^ 5T*
^°Mlnutes, 1 ,

1,

3.
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of a Pund to be raised for the relief of their widows and
orphan children.

. . . "61

Eventually,

In 1786, the

Convention turned over Its accumulated funds to the
newly organized Massachusetts Congregational Charitable
Society.

All monies were to be used for the "benevolent

purposes of relieving and supporting widows and children
of deceased congregational Ministers,
After the collection and Treasurer's report the
assembly was adjourned to Sewell's house until 3'00
p.m.,

300

p.m., or as was usually true,

4 100 p.m.

Likely

the ministers used this "free" time for fellowship and
Informal discussions about matters of mutual Interest.
At the final session on Thursday afternoon at least two
Items of business were customarily considered.

The

assembly voted a message of thanks to the featured
speaker and decided how the day's collection would be
distributed.

Sometimes committee reports and/or a ssign

ments were made at this closing meeting.
6lIbld.. pp.

58-59,

70.

^2John W, Harding,
Historical S e r m o n i Preached
before the Massachusetts Convention of CongregatlonaT
Miniaters
R e v . John W. Hardlngl Pastor of the frlrst
C h u r c h ^ ? Chrlst In Longmeadow, In the Park Street
Church. Boston. May £ 6 . 1987T With an Appendix containing
Additional HIstorlca.T~~Matter. Lists oT Officers. and
Preachers of ConventTon Sermons ~t Bostont
Stanley and
Usher, ITJ8F7, p. T’U
The papers of the Massachusetts
Congregational Charitable Society are held by the Congre
gational Library, Boston, according to Worthley, p. 6 7 .
^Wallet,

LXXI,

et. passim.
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I V.

Audience

A major concern to the rhetorlcal crltlc--and
perhaps others as well— Is the audience to whom these
Convention sermons were presented.

According to the

Historlcal Sketch. the members of the Convention,

that

Is, those who attended the meetings Included
Every ordained Congregat1onal Minister, having
the care of a particular church within this
Commonwealth. . . t the Presidents and Pro
fessors In the Theological departments In any
publi c seminary In the Commonwealth may be
admitted by special vote, and no others shall
be ellglblei
yet, congregational ministers,
dismissed from their pastoral relation with good
recommendations, and continuing to preach, as
candidates for settlement, may be honorary
members, and have the privilege of sitting and
deliberating In the Convention, but not voting.
Unfortunately,

It Is Impossible to determine if these

membership qualifications In 1821,
to the Revolutionary War.
claimed,

resembled those prior

At least one historian has

seemingly In error, that the Convent Ion was

"made up of delegates from the several ^mlnlsterlalj
associations" In Massachusetts.

Ac

3

Such an assertion Is

apparently based on the unproven assumption that each
one who attended the Convention was a member of a
ministerial association.
As noted earlier, the meetings were conducted pri
vately until 1729.

Consequently,

those lr. attendance

before that time were ministers only.
84

Cod man et^. al, p. 37.

^.'jweet, p. 94.

Rut when the
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sermons were presented publicly,

laymen were not only

In the audience but their presence was encouraged.
example.

In 17?3,

For

the Boston Evening Post reported that

the Convention's public session would be adapted to the
edification of all Christians "and It would be very
agreeable to the Ministers to see many of God's people
come and Join them In their public Devotions.
Unquestionably,

the doors were open to the public

for the 1 1 1 00 a.m. service by 173°.^

At least by then

the ministers were motivated by pragmatic Interests to
switch from a clergy-only audience to a clergy-lalty
audience.

Frankly, they were likely concerned about

financing their charitable projects,

"past experience

having suggested to Its

j_ConventIonmembers

annual collection could

doubtless stand

that the

thereinforcement

of lay participation."
While a fair degree of certainty is possible In
determining the makeup of the C onventions audience,
the evidence Is practically nil as to the size of these
audiences.

Unfortunately, extant materials fall to

specify the number of laymen who attended the public,
meetings.^
^May
^John

Furthermore,
24, 1773, p.
Barnard, p.

^Worthley,

p.

Information about the size
2.
32.

^6.

^ A c c o r d i n g to Worthley, details of this type about
the Convention are "few and far between."
Letter from
Worth ley to kewpr, April 27, l'WoH.
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of the clergy audience Is sketchy at best.

Brief

references In some correspondence between two ministers
in 1?43 reveal that "at least seventy" ministers—
approximately one-third of the total number of clergymen
In Massachusetts at that t1me--attended the Convention
that year.

Additionally,

one of the writers noted that

seventy was similar to any previous estimate of the
number of preachers present for the lliOO a.m. address,
The fact that many of the Convention presentations
were published Is some Indication of the larger audience
that was exposed to these sermons.
possible to determine,

for Instance,

But It Is not
how many copies

of a sermon were printed nor to what extent It was
distributed among or read

by the New England populace.

Although the Convention customarily thanked the featured
speaker for his address,

It officially approved the dis

course for publication only between 175? and 1?6?,
Thus only tentative conclusions can be drawn about
this lltOO a.m. audience.

Between 1721 and 1728,

7D

the

Joshua Gee,
A Letter to the Reverend Mr. Nathanael
Eels. Moderator of the late ConventIon of Pastors In
Boston i containing some Remarks on their Print ecT Testi
mony against several Errors and Disorders ln~the~ Land
Bos ton
77 Draper,
P*
John Hancock, An
Bxpostulary and Faclf1 ck Letter By Way of Reply to the
Rev'd Mr. G e e 1s Letter of Remarks. on the Printed Testi
mony o?“ the laFe Convention of Pastors In Boston, against
severaT Errors and Disorders In the L a n d i Addressed to
the Rev*d Mr. N a t h a n a e l E e T s their Moderator7
(Bostoni
Rogers and"""?owle, 1743 )* p.
'<3ee estimated the 17^3
attendance to be approximately seventy.
Hancock replied
that this number was about one-third of the total ministers
In Massachusetts and probably a typical size audience
for the lliOO a.m. service.

T

i

T?^TTT

ll7
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sermon was probably heard only by the speaker's peers.
After that time the size of the audience likely expanded
when the general public was Invited to attend.

Although

at least one estimate of the number who attended this
service Is extant,

the Inability to generalize about the

size of the audiences during the period studied Is
regrettable.
As previously noted,

beginning In 1729, the ministers

presented their sermons In the Old South Church located
on the corner of Washington and Milk Streets.
In 1669, as the Third or South Church,
as the Old South In 1717,

Founded

It became known

when Boston's Kew South

meetinghouse was officially opened.

However,

name "came Into use very gradually.

. * . For a half

century, or longer,

this new

the church was known familiarly In

the town as Dr. Sewell's.

In January,

age of thirty,

son of Judge Samuel Sewell

Joseph Sewell,

1?1S, at the

became pastor of Old South, a post lie held for forty
years.

In October of that year Thomas Prince was ordained

as his colleague.
After an earthquake In 1727,

the fifty-eight year

old wooden building needed repair but the church decided
Instead to rebuild on the same site.

Old South's

venerable Samuel Sewell fought a losing battle against
71H111,

p. 779

7701a Elizabeth Winslow,
Samuel Sewell of 3oston
(New Yorki
The Macmillan Company, 1964), pT 1^5•
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rebuilding and refused to worship In the new brick
building.^
nh,

feet* f

Measuring ninety-five feet by sixty-eight

the ne»f meetinghouse was described by Richard

Grant White as followsi
It is the perfect model of a New Ehgland "meeting
house** of the highest style In the olden time.
Tare of the beauty of architectural detail. It
delights the eye by Its fine symmetrical propor
tion!
and its ocatagonal spire, springing from an
airy, eight-arched loggia, Is one of the finest of
Its kind, not only In this country, but In the
world.
Nothing more light and elegant and graceful
can be found, unless In the finest Gothic work.
. . . New England may well be proud of It.
. . .
The Interiors of these old meeting-houses, It must
be admitted, are devoid of all semblance of beauty.
In them the hard utilitarian, unsentimental spirit
of the old New England life and the old New
England Puritanism was fully expressed, but Intui
tively, and without purpose.
There no charm
of color, there no grace of form, there no monu
ments of departed notability were allowed to divert
the eye and mind from religious business.
There
were bare, gallerled halls. In which mass meetings
were held for worship.
The auditorium was the largest In B o s t o n ^ with a
seating capacity of about 2 ,0 0 0 , almost twice the size
? 3 lbld. t p. 1 9 1 , Since 1876, this building has been
preserved as a historic monument by the Old South Asso
ciation In Tostor.
7^Samuel G. Drake,
The History and Antlqul11es of
Boston, p. 484, as In Hi lT"I p. 439.
^The

Century,

March,

1884, as In Hill, pp. 450-

451.
?^Ellse Lanthrop,
Old New England Churches
(Rutland, Vermonti
Charles E. Tuttle Company, T 9 6 3 ),
p. 2 0 .
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of famed Pareull H a l l . ? ' ' 7
described

the b u il d in g 's

In 1830,

benjamin W lsner

Interior as followsi

It was fi n is h e d w it h two galleries as at presenti
a nd the pulpit In the same position as now, but
large and h i g h e r than this, with a so unding-boaid
projecting; from the wall above the casing of the
window)
and w i t h two seats d i rectly In front,
one som ewhat elevated for the deacons, and one
still more elevated for the elders.
On each side
of the m i dd l e aisle, and nearest the pulpit, were
a n u m b e r of long; seats for aged people i and the
rest of the floor, except the aisles and several
n a r r o w passages, was covered with square pews,?
V.

S e l e c t 1 on of Speakers

How the C o n v e n t i o n

selected

u n c e r t a i n p r i o r to 1 7 4 8 .
at

the annual

At least

speaker Is

by then those present

either the W e dn esday af t ernoon or Thursday morn ing

session used w r i t t e n

ballots

to choose a speaker and

first a l t e r n a t e for the next Convention,
In 1 7 4 8 ( John

Rarnard

of A nd o v e r was

the next y e a r and his und erstudy was
of Weston and

Hut In 1755.

the "M i ni s te r chosen
Convention,

selected to speak
William Williams

Mo d er a to r In the 1?48 Convention,

p r a c t i c e of s e l e c t i n g two speakers
seven years.

For example,

shall

M o d e r a t o r for the

This

continued for a n ot h er

the Convention decided

that

for a Second to preach to the

preach next after)
Time

and that the

being notify him a c co r di n gl y ."

7Q

^ l e o r g e V. Tohraan,
"The Colonial Period,"
A
H 1 story and C r l t l c l s m of Am e rican Publlc A d d r e s s , Wil liam
Norwood Prlgance feci. )
(New Yorki
Russell a n ? Russell,
1960), I, 8 .
7 8 benjamin Wlsner,

as

? Q M l n u t e s . I, 27-28.

In Hill,

p. 8-5 1 .

^7

Thus in changing the selection procedure,

the assembly

assured the chosen minister at least one year--lf he
were an alternate,
tionally,

two years— advance notice.

Addi

the change simplified the selection task with

each assembly rvfr*.' having to make only one choice.
Occasionally,

the Convention was forced to revert

to two selections as when one of the regularly scheduled
During 1 the period

speakers cancelled his appearance.

studied the following eight ministers declined the
Convention’s invitation to speak on a set datei
Williams,

Thomas poxcroft,

Daniel Rogers,
Storer.

John Chipman,

Thomas Prentice,

William

Daniel Perkins,

Andrew Eliot, and Seth

The first five clergymen In this list gave no

reason for their refusals,

Prentice and Storer cancelled
fl

Q

because of illness, and Eliot was simply unprepared."
The circumstances of Eliot's declination are noteworthy.
In 176*;, the main speaker,

Thomas Prentice of Charlestown,

notified the Convention on Wednesday afternoon that he
was sick and could not preach.
turned to the alternate,

Customarily,

Eliot,

the assembly

r^owever, he had presented

the election sermon earlier in the day and with the
Convention address scheduled less than eighteen hours
away he Informed the assembly that he could not speak
on Thursday.

The Convention may have sympathized with

Eliot's preparation problems due to the short notice
but Thursday's pulpit was yet empty.
H Q Ibld.. pp.

11,

1 6 , 19,

37,

Such an awkward

57. 60, 69.

U8
situation was quickly eased when pulpit veteran Charles
Chauncy of Boston’s First Church agreed to substitute
for Eliot. R T
^

C h a u n c y ’s last minute assignment made him

the first man since Benjamin Colraan to preach the
Convention Sermon more than oncei
pastor spoke In 1729,

the TJrattle Street

1732, and 1736.

Most of those who declined to speak did so at the
Convention preceding the one to which they had been
Invited to preach.

Thomas Prent ice’s Wednesday can

cellation was an exception to this generalization but
he was not the first to bow out at the eleventh hour.
For example,

William Williams apparently cancelled his

presentation without prior warning In 1730with Eliot, the alternate,

William Wllsted,

As was true
did not

receive notice until the Wednesday meeting that he was
expected to speak Thursday morning. ^3

Apparently,

the

quickest refusal on record was registered In 1 7 5 6 , by
Daniel Perkins of Bridgewater,
In the Thursday morning session,
6 1 Ibid.. p. 60.
and Eliot In 1767.
^ 2 Harding, p.

5 5.

a 3M lnu tes,

11.

p.

Selected as first alternate
he seemingly declined

Prentice eventually spoke In 176 6

^9
the invitation that afternoon.
VI.
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Ministerial Prominence

During the period under consideration in this
study the Congregational clergy occupied a position of
considerable Influence.

Historians have offered at

least five reasons for the prestigious status of the
colonial clergy*

(1 ) religion was a deadly serious and

vitally important matter to the peoplei

(2 ) ministers

ranked as chief officers in the theocracy\
possessed superior learning*

(3 ) clergymen

(4) often they had numerous

opportunities for personal influence in their no n
pastoral roles as doctors,
(5 ) customarily,

surgeons, and school teachers*

ministers had a lengthy tenure in

one p u l p i t . ^
In brief the minister's congregation looked to him
with "profound reverence,

not unmlngled with awe.

lie

^ C o n c e i v a b l y , the notice that Perkins excused
himself from speaking may have been entered in the
Minutes after the Convention adjourned that year.
The
re
sal was penned in the records by someone whose
handwriting is noticeably different from Jonathan
Mayhew, Scribe of the 1756 Convention.
More impor
tantly, the notation was written after Mayhew recorded
that the Thursday afternoon session concluded "with
prayer."
Minutes. I, 37«
^ Q a n i e l Dorchester,
Christianity in the United
States
(New Yorki
Phillips and Hunt, lK??8 Ti p7*"T5TT
Bohraan, oj>. cl t . i Winslow, Meetinghouse Hill. 16301783
(New York 1 The Macmillan Company, 1952) 1 Alice
M. Baldwin,
The New England Clergy and the Amerlcan
Revolution
(Durham, North Carolina 1 Duke University
P r e s s , 5^28),
Merle Curtl,
Tbe Growth of American
Thought
(3d e d . 1 New Yorki
Harper and Row, 196*+ ).
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was not to them as other men were.
made perfecti

He was

the oracle of divine will)

the Just man
the sure

guide to truth . " 86
While It may be true that clergymen were revered and
respected more In the first half of Massachusetts history 8 "'7
than during the period

considered herein,

It would be a

serious error to conclude that In the eighteenth century
"their parishioners did not on the whole respect them
oq
and that their influence was small."
Winslow described
the homage paid to the clergy as followsi
. . . a hush still fell upon any company when
the minister entered.
Children stopped their
play and stood In a long silent line when he rode
past on weekdays.
On Sunday, his congregation
rose when he entered the meetinghouse and remained
standing: until he had ascended the pulpit stairs.
In some towns the bell tolled In signal of respect
as ne crossed the r.reen en route, and If by mis
calculation the tolling stopped before he arrived,
his ministerial dignity had been affronted and
pulpit rebuke might be forthcoming.
If the meeting
house had no bell, homage was sometimes signalized
by the rising up of the "principal men" of the
86John Rach KcMaster,
History of the People of the
United States from the Revolution to the Civil Wa r
TUew Yorki
D. Appleton and Company, l^Tl'H
318?Even by 1700, the "power and Influence of the
clergy were visibly declining."
James Truslow Adams,
Revolut1onary New England. 1691-1776
(Bostoni
The
Atlantlc Monthly P r e s s , 192^), p. 33*
Clifford K. Shlpton
posited a directed challenge to Adam's theory of clerical
decline In arguing that "In the years between King
Phillips War and the Great Awakening"
"no general a n t i 
clerical feelings" were present in the Puritan colonies,
"A Plea for Puritanism,"
American Historical Review.
X L (A p r l 1 1935). ^67.
8 8 Raldwln,

p. 3 -
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town who bowed to him as he proceeded up the
aisle. . . ,R9
To be sure,

Winslow was describing the scene as It

existed Just prior to the dawn of the eighteenth century.
However,

she noted that

Such gestures of Intended respect, b o m of long
custom, were perpetuated In many places long
after a minister's aristocratic assumptions
had fallen under reproach.
Eighteenth Century
visitors from England were amazed at the homage
paid the cloth, and also at a minister's power
In the community.9 ^
Thus while the minister's political

power may not have

been at Its apex during this period, his "spiritual
Influence was as great as ever.

He was still a member

of the most learned and respected class In a community
by no means Ignorant.
Especially In the sermons was this Influence apparent.
As the Intellectual leader of the day the minister pro
moted In his sermons — especially the printed coples--a
significant adult education program.

George 3ohman

commented on this aspect of the clergyman's "commanding
position"

In colonial life as follows)

What the ministers said In their sermons exerted
a peculiarly strong Influence upon both the Imme
diate congregations and public opinion generally,
because (1) as a source of Information upon
current problems the clergy were quite reliable
^ 9 Wlnslow,

Meetinghouse Hill . . . , p. 198.

9 0 Ibld.
9 1 McMaster,

p.

31*
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and (2 ) they spoke with authority as pastors
who "ruled" their flocks, represented God In
their communities, and maintained high social and
political prestige long after direct theocratic
government has disintegrated. ^
These ministers* awareness of their prestigious
position Is Immediately apparent In their Convention
addresses.

Moreover, they seldom failed to remind their

peers in the audience of the necessity of maintaining
their status.
The Honor of Being Selected to Speak
With the establishment of the Convention sermon
In 1721, Massachusetts ministers were given a third
opportunity during the last week of May to present a
special occasion s e r m o n . ^

It seems that being Invited

to deliver this sermon was no less an honor than being
selected as the main speaker on these other occasions.
For example, John Langdon Sibley wrote of the "great
honor" associated with the Convention address In reference
to John Tucker's selection for the 1772 s e r m o n . ^
tionally,

Harvard's erudite President,

^Boh man,

Addi

Edward Holyoke,

p. 27.

^ T h e significance of these other speaking events,
the general and artillery election sermons. Is discussed
In Kerr;
Kerr,
"The Election Sermont
Primer for
Revolutionaries," Speech Monographs. XXIV(March 1962),
13-22t Mixonj
and Mixon,
"Boston's Artillery Sermons
and the American Revolution," Speech Monographs. XXXIV
(March 1967), ^3-50.
^ Si b l e y ' s ilarvard Graduates t Biographical Sketches
of Those Who Attended Harvard College In tne Classes
T7J+1-1
5 (Bostoni
Massachusetts His For leal Society,
T W T T T T , 87.
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usually avoided public appearances but he apparently
felt the Convention sermon was Important enough to make
an exception In 1 7 ^+1 . 9 5
Intellectual Accomplishments
Convention speakers during the period studied were
men of no mean stature,
continuum,"

A.s a "venerable yet vital

the Convention seemingly sought out— as

a general rule— some of Massachusetts'
ministers.

outstanding

Heading this list of notables was the

"greatest Intellectual In the l a n d , "9? Cotton Mather.
Indeed,

scholarship and Intellectual achievements were

common among practically all of these preachers.

Of the

twenty-one ministers studied all had earned at least an
M,A. degree from Harvard. Q R
Cotton Mather
Fbenezer Gay,
Chauncy

Seven held the doctoratei

(University of Glasgow),
Samuel Locke,

and Tucker

(University of Edinburgh,

(all from Harvard),

and Samuel Mather

(Harvard and University of Aberdeen).
Cotton Mather

Appleton,

Six were fellowsi

(Harvard and Hoyal Society,

the elite of

Q 5ibid., v, 273.
^Worthley,

"An Historical Essay . .

p, 16,

^ P e r r y Miller,
The New England Mind t From Colony
to Province
(Cambridge, Massachusetts!
Harvard Unlverislty Press, 1953)* p. ^51*
9^Data for this section came from Fredrick Lewis
Weis,
The Colonial Clergy and the Colonial Churches of
New England
(Lancaster, Massachusetts!
Society of the
Descendants of the Colonial Clergy, 1936), p assim.
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England*s scientific greats ),
Thacher,

Appleton,

Neheraiah Walter,

and Holyoke

Holyoke was also a Tutor there),

Peter

{all at Harvard;
and Samuel Mather

(American Academy of Arts and Sciences).

The younger

Mather also held an honorary M.A. degree from Yale and
the University of Glasgow.

Two were Presidents of liarvard,

Holyoke and Locke.
The eminence of these speakers Is further evidenced
in the fact that several of them spoke on other Important
occasions in Massachusetts.

Fifteen men gave a total

of eighteen election sermons, with Cotton Mather preaching
four.

Twelve presented fourteen artillery election sermons,

with Walter and Cotton Mather speaking: twice on this
occasion.

Eight delivered the Dudleian Lecture at

Harvard College.

QQ

In summary nine ministers delivered--

ln addition to their Convention address--the general
and artillery election sermons,
of these Important occasions
Appleton,

five spoke on all four

(John 3 a m a r d f Clark,

Chauncy, and Gay), and eighteen preached on

at least one of the other key occasions .'*'00
QQ

Founded by a legacy from Paul Dudley, the four
subjects which the will specified for this lecture were
Natural Religion, Revealed Religion, the Corruptions of
the Church of Rome, and the Validity of Presbyterian
Ordination.
Harvard President Holyoke was designated by
the will to deliver the first lecture.
He fulfilled the
appointment In 1755*
Sibley, I, 295.
100 Much of this statistical information is repeated
In APPENDIX I.
'Twenty-two ministers can be Identified as
Convention speakers between 1721 and 1773 whose sermons
are not extant--exnluding the 1765 presentation of Charles
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Speaking Ability
Perhaps a minister's Intellectual excellence was
considered first and his speaking ability second when
the Convention chose Its keynoter.

At least more of

these men were lauded for their mental acumen than for
their preaching expertise.

Such an apparent lack of

skillful pulpit performance cannot be attributed to a
deficiency of experience among these speakers.

Generally,

the Convention selected seasoned preachers for this
occasion.

The average age of the speakers was fifty-

five. with Chauncy being the youngest at thirty-nine and
Thacher the oldest at seventy-three,
the longest pulpit tenure,

Thocher also had

having; preached forty-three

years prior to his 1?23 Convention address.

Thirty

years was the average length of experience of those who
preached with thirteen year veteran Locke being the
least experienced and Chauncy the only other speaker with
less than twenty years of pastoral work.
Furthermore,

most of these men wore accustomed to

preaching on such a special occasion.

Of the twelve who

preached the artillery election sermon all had done so
prior to their Convention presentation, and of the
fifteen who delivered an election sermon only Chauncy
Chauncy.
The following summary of the achievements of
these ministers bears out the claim that the Convention
speakers were among the distinguished men of their dayt
eight held doctorates, nine were Fellows, two were
harvard Presidents, three had been offered the position
but declined, eighteen delivered the election sermon, and
fifteen presented the artillery election address.
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and Tucker spoke on that occasion after their Conven
tion address.
Two of the most noteworthy examples of alleged
lneloquence were Chauncy and Samuel Mather,
reportedly well-endowed

Intellectually.

both

Chauncy*s

sermons were "notoriously Involved and complex,"

He

might have labored as much as fifteen hours dally In
research only to dash off the afternoon sermon during
the dinner hour.

He supposedly prayed that he

might never be an orator as he allegedly despised
rhetoric.

A friend reportedly said that Chauncy*s

prayer was evidently answered , in?
1 £
Samuel Mather represented the last of the Mather
dynasty In the Boston pulpit.
truly Impressive.

However,

His academic honors were

Cotton's son apparently

enjoyed considerably less achievement as a speaker.
As one who possessed neither the wide public Influence
nor as great power as his ancestors or even his contem
poraries,

Mather was not a successful preacher.

Later

In his life his regular audiences numbered not more than
twenty or thirty.
1 0 1 Slbley,

VI,

^ ^ A l l e n Johnson and Dumas Malone (eds. ),
D1 ctlonary
of Amerlcan Biography. II, Part l(New Yorki
Charles
Scribner's Sons, 195^), ^3*
1 Q3 lbld.. VI,

396.
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In striking contrast to Chauncy and Mather were
such men as Walter,

Clark,

Lorlng, and Edward Barnard.

Gay,

Tucker,

Rand,

Israel

Walter, for example,

'"became one of |_thej most distinguished ministers of
his time.

His • . . excellence as a preacher rendered

him universally respected and beloved."10^

His sermons

were "always studied and he delivered them with great
animation though with a feeble voice,"10 ^
Clark and Lorlng were popular preachers,

the latter

being much In demand as a speaker In pulpits other than
his own at Gudsbury.

Gay reportedly was a favorite

speaker at the ordination of new ministers, and tend
was apparently a better than average speaker.

At least

he "preached occasionally In ;k>ston where printers showed
an unusual willingness to handle his sermons."

Tucker

was described as a good pulpit orator and Barnard was
hailed as "one of the most accomplished speakers of his
time,"

and as Gay, he was In great demand for ordina

tion sermons.
General Educational Background
Gome of the educational achievements of these men
1 0 /+Sibley,

III,

297.

1 0 ^John Eliot,
A Biographical Dictionary, Containing
a Brlef Account of the First Settlers and <5ther Eminent
Characters Among the Magistrates. Ministers^ IXterary and
Worthy Me n . In Kew England
(Bostoni
Edward Oliver, 180$),
p"I *+6 6 .
lo631blev,

7, 7 8 , 6 O 1

VI,

XI,

79i

X, 6 8 .

and the relationship between that training and their
prominence In the colonial community has been noted
previously.

It was not by accident that these clergymen

were among the best educated members of their society.
New England Puritans had long endorsed enthusiastically
the Idea of an educated ministry)

"their Congregational

churches must have a learned clergy,
Indeed,

one <

College was

cost what It might,"

the "dynamic" motives In founding Harvard

"the Immediate and pressing social need" to

provide educated pastors. ^-07

True,

the broad purpose

of Harvard was "to advance Learning and perpetuate It
to Posterity,"

nut underlying this general goal was the

undeniable desire to avoid leaving "an illiterate
ministry to the Churches,

when the present Ministers

shall lie in the Dust."
The roots of this educational training lie burled
In the traditions of English Puritans.

Theories of the

ministerial function were allies of their theology)
hence ministers had to be carefully trained for this
Important duty.

In addition to being able to explicate

the Scriptures from the original Hebrew and Greek, they
■'■®'?3arauel Eliot Mori son.
Three Centuries of Harvard,
1636-1936
(Cambridge, Massachusetts!
Harvard University
Press, 1936), pp. 3 , 23.
lOBfjew Englands First Fruits
(London 1 Hlc^iard
Oulton and Gregory Dexter, 1643), as In Miller,
The
New England Mind 1 The Seventeenth Century
(New Yorki
The Macml T T an Company, 1 9 3 9 )1
7 5.
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were to be "masters of the art of public speaking and
skilled In both logic and rhetoric."10*?
Richard Baxter,

renowned English Puritan,

offered

one of the most thorough descriptions of the ministerial
Ideal In The Reformed Pastor published In l6 56 . ^ 10
all,

wrote

Baxter,

rigorous training.

Above

the preacher must be a product of
For If he expected to "hold the

respect of his flock and teach them the way of truth,"
he had better make sure that his education was thorough,
Interestingly,

Baxter's philosophy of the requirements

for a minister were
prophetic of eighteenth century American Congre
gational belief and practice, especially In regard
to evangelical preaching, undergraduate study of
theology, and the acquisition of practical exper
ience through living and studying with an
experienced parish clergyman. ^
Specifically,

what Ideas did eighteenth century

American Congregatlonallsts cherish about clerical
training?

Their thinking on this subject Is evident

9Mary Latimer Gambrell,
Ministerial Training In
Eighteenth Century New England
(New Y o r F t C o l u m b i a
University P r e s s , 1937)» pi T$.
While Gambrell has
concentrated her study on the period from the Great
Awakening (17^0) to the founding of Andover Theological
Seminary (1B10), her book nevertheless provides some
understanding of clerical training prior to 1 7 ^ 0 .
110Hugh Martin described The Reformed Pastor as Baxter's
"greatest and best written bookT"”’ Hugh Martin, Puritanism
and Richard Baxter
( Londom
SCM Press, Ltd., 195*0 * p-152.
^ ^ G a m b r e l l , p. 1 ^.
lip
I bid., pp. 1 ^ - 1 5 .

Infra passim.
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In many of the ordination sermons of that day,11^ SOme
of the Convention sermons, and two works briefly examined
in the following discussion.
In 173 5, Brlef Pirections to a Young Scholar
Designing the Ministry for the Study of Divinity by
Samuel Willard was published posthumously in Boston.
As Harvard's Vice-Fresident between 1?01 and 1707,

Willard

seemingly designed this tract as a ministerial guide
for the post-graduate student.

He stressed the Importance

of a thorough knowledge of Scripture and the study of
key controversial issues.

Skill in refuting polemic

doctrines was of no little significance in Willard's
view.

The student ought to engage in extensive and

critical reading in natural

philosophy and history,

especially church history.

Finally, as a practical

exercise,

he should,

under ministerial guidance,

occa

sionally organize a common-place in dlvlnlty.
Willard's advice was strikingly similar to that
which the influential William Perkins gave to his stu
dents at Cambridge University in the sixteenth century.
According to Mary Latimer Gambrell,
There is the same analytical and doctrinal
method of studylng the Bible, the same emphnsls
^-^See Howard H. Martin,
"Puritan Preachers
on Preachlngi
Notes on American Colonial Rhetoric,"
The Quarterly Journal of Speech. L(October 1964), 285-292.
H ^ G a m b r e l l , p. 23.
A common-place was a sample
sermon or a "systematic argument In support of a given
doctrine."
Gambrell, p. 19.
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upon wide but cautious reading, and the same
preparation for controversy.
Surprisingly
enough, Willard differs from his Puritan prede
cessor In neglecting the "art of prophecylng,"
Apparently, truth unadorned by art was all that
Harvard's chief executive would desire, or at
least expect of students who entered the
ministry.^ '
A second significant work In the plan of ministerial
training prior to 173° was cotton Mather's Manuuuctlc
ad Mlnlsterlum. published in 1726 and designed primarily
for the student still In college.

^

Mather's views are

Important In that they reflect "prevailing Congregatlonal
opinion concerning the ministerial uses of the various
fields of knowledge,
For example,

Mather believed the* aspiring clerpymfin

should be well versed In Latin, able to speak as well
as to write the language.

He should have enough know

ledge of Greek to be able to read the church fathers
and the New Testament in the original tongue.
A prospective parson should be proficient In such
"scientific" studies, advised Mather, as rhetoric,

logic.

1 1 ^Ib ld.
^ ^ 3 e e Eugene E. White,
"Cotton Mather's Manuductlo
ad Mlnlsterlum, " The Quarterly Journal of SpeecFu XL'fX
TOctober'"l96M, 3 0 S O I ? . — — L ------------- ----H^Garabrell, p. 2^,
As they appear In Gambrell,
the citations from Mather's work were from the repub
lished translation. Cotton Mather, Dr. Cotton Ma th er*s
Student and Preacher.
John Hyland T e d . ), London, 1?89.
^ ^ M a t h e r , Manuductlo . . . . pp. 9 6 -IO 3 as In
Gambrell, p, 2 ^,
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metaphysics, and ethics.

Natural philosophy, with

Isaac Newton a preferred source rather than Aristotle,
was also an excellent study for those preparing for the
ministry.
Tn the area of mathematics Mather suggested study
In arithmetic,

geometry, astronomy, geography, and

music— at least singing.

Being familiar with poetry

and style was desirable, he thought, If the student
were Inclined to write poetry because the experience
would polish his style.
History,

especially ecclesiastical, was recommended

as well as biographies of religious greats.

Mather, of

course, urged the study of Scripture but without com
mentaries,

Regarding divinity, per se, he stressed as

had Willard a knowledge of a few "systems," that Is, a
systematic analysis and classification of doctrines.^ 9
The young minister should be familiar also with the
works of leading men In the faith, give some attention
to polemical divinity, and casuistical theology.

Con

cerning the art of preaching, the student needed to study
but one text and John Edwards* The Preacher was one of
the two suggested.

Edwards provided a "detailed statement

of what the seventeenth century university trained
Puritan considered essential In preparatory studies."

120

pp. 103-110, 120-152, 168-175, as In Cambrell, pp. 25-2 6.
12C>0ambrell, p, ] 5.
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He felt that a minister should be a
Linguist, a Grammarian, a Crltlck, an Orator,
a Philosopher, an Historian, a casuist, a Dis
putant, and whatever speaks Skill and Knowledge
In any learned Science . . . He is to speak to all
Subjects, and therefore must be made up of all
Knowledge and Learning,
For as all Arts serve
one another, so they serve Divinity too, and are
someways requisite In a Preacher. ^
The Puritan background of ministerial training and
two views from colonial clergymen have been described
In brief.

To a great extent these theories were put

Into practice when the Convention speakers studied at
Harvard.

Actually,

the prescribed course of study for

the 7.A. degree at IHarvard varied slightly from 1 6 U-0
through the first quarter of the eighteenth century.
As a liberal arts course,

IP?

It was designed for all students,

not only the aspiring ministers, and the principal subjects
were identical with those required for the first degree
at Cambridge University.^ 3

'iTsis basic curriculum which

was not overhauled until Edward Holyoke's administration,
1737-1769,

Included the following studiesi

six of the traditional 3even Arts (Grammar,
Logic, .Rhetoric, Arithmetic., Geometry, and
Astronomy), . . . the Three Philosophies
Metaphysics, Ethics, and Natural Science),
and . . . Greek, Hebrew, and Ancient History.
1^-*-John Edwards,
Gambrell, pp. 15-16.

The Preacher, I, 268-269, as In

122j^o r |Sonf p t 2 9.
^2 3 Gambrel1, pp.

17-1^.

6U
* . . Undergraduates were Riven only as much
divinity as was supposed to be requisite for an
educated Christian laymani
and that of course
was a great deal, according to our standards.
It Included the careful study and analysis of
the Bible in the original tongues, a short hand
book of Protestant divinity . . . taking notes
on two long sermons every Lord's Day, and being:
quizzed on them subsequently. ^
Rhetorlcal Training
Harvard graduates also studied and practiced rhe
torical skills during this period.

While not specifically

designed to prepare a student for pastoral work,

speech

training was undoubtedly an important part of his total
educational program.

Rhetoric as defined in a graduation

thesis was the '"art of speaking and writing with
I p f

elegance*

(ornate),"

^

The appropriateness of this

definition for that time will be evident in the following
discussion.
Colonial education in this period was practically
void of classical influence on rhetorical training.
"Although most of the evidence is negative,
clear that Aristotle,
1 ph.

it seems

Cicero, and Qulntllllan exerted

Horlson,
The Puritan Pro naosi Studles In the
Intellectual Life of New England in the Seventeenth
Century
(New Yorki
New York UniversYty Pre s s , 1936),
pp. 39-90.
*31 b i d . t

p>

1 c) 9 t
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little Influence on the beginnings of American rhetorical
theory.

. • ,"126

Hie principal source of rhetorical theory In America
until circa 1730 was formulated by Peter Ramus.127
Viewing rhetoric as the "least important member of the
trlvlum,"12R Ramus claimed that rhetoric was composed only
of style
ture).

(tropes and figures) and delivery
He assigned two other key terms.

(voice and ges

Invention and

arranffeifient— included with style and delivery In the clas
sical concept of rhetorlc--to d i a l e c t i c . O n e

of the

most popular presentations of Ramus* rhetorical theory was
William Dugard*s Rhetorlces Elementa. a "standard grammar
school textbook during the early eighteenth century" and
used fairly extensively In the colleges as well.^3°

It

"must have been extensively used In New England" since
It was "constantly In print during the latter half of
126Warren Guthrie,
"Rhetorical Theory In Colonial
America,"
History of Speech Education In Americai
Background Studies. Karl R, Vfellace Te3T)
CNew Yorki
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1959)» P* 53*
127S ee Miller,
The New England Mi ndi The Seven
teenth Century for an extensive treatment of Ramus*
Influence on all of New England's Intellectual life.
128Gu thrle, p. 98,
129see Wilbur Samuel Howell,
"English Backgrounds
of Rhetoric,"
History of Speech Education In America . . .,
pp. 28-33.
13°Cuthrle,

p.

5°.
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the seventeenth and the first quarter of the eighteenth
century."

in
J

Thus it seems highly likely that the

Convention speakers Included In this study--the majority
of whom received their first degree prior to 1725—
studied the Ttomean doctrine of rhetoric as popularized
by William I?up;nrd.
Since these speakers--with but three except1ons-were all graduated from !Iarvard before 1 ? 2 5 , ^ 2 and
only Tucker and Locke received their s.A. after the
alleged curriculum changes in Holyoke's administration,
it is possible to determine with a fair degree of cer
tainty the rhetorical training they received.
All students engaged in declamations,
syllogistic disputations,

orations,

and common-placing.

Hrlday

was the appointed day for most of this study and activity,
between BiOO a.m. and 9i00 a.m. the President lectured
to all students on the subject of rhetoric and then during
the next two hours students in each class presented
declamations,
in Lnrlish.
of rhetoric.

or as was generally true,

orip-lnal orations

The rest of the day was spent in the study
besides the Prlday activities,

students

were scheduled for conmon-placlr.gr at Hi 00 a.m. and I O i OO
a.m.

on .Saturdays and participated in hour long

^ i M i l l e r , The New hnffland Kindi
Ce ntury, p. 519.
Edward larnard,
Samuel Locke, 17 55.

1736,

The Seventeenth

John Tucker,

17*+1» and
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disputations Monday and Tuesday afternoons under the
supervision of the President,
Were there any advantages to this training?

Did

it provide practical experiences for these prospective
ministers?

George

question:'.

The syllogistic disputations provided practice

in topic,

^ohman has answered

"yes" to both

thouph os was true at Cambridge,

were drawn from all areas including ethics,
theolopy,
lanpuapes.

grammar,

mathematics,

the subjects
philosophy,

politics, and ancient

Furthermore,

in an era in which students at harvard were
planning to be ministers, the sifting and
defense of "truth" by categorical forms of
topic offered advantages particularly if
audiences were accustomed to the "plain style"
of pulpit address in which concise, didactic,
and closely reasoned discourse was prominent.

.
+

The declamations or orations pave the students
practice in rhetoric,

which for these Rameans, of course,

meant style and delivery.
In seeklnp to teach the major rhetorical skills,
the colonial collepe probably found no more
effective form than the oration.
Hameans and
Aristotelians alike seemed to repard It hlphly.
Under dlllpent tutors and professors orations
were closely supervised durinp preparation, revised
to Improve content, arrangement, and style, and
polished In delivery.
'They were spoken In whatever
lanpuapes prevailed in the academic life.
In
these orlpinal speeches students were generally
free to discuss current public as well as academic
T-^^ohman,
"Rhetorical Practice In Colonial America,"
Hi story of Speech Education In America . . . , p. 6 5 *
^

Ibld. . pp.

6%

70.
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issues and to project their thinking in directions
wlileh they could follow afterwards in the ministry,
law, and politics.335
Post-graduate Training
After earning their 3.A. degree the Convention
speakers received most of their professional training
In post-graduate studies.

As with Cambridge,

Harvard's

M.A. degree was granted three years after the first
degree with requirements for the second considerably
less stringent.

In general a graduate student probably

reviewed his undergraduate studies and engaged in some
additional reading either Independently or guided by the
President and p r o f e s s o r s , A c c o r d i n g to Morison.
It was not even necessary to reside in collegei
one only had to return to Cambridge before Com
mencement in time to discuss a philosophical
problem or give a "commonplace" (sample sermon),
to hand in a synopsis of Arts, and to reply to a
question (prepared beforehand and the subject
printed), at the Masters* Commencement In the
afternoon. 3 ^
It was during this period of specific preparation for
the ministry that these prospective parsons delivered
their first practice sermons. 33?!

And as Haxter had

advised nearly a century earlier, these "aspirants relied
1 3 ^Ibld.. p. 76.
33 ^Cambrell,
3 3?Korlson,
PP. 3^-35.
1.3 H

Morison,

p. 91.
Three Centuries of Harvard . . . ,
The Puritan Pronaos . . . , p. 162.
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mainly on the older ministers’1 for their more specific
professional training In a type of tutorial arrangement.^-39
VII.

Summary

Opinions vary among those who attempt to set the
year of the Convent1on *s establishment.

While some writers

Including: the eminent Cotton Mather tend to plane the
annual mlnlst e rl u m*s origin as early as 1680, a more
tenable argument dates the genesis ca. Ib92-l69^*

Prior

to the Institution of the yearly address the Convention
concerned Itself with such matters as the continual
quest for piety In the land,
precepts,
and state.

reaffirmation of Congregational

and the strengthening of bonds between church
As an advisory body of ministers,

tion's purposes Included evangelism,

the Conven

benevolence,

edifi

cation of the visible church, and the encouragement of
social relationships among ministers and between the clergy
and government officials.
Typically,
of election day,

the Convention assembled on the afternoon
Wednesday,

to choose Its three officers

and to conduct routine business natters.

A morning

session followed on Thursday during which the delegates
selected a speaker and alternate for the featured sermon
at the next Convention.

In 1755 the assembly began

l ^ E v a r t s Routell Green,
The Revolutionary
Generation 1 1763-1790. Vol. IV of A Hlsto'ry^of
Amerlcan L I f e , eds. Arthur M» Sohleslnger and Dixon
Ryan Wax
fl 2 vols.t
Mew Yorki
'Hie Macmillan Company,
19^3), p. 101.
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lnvltlnp: the first alternate to speak two years after
his selection.

between 1721 and 1728 the principal

spokesman presented the keynote address to his fellow
clerics only In Judp;e Samuel S ew e ll ’s home.

After that

time the sermon was preached In the adjacent Old South
Church and the public was Invited to hear the message.
A late afternoon business meeting concluded the one and
one-half days of Convention proceedings.

Hxtant infor

mation falls to Indicate the number of persons who attended
the business sessions and the special address.
Durinv the period considered clergymen maintained
their status as members of the most learned and honored
class In their society.

Intellectual achievements were

commonplace amonpr the men studied;
held the doctorate decree.

one-third of them

They were seasoned pulpit

speakers and several were selected for the other special
occasion sermons at election time.
Harvard provided the undergraduate training for
the twenty-one men considered in the present study.
Their curriculum Included a rigorous study of theology,
six of the traditional Seven Arts, and the Three
Philosophies,

They probably read the two most Important

manuals for ministerial training available at that time,
one written by Cotton Mather and the other by a former
Harvard vice-president,

Samuel Willard.

These prospective

preachers learned the rhetorical theories of French
philosopher Peter Ramus as popularly presented In William
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Dillard's Rhetorlces Elementa and their training in
declamation, oration,

syllogistic

disputation, and

commonplacing: provided them with valuable experience in
the communicative arts.

Most of their post graduate

education conslsted of 1ndependent studles and the
preparation and delivery of practice sermons under the
pail dance of an older minister.

CHAPTER III
THK HEHYONGi

MAJOR THEMED

According to I'athanael Appleton In his 17^3
Convention sermon*

the purpose of the yearly message

was "to set forth the Importance of the Gospel
to direct and assist,

to quicken,

Ministry,

comfort, and encourage

one another In the great Duties and under the great
Difficulties of our holy calling.

. .

The Conven

tion's records fall to suggest a more specific objective
but Appleton's description Is appropriate for the keynote
sermons studied.

Each focused on the following sub-

topics under the general heading, the Work of the
Mlnlstryi

the characteristics of a minister,

of a minister,

the work

the ministry as a demanding yet rewarding

occupat1 on.
This chapter surveys the three key themes as they
were developed by the twenty-one Convention speakers.

X*

Qual

1ties

of a Mini

ster

According to these yearly speakers,

the outstanding

characteristic of a clergyman--whether stated or Implied—
^Falthful Ministers of Chrlst, the Salt of the Earth,
and the Light of the World
(Hostoni
Rogers and Fowle,
T t ^ T T p T X ” a F p ! eton was the only speaker studied who made
a specific reference to the purpose of the Convention address.
72
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was a life modeled after Jesus Chrlst.

Pecurrlng In

sermon after sermon were amplifications of this key
polnti
life.

the prime trait of a minister Is his "Chrlst-llke"
Such an Important ministerial trait seems totally

In keeping with the Convention's broad purposes, audiences,
and speakers.
Without exception each Convention spokesman studied
preached about the qualities of a minister.

Of the

a pprox1mately forty-five characteristics mentioned In
these addresses,

three traits received the most atten

tion!

a ConpreHflt1o n a 1 minister should be knowledgeable,
9
prayerful, and p i o u s /
In other words, a little more
^The following speakers emphasized the ministerial
qualities of knowledge, prayerfulness, and pietyi
Cotton Mather,
The Services of a Useful Ministry
(dostoni
n.p., 1722Ti
Nehemlah Walter,
Falthfulness
ln
Mini stry Perl ved from Christ
( Sostom
S. Kneeland,
T7 2 T T 7
Wl1 1 lam W1 lllams, The Great Duty of Ministers to
Advance the Kingdom of God and to Comfort Their Fellowhelpers 1n this Work
(Gostoni
Kneeland and Green, F? 2 6 )j
Thomas Prince,
The aidless Increase of Chrlst *s Government
(Edinburgh 1 David Prtterson,
Israel Lorlng,
Ministers lnsuff1 clent of themselves rightly to dlscharge
the Duties of* their Sacred Calling
(Gostoni
Thomas T T e e t ,
17^2Ti
Charles Chauncy,
Ministers cautioned against the
Cccaslons of Contempt
(Roston 1 Rogers and Fowle, T ? ^ T 1
Samuel PhlTTips,
Preaching Peace by Jesus Chrlst de
scrib'd and urg* d , as the principal"Design of the GospelMlnlstry
Tsostom
S. Kneeland, 17 53)*
Ebenezer Parkinan,
The Love of Chrlst Constraining Us
(Sostoni
Fowle and
Draper, 17"£lTi
Samuel Mather,
Of the Pastora1 Care
(Sostoni
Thomas and Fleet, I 7 6 2 TT John Tucker,
Ministers
considered as Fellow-workers, who should be comforters to
each o t he r . In the Kingdom of God
(Boston 1 Thomas and
John F l e e t , T 7 6 R M
Peter cTark,
The Advantages and
Obligations arlsing from the Oracles of God commlted to
the Church and Its Ministry
(Soston t J. Draper, 17 ^ 3 T 1
and wTTTT am Falch, Slropllclty and Godly Slncerlty 1n a
Chrlstlan Minister, the Sure
to Happiness
Tbostoni
R, Mecom, 1 7^0 ),

7h
than one half of these preachers

believed the chief

features of a ministe r were his mental
"prayer life" an d godly behavior.
rep resents addit ion al
Convention

capacities,

The following list

ministerial qualities which

speakers m e n t i o n e d . 3

1 ove
subml ssl ven ess
glorifies Christ
d i l l v e nt-l ndustrlous
p a t 1ent
humble
falthful
honest
wise
courageous
"Cod pleaser"
thankful
unbiased
splrltun1
t e n d e r -com passionate
doc trl nal ly sound
lndefat 1 trabl e
vlrtuous
"called by Cod"

o b e d 1ent
Just
resolute
Renerous
sound judgment
responsible
servant
e d l f 1er
prudent
pure
s o c 1a ble
sincere
confident
truth seeker
grave-serious
apt to teach
personable
meek- gen tle

Knowledge and Study
It seemed appropriate to consider as one unit what
fifteen speakers said about the need for ministers
knowl edgeable and

studious.

The demand

to be

for we ll-prepared

sermons was repeated agai n and again and the relationship
between sermon pre paration and presentation
later In this study.
this

Nevertheless,

Juncture to examine what

Is considered

It Is wo rthwhile at

these spokesmen said about

s
^These traits are listed in a d e scending order
a c c o r d i n g to the frequency of their appear anc e within the
sermons.
Where possible duplication In the listing was
avoided but any apparent overlapping* resulted from an
arbit rar y deci sion by the writer when faced with the task
of maklnv hairline Judgments of definition.
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(1) the Importance of ministers paining knowledge,
(2) how ministers a c q uired knowledge,
types of kn owl ed ge

(that Is,

and

(3) what

subject matter) ministers

should possess.
As noted

lr. the p r e v i o u s

chapter,

CongT'egfit 1 ona 11 st s

placed a premium on the Ideal of an educated

clergy.

This co ns ummate ob jective was not reflected

In the

Convention addre sses as men such as

Chauncy,

Ebenezer Parkman,

Peter Clark, and William

cated that minis ter s
pursuits.

Charles

Indeed,

Halch a d v o 

engage In no mean Intellectual

said

Chauncy,

the

3ible clearly

demanded that min ist ers acquire a considerable degree
of knowledge.

Only men who had acquired a "deep

Treasure of L e a r n i n g , " preached Parkman,
the ministry.
ministers

Similarly,

should

In Kno wledge."

Clark was firmly resolved that

be characterized

by "superior attai nme nts

The crux of the matter In Chauncy*s

view was the ne cess ity
tural Demands'

were fit for

of a m i n i s t e r 1 f5 meeting

"’S c r i p 

or he Is certainly an unsui tabl e Person

to be employed as a minister."

He did not specify
q.
what these Scri ptural demands were.
Knowledge was not only
requirements,

but withou t

Locke,

and Clark,

Halch,

equlpped to teach others.
^Chauncy,
Talch, p. 33,

p.

l?t

Important to meet Scriptural

It,

said

Israel Lorlng,

ministers were grossly
To Lorlng,

Parkman,

p.

19;

Samuel

111-

divine knowledge
Clark,

p.

191
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and u n d e r s t a n d i n g of G o d ’s mysteries were key q u a l i f i 
cations of preachers.

Such knowledge made them "lights

of the world" and able defenders of
Talch appealed

similarly,

arguing for the Importance

of a preac her being knowledgeable
had no opportunity
hAd--mlght

so that

others who

for Intensive study--as the minist er

learn from him.

noted Lorlng,

Slbllcal truths.^

ministers

Without co nsiderable

learning,

were unable to declare the whole

counsel of God or pr eac h the uns earchable riches of
Christ.

In short,

Ingredient
ffood and

he viewed knowledge as ar. essential

In a mini ster's

efforts to teach others the

right way of life.

As

bnlch observed,

were unable to teach their fellowmen If they,
clergymen did not know the
were endowed with grace,

Clble,

reasoned Lorlng,

a "poor Instruc tor of others"
Finally,

Locke and

of Ignorance.
on Scripture,

were

preached

and

If a man
he would be
knowledge.^

were likely to be "rash

Locke pressed for a ministry

for Its mental acumen,
versed

Unless ministers

In their business," he

. . . "able to give a reason of their faith

^Lorlng,

p.

^ ‘lalch, p.
^Clark,

is,

Clark spoke of the consequence

Clark,

"pretty thoroughly

warned,

If he lacked

that

Ministers who failed to study and meditate

with their mouths,"
ackn o wledged

for even

ministers

6,
101

p. Lb.

Lorlng,

pp.

9,

91

,
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and hope,

they will

from men who will

be exposed to reproach and

contempt

be capable of doing them much mischief,

and if they lose t h eir reputation,
P
will be at an end,"
Grant ins' the fa^t

their usefullness

that ministers were to be learned,

how were they to ac q u i r e knowledge?

During the period

of the Great Awak e n i n g conservative clergymen such as
Charles

Chauncy

severely attacked revivalists as George

Whltefleld for their sketchy sermon preparation.
Apparently,
evangelist

the lnfltiential Whltefleld and others as
James Davenport relied more on some type of

extra ordinary re velation

than on a background of know

ledge ac quired through disciplined pr eparation.^
Chauncy led the conservative forces in decrying
these exte mpo ran eous app roaches to preaching.
no words,

he argued

men trained
d efinit ely
port.

Mincing

that in rellplous matters those

in collepes,

especially Harvard,

were

superior to the likes of Whltefleld and D a v e n 

He observed,

rather matter of factly,

that there

Q

Samuel Locke,
A Sermon Preached before the Mini sters
of the Prov inc e of the Massachusetts-Bay in flew England at
t heir Annual Co nvention In Bos t o n . May I s , i22I T c ston i
Rich and Draper, 1772 ), p. 2R,
^Cf. Edwin Scott Oaustad,
The Great A wake ning in
New Ehgland
(Chicapoi
Quadrangle Boots7 196BJ, pp .- 3*8,
3*7—^ 1 1
George Leon Walker,
Some Aspects of the R e l l pious Life of New England with Special Reference to
C o n g r e g a t i o n s 1 1 sts
(New Yorki
Silver, Burdett and
C o m p a n y , 1 R 9 7 ), pp. 92, 99-j Joseph Tracy,
The Great
A w a k e n i n g i A H 1story of the Revival of Religion In The
Time of Edward s a n d W h l t efleld
p^ostont
Thppan and
Dennet, 1 ^ 2 ), pp. 35^7 36£»

7B
simply was

"no room for Debate on the M a t t e r . " ^ 0

C hau ncy*s

c o n t e mporaries,

A p p l e t o n w e r e simi l a r l y
a b l e by the p r e a c h e r s
c ollege and
Only
and

simply

"for the

it wer e

convinced!

claim inspiration,

Mini sterial

Appleton,

Sa muel
addressed
moderate
subject.

were

"a bsol utely n e c e s s a r y
nping grad u a t e d
had a c q u i r e d
"learned

enjoyed

Time
Way."

for the ministry.

Lorlng in hi

r

views on this

educ ation was not

for a minister" and

however,

Is ordinarily

the a d v a n t a g e s

resolved

that a m i n i s t e r ’s

16.

Locke,

'expedient'!

he

a

and

of such a one a r e not to be

el se w h e r e as at an academy,

p.

11

of iiarvard when he

that a college

knowledge.

"*°Chauncy,

little

from coll ege was no ind ication that

educ a t i o n

in general,

17^0* s.

In 1772 and some wha t more

than Ch auncy and
ho a d m i t t e d

Lorlng,

"sprung up

in an Ordi nar y

unqualif ied "

Presi den t

the C o n v e n t i o n

noted

schooling- made men

. . . had very

"utte rly

Locke was

inspiration.

in the

" e x h o r t e r s " of that day had

in a Might and

they

in

office" and as L or l n g observed,

for g a i n i n g of Di vin e Kn owl e dge
hence,

labors

intuition or divi ne

noted

and

k n o w l e d g e was o b t a i n 

ce rta inly u n a v a i l a b l e

then,

the u n e d u c a t e d
as

could

that grift was

Eben eze r Gay,

only through di ligent

thr o u g h

the a p o s t l e s

Quite
fit

not

Lorlng,

or u n i v e r s i t y . "

be
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believed that In such schools a knowledge of truth could
be developed and a foundation for useful service to
mankind was laid.

"If a liberal education be dispensed

with commonly as one qualification for officers, we
might soon erpect to see the decline of literature and
the growing symptoms of Ignorance and barbarity,H he
said.

1?
^

Thus he agreed with Chauncy who had argued

earlier that college training was the best security
against Ignorance and hence a contemptible m i n i s t r y . ^
In addition to advocating an acquisition of know
ledge, these keynoters specified some of the subjects
In which ministers should be well versed.

Considering

the emphasis which these Congregatlonallsts placed upon
the Scriptures,

It should n ot be surprising to discover

that the Bible was the subject most Convention speakers
believed ministers should master.

Of course,

these

spokesmen also urged preachers to be knowledgeable in
history, philosophy,

logic, and metaphysics.

Neverthe

less, a thorough acquaintance with Scripture was consi
dered of prime Importance to the clergyman.
Several speakers addressed themselves to this
matter of "knowing" the 3ible.

Balch urged his fellow

ministers to engage In a vigorous study of Scriptures,
12Locke, p. 48.
1 3chauncy, pp. 48-49.
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making the

Glble their constant meditation.

he urged a study of the

Furthermore,

Gible to avoid error or the

temptation to teach ideas which they had not discovered
by their own i n v e s t i g a t i o n . ^
Walter urged

the study of Gnrlpture as it was the

"only rule and guide"
work.

Specifically,

in all aspects of the minister's
noted Appleton,

to be versed

in the doctrinal,

serious,

practical

and

through such intensive
preached

Clark,

that

sibility as keepers

polemical,

controversial,

points of divinity.

It was

study and mastery of Scripture,

ministers fulfilled their resp o n 
of the oracles of G o d .1 ^

Gut clergymen ought

to approach their

studies free of bias and partiality.
that

ministers needed

dbllcal

:,al ch suggested

if a pr eacher showed partiality toward one truth,

he was as sinful as

If he had demonstrated

toward a fellow Christian,
biblical

interpret ati ons

that preachers

Gnlch warned against

in searching- the Scriptures.

should be willing- to accept

religious truth of any kind,
or whether

regardless of its popularity

it were commonly received.

believed that

Moreover,

he

clergymen ought to avoid rejecting any

1^ Ga1 c h , pp.
"^Walter,

erroneous

in urging ministers to be

conscientious and diligent
Me taught

partiality

10-12,

p. 2 ^\

33.

Appleton,

p. U6j

Clark,

p. 10,

HI

truth regardless
and trouble;

of the co nse quen ces — strife,

religious

sincerity,

censure,

he believed,

Included

love for all truth and a willing submission to lt,^^
Truth seeking was vigorously heralded by Locke
also,

He preached

that ministers ought to

a mind

open to evidence,

and be diligent

conform to It when discovered,"

seeker,

noted

Locke,

keep

In the pursuit

of It, with a sincere disposition actually
and

"vet and

to embrace

To be a truth

a minister must be ever zealous

to

search and examine wit h an open,

objective,

and u n p r e 

judiced mind.

clergymen

"have a free

He ad voc ated that

range over the fields of thought
Impartial and arrive at
of revealed truth.

If . . . they would

clear and

..."

enlarged

be

knowledge

17

In encouraging his fellow ministers to search for
truth,

Walter said they

Spirit would
them

tigation

be sure that hod *s

lead them into all

"to unde rst and

Additionally,

could

truth and

enlighten

the mysteries of the Gospel."

Christ would assist

or finding- out of Truth"

"them In the Inv es
. . .

so they would

not only have a probable notion of them, but
also a gracious satisfying- assur ance of the
certainty thereof.
And not only does He
furnish their minds with Just and right notions
^ R a l c h , pp. 13-1^*
C f . William Rand, Gospel
Ministers should be chiefly concerned to please G o d ,
and not men in the di scharge of their o T f 1ce
TGostoni
Green and R u s s e l l , 175?)* P • 13*

^ ^L ocke, pp.

13,

17,
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of Truth In ^ e n e m l , hut inso sometimes directs
and deter min es their thoughts to the most suitable
Truths and that In a very sovereign and sur
prisin g manneri
Hereby accom o d a t i n g their
Labours to the special unknown circumstances of
some that fit u n d e r their ministry.
P ra v e r
Of
their

t ;,.p t.pj: ■•nenkcrr

sermons,

f’n ’r'-t'onl c s
of

t!m

most

fen'"

the

1n 1 s f e c ; *

spoke

n'out

directed

their

comments

nut. l i r e

-<ey

iix ministers
should

who

be Included

Ideas

talked

about

toward

prayer.

As might

be expected,

abject

of ministers'

Williams preached

"united praye rs for one another" was one method
building up Christ's kingdom.

to have

Williams

felt

that
of

3uch prayers were to

for Divine assi stance

"prurience, and patience,

their ministry and

the

f o 11 ov,' 1 r ■ 11 e n ;s s lor.

suggested

fellow clergymen.

Include entreaties

In

of speciflc subjects which

In prayers.

the single most freque ntl y
prayers was

to r the

prayer

and

for ministers

courage to fulfill

the several parts of their office."

1d

that ministers were uniquely qualified

to pray for each other

since they knew "best the needs

of their fellow," and hence were best qualified to pray
for the p e c uliar " birders.
associated

Temptations,

with the ministerial office.

tation Williams mentioned
^Walter,

pp.

^Williams,

p.

12

-1

12.

3

.

was heresy.

and

Difficulties"

One such t e m p 
He urged his
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fellow pulplters to pray that none would falter under
the pressure to say,

"we will speak no more In the

name of the lord."

Samuel Phillips, Walter, and

Lorlng also advocated ministerial prayers In behalf of
pi
a preacher's work.
The church was a second major subject that should
be Included In ministers' prayers,

Thomas Prince and

Williams urged prayers for the general advancement of
the Kingdom,

the latter being particularly concerned

that ministers pray that "Christ would greatly Increase
the number of his c h u r c h e s . L o r l n g * s

appeal for

church growth seemed especially applicable to his
audience as he urged the clergymen to pray for the
success of their preaching efforts to convert s i n n e r s , ^
Williams sought prayers not only for more churches
but also for the
preservation and Defense of Churches already
planted, that no weapon formed against them
might prosper, that God would be a wall of fire
about themi
That such as under oppression may
have Deliverance and may obtain Grace to finish
their Testimony. . . .
Of course the ministers were encouraged to pray
for their own congregations as well as for the church
20Ibld.
21Phllllps, p.
22Prlnce,

7t

p. 3Bt

2^Lorlng, pp.
^Williams,

Walter, p. 19i
Williams, p. 26.

14-15*

p. 2 6 .

Lorlng, p. 3*+.
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In general.

L o r l n g a d v i s e d petitions

of s p i r it ual strength,

edification,

Williams su gge s t e d prayers

for those In need

and comfort and

In behalf of the minister 's

flock that they might

be "enriched with all Graces,

Truth and

be preserved a mon g them,

Unity might

Christ's promised
such prayers,

end

P res e n c e continue with them," 2 ^
J

noted Samuel

strated a "willing,

Mather,

sincere,

that

Through

the mi nister d e m o n 

and a f f e c tio nat e care for

his congre gat ion ."
Cotton Mather and

Lorlng spoke of p ray er In terms

of its effect on the listeners.
prayers

should be a d a p t e d to the particular aud ien ce

listening.

S pecifically,

should be a d a p t e d
wants,

Mather pointed out that

and

advocated Lorlng,

"unto the special state,

prayers
condition,

c i r c u ms tan ces of everyone so far as Is

known" u n t o the m i n i s t e r . M a t h e r

ac tu a l l y capitalized

on the Idea of a d a p t i n g prayer to a specific aud ien ce
In the f o l l o w i n g statementt
May they i_prayersj be such as to suit the
several Classes of our People, and have a
mighty Efficacy, to bring them Into a s u i t a 
ble Beh avior u n d e r the Doctrine of God our
S a v i o u r , and t h o s e good Things wK lch are to
be w i s h e d for them.
Yea^ w h a t e v e r truths we
ar e si ngu lar ly de sir ous to have Inculcated
upon them, a nd entertained a mon g them, as
we may work these truths Into our Prayers at
2 ^I b l d .i
^Samuel

Lorlng,
Mather,

2 ?Cotton Mather,

p. 15.
p. 12.
p.

26|

Lorlng,

p. 15*
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such a rate, as to bring them down with Rever
berations of a very powerful Efficacy from
Heaven upon them.2
The Convention speakers were concerned not only
about the subject of prayers but also that their fellow
ministers maintained or developed a proper attitude
toward prayer.

According to Lorlng, prayer was as

much a duty as was preaching.

Indeed, he regarded prayer

as a "great and necessary Duty Incumbent on Gospel
Ministers. "2C?

Similarly,

Cotton Mather reasoned that

If ministers claimed to be men of God they had, of
necessity,

to be men of prayer.

Williams observed that

a minister's best efforts should be followed by fervent
prayer,

thus Inferring the need for Divine assistance

after the human element had been fully utilized.

In

short, ministers should have confidence In prayer and In
Its power to Increase the success of their labors.
Lorlng and Chauncy offered suggestions to their
hearers regarding the type of attitude that should
accompany prayers, that is, the demeanor In which prayers
were offered.

To Lorlng, ministers should endeavor to

pray humbly, acknowledging their Insufficiency, and
"fervently and Importunately," striving and wrestling
"with God for their people.
2®Cotton Mather,
2^Lorlng,

Their prayers should be

l o c . clt.

p. 1*+.

3®Cotton Mather, p. 3 9 I

Williams, p. 26,
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spiritual prayers" and offered in faith, believing that
their petitions would be answered.
prayers,

Finally,

in all

"publlck, private, and secret," Lorlng urged

clergymen to pray with "great Sincerity,
and Constancy."

Similarly,

. . . Fervency,

Chauncy encouraged his

fellow pulpit spokesmen to pray with a serious demeanor
void of levity and "with an apparent Awe and Solemnity
of Spirit.

. . . "*51

Furthermore,

said Chauncy, the ministers * preju

dices and "passions" should be excluded from public
prayers.

Neither should clergymen expect the "whole

assembly to be of their Mind In Matters of Doubtful
Disputation.

• •

Since a minister represented the

entire congregation when he prayed in public, noted
Chauncy, he should avoid in his prayers certain subjects
which the entire congregation could not in good conscience
Join him "in offering up to God."

Ibus, he believed that

all present in the public assembly should share identical
views about all topics mentioned in the minister's
12
prayers .J

Piety
The third outstanding quality of a minister
considered here was his godly conduct.

Several Conven

tion speakers recognized the value of ministers projecting
-^Lorlng, p. 15)

Chauncy,

Chauncy, p. 22.

loc. clt.
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a good Image to their congregations.

In essence their

sermon comments focused on the relationship of a minis
ter's exemplary conduct and his pulpit effectiveness.-^
In Chauncy*s opinion ministers were urged to be
"•Men of exemplary Holiness'" In that they not only
abstained from evil but that they also won respect
through positive acts such as temperance,
sobriety, and

Justice.

fifteen years lateri

hospitality,

Raich echoed similar sentiments
If a minister wanted to be a

friend of Christ and great In the Kingdom of Heaven,
he

should study and practice

teach It.
virtue.

holy religion as well as

The righteous llfe--one

filled with love,

Integrity, and sincerity— was really the life

of

happiness and Joy.

to

be happyt'

He preached that "to be good Is

the best expression of a clergyman's

love for Cod was a holy life modeled after Jesus Christ,
further,

reasoned Raich,

even If a minister abstained

from the "grosser Vices" which would ruin his reputation
but engaged In the lesser vices which did not cause any
"temporal Inconveniences," he nevertheless was less than
sincere and ran the risk of causing Christ as well as
SB
^ S u p p o r t for the claim that a speaker's effective
ness Is related to the image his listeners have of him Is
found In Lane Cooper (trans.), pie Rhetoric of Aristotle
(New Yorki
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., T95^)* pp. 5 - 3 1
James C. McCroskey,
An Introduction to Rhetorical Communi
cation i The Theory a n ? Practice o f Public SpeakTng
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey i Prentice-Hall, ”inc7, 1968),
Chapter
Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird,
Speech
Cr ltlclsmi The Development of Standards for Rhetorlcal
Appraisal
(New York i The Ronald Press C o m p a n y 19^8 ),
Chapter 1"3.
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religion In general to suffer.
give careful attention to
Christ as the source of all

Thus a minister should

the business of Imitating
righteousness.^

Not only did Convention spokesmen urge their peers
to live piously,

but they also noted the relationship

between a minister's conduct and effective preaching.
Perhaps Chauncy expressed this relationship adequately
when he noted that a good life would do more than
learning and eloquence to make a minister "amiable In
the J£yes of People" and give "singular energy to his
Preaching."
by Lorlng.

Essentially the same chord was struck
Quoting the well known Thomas Foxcroft of

3oston*s First Church,

Lorlng claimed that a good life

would aid the minister In gaining "Respect and Reverance
from his Hearers . . . and his Preaching will come with
more Authority,
their Soula."
preach,

Force, and Energy, and sink d ee p e r Into
When preachers live the sermons they

there exists,

said Foxcroft, a "silent Power of

Attraction In it ^thelr good llfej to draw Men to their
Duty.
About fifteen years prior to Lorlng,

Williams

commented on the value of a good life In winning
listener respecti
Ministerial faithfulness will oblige us to take
heed to our Conversation ^llfej as well as to
3^Chauncy,

p. 20|

3alch, pp. 20-23,

28,

36.

^Chauncy,

p. 2 0 t

Thomas Foxcroft as In Lorlng,

p. 2 3 .
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our Doctrines*
that we may do nothing to alienate
the minds of our hearers from Christ, or strengthen
any prejudices In them against his Governmenti
either by Indulging lightness and vanity, or a
morose reservedness, or discouraging austerity In
our Conversations with them.36
Hy the example of a strict and pious life, said Williams,
preachers could

"gain an esteem In the Conscience" of

their hearers.

"For natural conscience . . . cannot

but reverance gravity and Innocence."37
Samuel Mather provided further support for the
argument that ministers should set good examples.
quoted Andrew Marvel who reportedly said,

He

"* It Is

Spiritual Nonsense for us to let our Conversation differ
from our Doctrine*

Neither,

. . . Will men believe by

the Ear, when j_thelr eyej Informs them otherwise. "3 ^
If a good example aided a preacher's effectiveness.
Convention speakers were not lax to point out the
converse,

that Is, a bad example would have a damaging

effect on a minister's work.

Edward Holyoke,

for example,

observed that he and his fellow ministers might preach
until they
are worn out with Labour and to the Destruc
tion of our Health and Life*
and yet if our
Conversation and Practice are not answerable
to such a Zeal, we shall by our 111 example
do more Hurt, than ever we have done G o o d . ™
^Williams,

p. 19.

37 Ibld.
T Q

Andrew Marvel as In Samuel Mather, p. ?9.
3<^Ed ward Holyoke,
The Duty of Mini sters of the Gospel
to guard against the Pharlsalsm anH~ SadcLuclsm o7 the Present
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Lorlng echoed Holyoke's sentiments the following year
when he warned of the results of an evil lifet
loses its power and listeners will not hear.
exemplary conduct,
a minister's
In fact,

preaching
Without

explained Appleton the next spring,

"Doctrine will have hut little Effect,"

he continued,

a minister might speak well and

perform his duties in a commendable way and yet co ntr a
dict it all by "vain and light Conversation, and by an
immoral C o n d u c t .
From the standpoint of long range effectiveness
and religion per s e . Appleton,

Chauncy, and Holyoke

spared no words in denouncing ministers who failed to
practice what they preached.

To Appleton,

sinful, and vicious" ministers did

"loose,

"more to corrupt the

World than to save it from Corruption."

Indeed,

"corruption n eve r prevails so fast, as where there is
a corrupt

Ministry,"

evil "Communications,

he said.

For of all the types of

either in Speech or Behaviour,

there are none that Corrupt like the evil Communications
of M i n i s t e r s ,
Chauncy virtually agreed with Appleton on this
issue.

Bad examples on the part of ministers,

observed,
Day

represented the greatest

(Bostoni

T. Fleet,

^°Lorlng,

p. 2*4-1

^Appleton,

pp.

17*4-1), p.

Appleton,
10-11,

he

"Hlnderers of the
29.

p, 15.
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Gospel, and Obstacles In the Way of Its Success."
"A vicious Man, and yet a Preacher of Righteousness,
how gross the Inconsistency?**

For even If a minister

had the "eloquence of Angels, his unrighteous life
lL?
would render his work Ineffective.*
Finally,

Holyoke suggested a repercussion of

ministerial Impiety when he lamented that undoubtedly,
"'Deism* and all other kinds of Infidelity owe their
rise, more to the bad lives of the Clergy, than to any
other cause what soever.
II.

The Minister*s Work

The second major theme of the Convention sermons
studied was the work of the minister.

Perhaps predictably,

public preaching was viewed most often as the principal
duty of any clergyman.

The main purpose of this section

Is to examine what these ministers said about the
romance of preaching.
Consider the Goals of Preaching
Although no specific history of American Congrega
tional preaching has yet been published,

the pulpit arts

In the Purltan-Congregational tradition "has deep and long
historical rootlngs."
**2Chauncy,

pp. 19, 39.

^Holyoke,

p.

29.
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The relative simplicity of Congregational w o r 
ship, but slowly changed, made the sermon focal
and has so continued It.
The self-contained
nature of any Congregational Church made It
usually dependent upon the force of Its minister.
* . . The centrality of preaching In Congrega
tionalism has therefore been persistent.

The basis of all preaching In American Congrega
tional . • . Churches until well Into the nine
teenth century was theological and its motif was
the salvation of sinners.
It was somberly but
earnestly evangelical.
The annual Convention speakers gave ample support In
their sermons to these generalizations about the role
and objectives of Congregational preaching.
variously stated,

Although

they specified "conversion of sinners"

and "preservation of truth" as the twin alms of all
pulpit speaking.
Phillips,
must

for example,

cited seven thlngB "ministers

'be* and 'do* if they would approve themselves

unto God in preaching his Word."

The last two quali

fications concerned the overall purpose of preaching.
Urging ministers to contend for the faith, defend the
truth, and preach with a compassion for men's souls,
he advised their avoidance
public approval.

of preaching for profit or

Invite and urge all men to be saved

that they might obtain spiritual peace, he admonished.
Edward Barnard expressed the same Idea as follows*

the

^ G a l u s Glenn Atkins and Fredrick L. Fagley,
History
of American Congregationalism
(Boston*
The Pilgrim
Press, 19^2), pp. 372, 377.
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aim of ministers Is to bring corrupt men to the "favour
of God and a participation of a divine nature."

A

later discussion Includes specific Instructions from
Convention spokesmen as to how clergymen should achieve
these goals.

For now,

Parkman's view Is apropos!

ministers need skill In the "Arts of Speaking" If they
want to fulfill the purpose of their work, namely,
"the regenerating,

sanctifying, and the eternal salvation

of men."**-*
Be Prepared
Convention keynoters offered considerable ampli
fication of what Is probably a truism, namely,

that

diligent study and preparation are prerequisites for
effective speaking.
Cotton Mather commented at length on sermon pre
paration.
they to bej

", . . our Sermonsi
How Lab ored?"

How well studied ought

He admonished his fellow

preachers to give themselves to much reading and notetaking on what they read.
be our Laboratory . . .

"A well-chosen LIbrary should

where one Hour should be better

to us than a dozen elsewhere.*
of sermon construction,

As for the methodology

Mather offered the following

counseli
U

^Phillips, p. 1 0 i Edward Barnard,
A Sermon Preached
Before the Assembled Convention of Ministers lrT Massachu
setts-Bay In Boston, May 2 ? t 1??3
(Bostoni
Kneeland and
Davls, T7737, p. lfe 1 Parlcman, p. 4.

9^

But then. For the manner of studying on the
Subjects WHICH THE Lord our God brings unto
us I Oh!
How Prayerfully and with what a Spirit
of PIETY should all be carried on!
First we are
to look up unto Heaven for the Divine Influences
and Asslstences, to carry us thro* our Undertaking!
Trusting In GOD, that we may be so happy as to
handle the matter wisely.
Let us then Replenish
and Embellish our Discourses with the most su b
stantial Divinity.
For the Dishing out of which,
let the Preachers seek out acceptable Words.
Wherefore always provide pertinent Scriptures for
every Paragraph.
The Voice of the Lord speaking
In them, is full of Majesty!
And then, that the
shining Lights in the House of GOD, may also be
burning Ones, let us commonly try to set the
Truths on Fire, before we send them out of our
flands.
Let the Truths arrive to our Hearers
fired and Flaming with some affectuous Passages
that may be the enklndlers of agreeable Devotions
In them.
Yea, Why should It not be a frequent Practice with
us, whe n we have dispatched a Paragraph of a
Sermon, to make a Pause, and get our one Heart
suitably affected, with what we have prepared,
before we go any further, and cast Into the Mould
of the Truths, by such Confessions, and such
Petitions, as may be darted up to Heaven from us
upon them.
Certainly, Tbls were the best way of
getting a Sermon by Heart that can be thought upon.
And I kn ow not why the studying of a Sermon
should not be a very holy Exercise!
This I know;
Some that have been esteemed among the Best of
Preachers have professed themselves un der a Terror
of GOD, Afraid of preaching a Sermon to others,
before they have got some Good by It themselves.
They w h o thus first of all Peel the Truths In
themselves, before they bring It to others, will
be the best of Preachersi
and what comes from the
Heart of the Speaker, will be most likely to go to
the Heart of the Hearer.
In this Important task of sermon preparation,
Appleton advised his fellow preachers to give special
attention to hermeneutics.

He encouraged the building

of sermons on simple plain truths of Scripture, avoid ing

U6 Cotton Mather,

pp.

22, 26,

31-32.
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any pretense of knowledge beyond the sacred writings.
Avoid,

he admonished,

being carried away by the

bare Sound of Words*
but . . . weigh the Sense
of them, . . . by considering the Meaning of the
Words In the Original, the Connection they have
to the Context, and the Time and Occasion of their
being written, and by comparing them with other
Places of Scripture. '
About twenty years after Mather's copious Instruc
tions and during the Great Awakening,

some of the Itin

erant evangelists were preaching In an apparent Impromptu
fashion.

Charles Chauncy was particularly concerned

that sermons evidence "Pains and Industry** and represent
the fruit of labor and study.

He admitted that In

emergency situations ministers might justifiably preach
"when their Preparations have been more hasty than they
would have c h o s e m

And at such Times, a tolerable Measure

of Candour in Hearers would make Allowances that may
reasonably be expected.
Thus to the men who practiced the pulpit arts with
a minimum of preparation and who claimed special help
from the Spirit of God compensated for their lack of
preparation,

Chauncy was his usual outspoken self.

Preparation,

he argued firmly, was not an attempt by the

minister to circumvent divine assistance.

To the con

trary those who prepare "take the Method In which they
^Appleton,
Chauncy,

p. 9.
p. 25.
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may most reasonably expect divine Influencesi

and they

are most likely Persons to be favored with them,H

Those

who preached without prior preparation and extensive
study, said Chauncy bluntly, may "presume upon the Spirit
Il Q

rather than trust In him." 7

Seizing the opportunity

afforded by the Convention occasion,
to condemn itinerants,

Chauncy proceeded

the epitome of ill-prepared

speakers In his opinion.
It was apparent, he noted, that 1tinerant preachers
received "no great Help" from the Spirit,

Indeed, they

were the most confused In their sermons, made the most
rash and unguarded statements, were the most vain and
arrogant In their boastings and wild In their Imagina
tions.

In brief, said Chauncy, these migrant ministers

were guilty of delivering the "truths of the Gospel with
a greater Mixture and Mistake and Error" while claiming
at the same time some extraordinary communication with
the Spirit.

Additionally, when ministers pretended to

have such an affiliation with divinity In order to excuse
negligence In study, they became an imposition on their
hearers and fell prey to self deception.

Turning to the

Scriptures for support of his premise, Chauncy observed
that the Apostle Paul had advised the young preacher
Timothy to study, read, and meditate.

If such an

"extraordinary" person as Timothy was advised thus,
said Chauncy, much more should the "ordinary" ministers
49 Ibld., p. 27.
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be constrained to do so.

Thus In Chauncy— a man who

reportedly spent as much as fifteen hours dally In
researc h— one encounters a champion of the well p r e 
pared s e r m o n . 5°
Finally,

two additional comments about pulpit p r e p a r 

edness are noteworthy.

In keeping with his father's

advice on the same occasion exactly forty years earlier,
Samuel Mather encouraged his fellow laborers to Rive
diligent study to their sermons.
Lorlng,

Indeed,

a m inister would do well to follow the pithy

advice of the venerable Increase Matheri
and then

preached

e m p t y .

"first fill

"^1

Not only did these Convention speakers urge their
fellow clergymen to prepare adequately their messages,
but they also cited at

least two reasons why ministers

should study sedulously.
First,

it was a matter of self-esteem.

Cotton

Mather observed,
It Is to be expected, We shall all be so consclentloua about the Preparat 1 on a of the S a n c t u a r y . tKat
it may not be complained, ^ur~^ermons are none of
our o w n i or We offer to God what has cost us
nothing.
Furthermore,
with what Face can we look up to Heaven, if we
have made no thing that
may really be called a
P r e p a r a t i o n ? Our S erm ons , They must be such.
That we may hope to have the 31ood of our Saviour
5° I b l d . , pp.
^Samuel

26-28.

Mather,

p. 19i

Lorlng,

p.

13»
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sprinkled on them, and His Good 3PIHIT breathing
In them*
Our Ser mon s, They must Ve such, That
we may therein approve our selves Workmen that
need not be a s h a m e d . Syrs, We are to take Pains
about our S e r m o n s i . • .52
Specifically,

Mather was berating pulpit plagiarism,

that Is, the act of delivering another's sermon in toto
while claiming It as a product of one's own genius.

He

admitted the value of others* sermons in supplying "useful
Hints1* when a preacher was composing his address.
he Insisted, nevertheless,

But

that sermons "must be such,

that we may and should go directly from our Knees
Lin prayerJ In our StudleB to o u t Pulpits."53

He

strongly Implied that such a practlce--from prayer to
pulpit— would be Impossible If not reproachful with a
"stolen" sermon tucked under one's arm.
Phillips reasoned as Mather In claiming that a
preacher's Ill-prepared presentation was shameful since
he was giving to God and his people something that cost
him little If any of the pain associated with diligent
study.

Clark agreed,

noting that "extemporary or

unstudied Harrangues" not only showed lrreverance to
God but also made the minister appear contemptible to his
11steners.5^
Hie second major reason given for preparing sermons
52Cotton Mather,

pp. 32-33*

53Ibld., p. 32*
^Phillips,

p. 8i

Clark, p. 46.
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concerned the Influence such preparation had on a
minister's pulpit effectiveness.

The "best preachers,"

said Cotton Mather, were those who had studied to the
point of being able to "Feel the Truths In themselves"
before they spoke.

Or as Lorlng expressed the Idea,

a preacher spoke best to others after first preaching
to himself.

Thus a minister's effectiveness was directly

related to his preparationi

for "what comes from the

Heart of the S pea ker , will be most likely to go to the
Heart of the Hearer." said Mather. ^5
Chauncy viewed the well-studied sermon as capable
of reaping Infinitely better results and providing more
spiritual profit to the listener than an Impromptu address,
Phillips added that prepared sermons were not only more
acceptable to God but they also edified hearers more
effectively than non-prepared lessons,5^
Clark Implied three measures of effectiveness In
saying that without preparation one could not preach
plainly, truly, nor fully.

Regarding plainness,

Clark

believed that It was Impossible
for the ablest Speaker to deliver a Discourse
so correct, methodical, and Intelligible to an
audience "extempore," as he had studied It before
hand,
The End of Study Is not to embellish our
Sermons with fine Rhetorical Flourishes, or the
most delicate Forms of Expressions!
but that we
may In the plainest Manner set hom Divine Truths
on the hearts and Consciences of the Hearers,
55cotton Mather, p. 3 2 i
^Chauncy,

p. 2?t

Lorlng, p. 11.

Phillips, p. 9.
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which will require a great deal of Forethought
and D e l i b e r a t i o n . "
As to the truth of a pulpit address,

he felt that

some unintentional errors would slip Into many presen
tations,

but such mistakes were pardonable on one

conditioni

the man had studied his sermon.

preparation preceded the presentation,

If no

Clark felt any

errors were Inexcusable since the preacher had apparently
turned to the Spirit for a spontaneous endowment with
truth.

Appleton reasoned that If a preacher wanted to

insure the truthfulness of

his message, he should search

out the meaning of Scripture In the original languages,
as well as Investigate the context of the passages he
might use In his message.

He ought to determine the

time and occasion of the writing, and compare it "with
other Places in Scripture,"

said Appleton. ^

What about preaching fully?

Clark noted that a

man of "tolerable Elocution" might be able to speak
acceptably on a few popular subjects.

However, his

thoughts would generally be In the same channel and In
his preaching he would oralt "many necessary and Important
Truths of the Word or but superficially touch them."
Clark believed that such a practice fell short of the
5?ciark,

P« ^6.

Ibid. . pp. ^6-^71

Appleton, p. 9.
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Biblical admonition to a preacher to declare the whole
counsel of God.
Clark * 3 following comments provide an appropriate
conclusion to this discussion on sermon preparationi
"It Is not an easy Matter to speak the Oracles of God j
It Is not Lanprua*re that flows naturally from us,
must be acquired,

by the Blessing of God,

serious and painful

but

on our own

Endeavors."^9

Base Sermons on Scripture
The foundation of all Con^re^at1onal preaching was
laid on the bedrock of Scriptural truth.
Word, admonished Clark t
the Bible.

Preach the

God wants ministers to preach

Avoid sermons on philosophical theory and

"be content with what Is revealed," urged John Barnard.
Chauncy agreed completelyi

a sermon should be thoroughly

nibllcal In content and not "lectures of meer reason,"
But preaching ^lble-based sermons did not mean,
Gay,

observed

that a minister was Incorrect in holding back on

some subjects which his listeners mlp;ht not be able to
dlp:e»t.

He believed

that to stress such potentially

unpalatable Ideas ralgcht hinder the listeners* adherances
to the more "Necessary Truths and the Practice of
Greater Duties.
^9Clark,

p. 47.

Ibid .
^ C l a r k , p.
John Barnard,
The Lord Jesus Chrlst
the Only and Supreme Head of the Church
(Bostoni
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Granting the fact that the Bible begat sermons,
Cotton Mather wanted ministers to exercise caution in
their selection of a particular subject for a pulpit
message.

The topic, he said, should be

well c hoseni So Chosen, as to do the Part of a
prudent and faithful Steward, who dispenses to
everyone, their Pood In the season thereof)
So
Chosen, as to do the Part of a Vigilant Watchman
observing the Indlgltatlons of Heaven, to bring
on Words in Season, and such will be fitly spoken.
That we may be led Into proper Subjects as It must
be usual with us to Preach on Design, and not at
Random, only led by what we~7lnd most easy for us
to Preach about, so we must with much Importunity
look up to our Glorious Lord, That He would lead us
In ways wherein He would have us to go.

The whole Body of Divinity should In the Course
of our Ministry be gone through)
And the more In
Order, the better.
So we shall Declare the whole
counsel of God.
According to John Tucker, after a minister selected
his sermon topic he should consider certain “great argu
ments and motives exhibited In the gospel* which were
designed to persuade listeners.
as followsi

These arguments were

(1 ) unreasonable, oalous, and destructive

nature of sin,

(2 ) Intellectual and moral nature of

man,

(3) man's relation to God and His authority over

him,

(4) reasonableness of God's service,

tance of salvat1 on and God's grace, and

(5) Impor

{6) encouragement

offered to sinners to seek their true happiness.
3. Kneeland and T. Green,
Gay, p. IS.

1738), p. 29)

^ C o t t o n Mather, pp. 27-28.

These

Chauncy, p. 26)
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appeals,

said Tucker, were manifestly "suited to the

nature and feelings of the human mind, and designed to
affect the heart,

. . .**

Whatever arguments were used,

noted Samuel Locke, they should be adapted to the "capa
cities of . * . t_the j listeners."
example on this matter,

Christ was the minister's

said Locke,

because Je3Us

commonly drew his supporting material for his teachings
from sources familiar to his listeners , ^
Saleh offered some additional considerations about
the contents of pulpit messages.

Preach sincerelyi

avoid handling God's word deceitfully by humoring the
listeners' prejudices.

A man should not preach In a

way that suited his tastes only but after much study and
prayer speak as the weight of evidence enabled him or
forced him.

He should preach nothing contrary to his

own beliefs nor water down the truth In an effort to
avoid offending someone.

In sum,

Saleh urged that

ministers neither add nor subtract from the Scriptures
In their p r e a c h i n g . ^
Since a preacher's sermon ought to be based on
Scripture,

Tucker offered some advice as to how these

Sibilcal truths should be presented.

For example,

Tucker

explained that a minister should demonstrate that a truth
Is connected with, and Justly flows from some
plain declaration In the word of Godi
or If
^Tucker,
^Talch,

pp. l6-17t
pp.

15-17.

Locke, p. ^5.
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founded on passages of a more uncertain nature
and doubtful meaning, then by laying before their
hearers the reasons persuading them, they have
given the true sense of the Scripture*
leaving
with them, after all, to examine their expllcatlons--the Justness of their deductions and
force of their reasoning, and to receive for
divine truth, only what^they see to be founded
on the oracles of G o d . ^
Concerning specific sermon subjects, Convention
speakers most often suggested the topics of Christ and
grace,66

But regardless of the topic, said Gay, a

minister ought to be certain that he adapted his dis
cussion to the "capacities and needs of the People, "6?
Cotton Mather urged his preaching brethren to
follow In the steps of the Apostle Paul and preach about
Jesus and his crucifixion,

"Truth," said Mather,

"Is not well discerned, nor the Word of Truth well
divided, until the Truth as It is in Jesus be exhibited,"
Furthermore, ministers created an undesirable condition
when they failed to tell the story of Jesus*

"the

fearful Decay of Christianity In the World, Is very
much owing to the Inexcusable Impiety of overlooking
a Glorious Christ.

. • ,"68

65<rucker, p, 16.
66Cf. Babette May Levy,
Preaching In the First
Half Century of New England
(Sartford7 Connecticut!
The Society oT~Church History, 1945), pp. 26-51,
6?Gay, p. 19.
68cotton Mather, p. 28.
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John Barnard echoed Mather's convictions sixteen
years later as he reminded fellow clergymen to preach the
doctrine, person, office, and benefits of Christ and to
show "how all Grace and Favour, all Virtue and Strength,
flow from Him.

..."

As Mather had condemned the "empty

Harrangues" which often passed for sermons because of
the lack of a Christ-centered message, so Barnard struck
out at the "faint Glitter, and feeble Harrangues of
'Pagan1 writers,

which It may be has been too much the

Error of some late celebrated Preachers.

• • ,**69

Neither Mather nor Barnard chose to reveal the men
guilty of these harrangues.
At least six other Convention speakers advocated
the centrality of preaching about Christ but each failed
to elaborate on this Idea.

Williams believed that

ministers helped to advance the Kingdom of God
by setting forth the Glory of Christ who Is
the Head of the Kingdom and to whom the Chief
Administration of all affairs of it doth belong.
The Preaching of Christ Is the Main and essen
tial Part of our Work, to set forth the glory
of Christ In the Wonderfulness of his Person,
Natures, Offices, and Benefits.7
Chauncy and Clark spoke merely of the need to make Jesus
the subject of a minister's every sermon.

Emphasizing

that a preacher should be humble. Gay pointed out that
such a man would preach of Christ's virtues rather than
his own.

Above all, noted Phillips, a clergyman should

69Ibld.i

John Barnard, p. 29.

79W1lllaras, p. 6,
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study and preach about Jesus.

Finally, Rand observed

that the excellence and glory of Christ, his birth,
resurrection, and ascension should be some of the great
themes of a man's sermons.

71

Grace was the second topic most often suggested In
the Convention addresses as a specific sermon theme.
The following comments represent a synthesis of the six
viewpoints presented In these yearly messages.

Holyoke

urged the preaching of the "Doctrine of Grace" In order
to avoid being labeled as "Armlnlans or worse."

In

contrast to this somewhat defensive approach, Phillips
argued that ministers should clearly set forth the idea
of (grace because the Scriptures taught that a man was
saved by grace.

Chauncy and Rand likewise viewed the

role of God's saving grace as one of the principal
subjects In preaching.

Finally, Edward Barnard talked

of the "fulness of grace" which should be preached after
the minister had laid a solid foundation of basic truths
In his listeners' understanding. *^2
Ministers were not only to preach the verities of
Jesus Christ and God's grace but they were to be militant
defenders of all Scriptural t rut ha.

I-orlng, for example,

wanted olergymen to have a vital role In preserving
"^Chauncy, p. 32 i Clark, p. 41»
Phillips, p. 33t
Rand, p. 19.

Gay, p. 19i

"^Holyoke, p. 37t
Cf. footnote 77»
Phillips, p. 2ft»
Chauncy, pp. 31-33 i Rand, loc. clt.i
Edward Barnard,
pp. 18-19.
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“the Truth or Doctrine of the Gospel*" defending It
"against all Opposition.

..."

After all, he argued,

"the preservation of the Truth, Its Declaration and
Defense was one main End for which the Lord Jesus Christ
Instituted the Gospel ministry In the Church."

Further

more, to defend truth effectively ministers needed
"Skill In the *Crltlk A r t , ' so likewise in the 'Art
of Reasoning*" In order to "detect the Cavils, and refute
the Sophistical argulngs of subtle Adversaries," said
Lorlng.
On the other hand, truth was best preserved,
Samuel Mather

reasoned

and Appleton, when ministers opposed all

types of false doctrines.

For example, Appleton advo

cated attacks against any doctrine which might corrupt
men's minds "or make them easy and quiet In a carnal and
corrupt Estatei"

oppose

any teaching, he said, that

"gives the least Indulgence to Men's Lusts, that
conives at Sin of any Kind, or Degree;

or that tends

In the least to take off the Sense Men have of the Evil
of Sin.

..."

Moreover, he urged, resist any doctrine

that leads Christians
away from Christ, from our dependence on him,
or a Sense of our Obligation to him or that
leads us to 'Self-Confidence,'
'Self-Boasting,*
^^Lorlng, pp. 16-17 .
7^Samuel Mather, p. 15.
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or 'takes away any of the Glory that belongs
to the Father, Son, or Holy Spirit. • . . '™5
Holyoke,

Clark, and Phillips singled out certain

"heretical" religious tenets and pressed ministers to
be particularly aware of them and preach strongly against
them.

Holyoke and Clark struck at deism,

with the

former comparing; deists to the Saducees In the first
century who often found themselves on the receiving end
of some of Jesus* most severe rebukes.'

Other heresies

which Holyoke cautioned against included Soclnianlsm,
Arlanlsm,

Armlnlanlsm, and Antlnomlanlsm.??

^Appleton,
^Holyoke,

pp.
pp.

Phillips

9-10.
19-20|

Clark, p. 32.

^ H o l y o k e , pp. 20, 2?.
"Soclanlanlsm Is not a specific heresy, but a mode
of theological thinking, antl-Trlnltarlan In spirit. Iden
tified with the sixteenth-century divine, Soclnus (Fausto
Paolo Sozzlnl),
Soclnus emphasized the supremacy of God,
the Father, and his writings were Interpreted as a denial
of Christ's divinity.
So Interpreted, Soclnlan thought
contributed to the rise of Unltarlanlsm In Transylvania,
from where It spread to Holland and England.
Implicitly,
at least, Soclnus anticipated the seventeenth-century
argument that the atonement was a strategy, not necessary
In the very nature of the divine decree, but chosen by God
only for Its moral influence on men.
This 'moral govern
ment* theory of the atonement, particularly as developed
by Hugo Grotlus, pervaded the 'rational* theology of the
early eighteenth-century, as did Soclnus* own view of
reason as the sole and final arbiter of truth.
"Arlanlsm is a philosophical interpretation of the
doctrine of the Trinity, named for a thlrd-century church
figure, Arlus, who, It Is believed, was seeking to make
the more mysterious doctrines of Christianity acceptable
and comprehensible to the people of pagan cultures.
Arlus
insisted on a complete distinction between the Father and
the Son, and on the subordination of the latter.
. . .
Arlan views of the Trinity were revived In late seventeenthcentury England, largely In reaction against Puritanism,
but these gave way, with the rise of philosophic rationalism,
to a more general antl-Trlnltarlanlsm, and to the
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admonished his fellow ministers to preach against the
latter two doctrines also.

Finally,

Clark leveled

his sights on "enthusiasts" and Protestantism's rival,
Roman Catholicism.^®

He reasoned that ministers should

Unitarian view of Christ as a mere man exemplary for his
goodness."
"Armlnlanlsm Is historically, the post-Reformatlon
revolt against extreme Calvinism Identified with Jacobus
Armlnlus (or Jakob Harmensen), a Dutch theologian and
professor at the University of Leyden.
The doctrines
of Armlnlus (1560-1609) challenged all the five major
points of Calvinism and were comprehensively repudiated
at the Synod of Dort (1618-1619)* which marked the end
of the Armlnian 'Remonstrant* party In the Church of
Holland.
However, certain of Armlnlus* views, particu
larly hla objections to Calvinist determinism, came to
be espoused by the leaders of the Church of England,
which, under the direction of Archbishop laud (157316^5), moved away from even the mild Calvinism of Its
'Thirty-Nine Articles' (1 5 6 3 ). When the Puritans
attacked the Church of England for adopted 'Armlnian'
theology, they referred specifically to the belief that
man Is not wholly passive In the process of regeneration
but actively chooses ('wills'), or refuses, a proferred
salvation."
"Antlnomlanlsm is not a specific heresy, but a
term generally (and almost always loosely ) used to cha
racterize the notions of religious 'fanatics' who deny
the need for subjection to any law, specifically the
moral law of the Old Testament.
In America, the term
Is particularly Identified with the party that formed
around Anne Hutchinson in the New England 'Antinomlan
Crisis* of 1636- 1 6 3 8 . Mistress Hutchinson complained
that most of the New England ministers preached that
fulfillment of the law was a necessary condition of
grace.
She Insisted that grace was not conditional, and
In her defeat, the doctrine of 'preparation* with which
she was contending, became the official orthodoxy of
New England. . . . "
Alan Helmert and Perry Miller,
The Great Awakening.
Documents Illustrating the Crisis and Its Consequences
(Indianapolis, Indiana 1 The Bobbs-Merrill Co,, Inc.,
1 9 6 7 ), pp. xvlli-xx, 11.
7®Phllllps, p. 3 3 1 Clark, p. 33»
"The meaning of the word 'enthusiasm* has not
been constant through the years.
Until recently, his
torically speaking, 'enthusiasm' has had a religious
connotation, which stemmed from the Greek word enthou-
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know the Injury and detriment to a people's true
Interests which could occur at the hand of these
Opinions and Practices, that tend to weaken and
destroy the Credit of Holy Scriptures, or to
expose them to Contempti
and what Enemies they
are to the Church of God as well as to their
Own Souls, who expouge and maintain those princi
ples and Practices.
Persuade Listeners
Several Convention keynoters talked about the
practical problem faced by ministers In motivating
listeners to respond overtly to their sermons.

Recog

nizing that people needed to be motivated to perform
Christian service,

these speakers devoted most of their

slasmo9--to be Inspired or even possessed by a good or a
divine", superhuman power.
3ut In the 17^0*s the charge
'enthusiasm* was the ultimate reproach hurled against the
revivalism of the Great Awakening."
David S. Lovejoy,
Religious Enthusiasm and the Great Awakening
(Englewood
cliffs, itfew Jerseyi
Prentlce-Hall, Inc., I9 6 9 ), pp. 1-2.
Charles Chauncy, "the leader of all New Englanders who
resented or feared the emotions" of the Great Awakening
provided the following commentary on enthusiasm In
17*+2 1 "The word Lenthusiasmj, from its Etymology, carries
In It a good meaning, . . . Hut the word is more commonly
used in a bed sense, as Intending an imaginary, not a
real Inspiration 1 according to which sense, the Enthusiast
Is one, who has a conceit of himself as a person favoured
with the extraordinary presence of the Deity. He mistakes
the workings of his own passions for divine communi
cations, and fancies himself Immediately inspired by the
SPIRIT OP GOD, when all the while, he Is under no other
Influence than that of an over-heated Imagination."
Qithuslasm described and caut1on *d against. A Sermon
Preach'd .
. the Cord's~Day a? ter the Commencement.
• . f ^ s t o n , 17*4-2J, as quoted in Helmert and Killer,
pp. 229-231.
?9ciark,

p.

32.

Ill
attention to methodology with a heavy dosage of warnings
against certain unacceptable techniques.
John Barnard seemed to be aware of the psychology
of persuasion as he urged ministers to avoid "External
Methods of Coertlon" as a means of motivating listeners
to do their duty.

The "only compulsion that will have

any good Effect upon them is that of
the

bringing Light

to

Mind, and Warmth to the Heart." Thus a "suitable

application" of Scripture and reason was Bernard's
Idea of how to have Christians "strongly moved to their
Duty and Interest.
Appleton
People and to

also realized the need to "awaken the
prick them even to the Heart . . . so as

to move Men . . .

In such a way as may come with Pungency

and Power on Men's Hearts."

Select those words, he

admonished, which will "stir up Conviction . . . move
the Passions, and startle the Conscience, and fill Men
with the greatest Concern of soul about their spiritual
and eternal State."

R1

Cotton Mather Implied that clergymen should fill
their pulpit discourses with motivational appeals when
he said,
let us commonly try to Set the Truths on Fire,
before we send them out of our Hands.
Let the
Truths arrive to our Hearers fired and Flaming
®Ojohn Barnard, pp. 29-30.
^ ^-Appleton, p. 12.
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with some affectuous Passages that may be the
enklndlcrs of1 agreeable Devotions In them. ^
As mentioned earlier,

Tucker spoke of the "great argu

ments and motives" In the gospel whereby men could be
persuaded.

Those arguments,

he observed

are manifestly suited to the nature and feelings
of the human mind, and designed to affect the
hearti--They are fitted to reach and move the
hopes and fears of men,— these great springs of
actloni— to agitate and rouse the soul, and put
It upon the most vigorous exertions, In pursuit
of glory and felicity. ^
A firm resolve that emotionally charged appeals
were detrimental to Christianity apparently prompted
these Convention speakers to urge caution In appealing
to men's emotions.

For example. Gay suggested that

a spirit of gentleness would help move men to action.
"Soft words" rather than "strong Invectives" and "calm
Reasoning" rather than "contentious Wrangllngs" were the
best techniques to Instruct men, he preached.

Further

more, Gay favored this low-key approach In appealing for
conversions.

Speaking In 17^6, after the fervor and

^ C o t t o n Mather, p. 31.
^Tucker,

pp. 16-17.

In a sweeping generalization two historians
have claimed that Congregational preaching lri toto
"can hardly be called characteristically emotional,
though it has never entlrely lost a somewhat restrained
evangelical fervor.
It has, with exceptions of course,
been more notable for its consistent elevation than for
oratorical and dramatic peaks, and It has, in part,
always had to create the mind which responded to it."
Atkins and Fagley, p. 381.
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frenzy of the Great Awakening had passed,

Gay advised

against having sinners "driven with the boisterous Wind
of Human Passalons."

Rather than having men frightened

or forced to obedience,

they should be "charm'd Into a

Surrender to the L o r d . " ^
Speaking within the context of the Great Awakening
In 17^1, Holyoke noted that appeals to fear produced
only transient benefits.

While such appeals might win

some people, he believed that the general effect left
converts In a worse condition than before they were
converted.
cautioned,

Additionally, those persuaded by fear, he
QC
seldom remained loyal to the church.

Two years later Appleton expressed his agreement
with Holyoke's analysis of this point.

He observed that

appealing to the passions too strongly
may Indeed at first seem to do our People a
great deal of Good. . . . But If ministers
should go on constantly In such a Strain, ad
dressing the Passions perpetually, and In the
highest manner they are capable ofi
I question
whether In the End It would prove the most
servlcable to the true Interests of Religion. ?
Similarly,

Lorlng felt that preaching which tended

"to raise Men's Passions" created serious problems.
Sermons should be Informative,

bringing "light Into the

Understanding and Conscience," he said.

When pulpit

discourses were designed only or mainly to strike forcibly
^^Gay, p. 16 ,
^Holyoke,
Q

p. 37.

ry

'Appleton, p. 13.
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upon the "Imaginations of Men" and raise their passions,
the result would be blind zealots not sincere converts,
he preached.

Chauncy was equally expliciti

too much

emotionalism In a sermon would create "wild," not reli
gious men.

He was convinced that sermons which were

Incoherent,

clothed In terrible language, and delivered

with great vehemence of voice and action would surely
result In undesirable effects.

RR

Prom Appleton's viewpoint In 1743, ministers needed
to be careful that they did not "bear too hard upon
People's Passions or work too strong upon their Imaglnatlons. . . .

People may be overdone by a vehement,

and constant Address to the Passions."

Consequently,

preachers should
believe what they say . . . and feel the Weight
of eternal Things, which they recommend to othersi
yet Care must be taken that Passions be not over
come with much Sorrow, that they not be terrified
with overmuch Fear, or any Amazement, so as to
lose the Use of their Reason and Understanding!
and that they be not carried away with overmuch
Zeal, so as to eat up all Judgment and Prudence,
and Charity, and that their Imaginations be not
so wro't upon as to carry them away Into wild
Notions, and extravagant Fancies, vain Dreams, and
delusory Visions, etc.°9
Of course Appleton was not advocating that preaching
be void of motivational appeals.

Rut rather ministers

should
consider the whole human Frame . . . their
Intellectual Powers as well as their Passions,
PR

' I-orlng, p. 9t

Chauncy, p. 3°*

^Appleton, pp. 12-14.
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and their Addresses must be to the Understanding
and Conscience, as well as the Passions. . . .
Care must be taken that the Passions don't rise
above, or run before the Understanding and Judgment--for though the Passions are very useful and
necessary In Religion*
yet If they run too far,
they are dangerous to the souls of such and
disserve the Cause of true Religion.
Ohauncy voiced his agreement with Appleton,

saying

that appeals to affections "have their use In Religion,
and It may serve a great many good Purposes to excite and
warm them."

But the understanding was the "leading Power

In Man" and hence the prime object of attention.

The

preacher should follow a procedure of first laying a
foundation In the listeners' understanding and then make
his appeals to their emotions.

Or In other words,

"the

Discourse should be managed so as to Inform the Mind at
the same Time It kindles to Affections."
In brief,

observed Chauncy,

men are reasonable Creatures, they are to be
preached to as such.
The Address should be made
not so much to their Passions as to their Under
standings*
at least all proper Care should be
taken to enlighten the Mind, and convince the
Judgment, as well as move the Affectlons.
Clark's comments In 17^+5 compare favorably with
those of his pulpit colleagues who spoke to the Conven
tion during the Great Awakening.

He cautioned preachers

against appealing directly to the emotions.

Rather,

they should appeal "In a Judicious Way, suiting affections
9 QIbld. . p. 13.
9^-Chauncy, pp.

29-31
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to the Nature of the Matter discoursed, that the Light
Imparted to the Understanding might proportionally
Influence the Affections.

. . ,"92

Speak Plainly
Chauncy among other Convention spokesmen advlsed
ministers to follow King Solomon’s example as one who
took Pains to express himself In agreeable Lan
guage.
And he herein Is to be imitated by all
Preachers.
Not that fine Turns of Wit, high
rhetorical Flights calculated chiefly to entertain
the Fancy need be any Part of their Care*
but yet,
they should be far from law and vulgar, yet easy
and natural*
Their Words fitly spoken and such
as may be likely to please Men In their Edification.
And they should the rather be concerned about this,
as wisely chosen Words, according to what follows
In the next Verse (_Eccleslastes 12illJ are as
"Goads, and Nalls fastened by the Masters of
Assemblies," I.e.. "There Is the like Power In
them to excite and stir up the Minds of slothful
Men to the Practice of Virtue, that there Is a
Goad to prick the Ox forward*
Nor do they only
sting and move the Mind for the present*
but are
apt to stick as fast In the Memory as Nalls do,
when they are driven Into a Board."93
Additional generalized admonitions came from Gay
who warned against "uncouth Phrases," evident in an
"unguarded or affected Language" which might cause
"scandallzatlon" against a minister’s

m e s s a g e . 9^

Somewhat more specific than either Chauncy or Gay
were the following comments on the virtues of the
classical plain style.

According to Peter Thacher,

92ciark, p. ^5.
^ C hau n c y ,

pp. 25-2^.

Gay, p p . 1^-1 5.
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truth was never more adorned than by plain speech*

"to

speak truly, is much more honorable than to speak elo
quently i

one plaine word of plain truth is better than

a long; painted Oration.

..."

One should never present

truth except In the "simplest and plainest manner," he
preached.

Advising ministers to avoid "soaring above"

the listeners in "airy subtil Speculations and high
flown Expressions," Gay suggested that when a minister
made 3uch an "ostentation of his Gifts," he succeeded
only in gaining "the applauses of simple Multitudes . . .
that admire what they don't understand.
John Barnard mentioned to ministerial candidates
present in his audience that a good rule to remember
was that God was meant to be understood and hence ministers
should speak of "heavenly things in human language."
Similarly,

96

Clark Insisted that all matters of faith and

salvation were plain.

Thus preachers

should study Plalness in Preaching, that we may
accomodate ourselves to the Understanding and
consciences of our Hearers.
. . . The Ornaments
of Diction May suit and please the Fancy, but
Tls the plain Truth, represented in its Nature,
Majesty, and Force, that reached the Conscience.
According to Lorlng,

"Words to clothe the Matter

should be well chosen, so many and no more than serves
^Peter Thacher,
jThe Evangelistic Minister I.
unpublished manuscript, 172*+, pp. 15-16*
Gay, p. 18,
9^John Barnard, p. 27.
^Clark, pp. 66-4 5.

*
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clearly to convey the 'Ideas* of the preacher to his
Hearers.

• . ."

98

Speaking of the need for preachers

to study carefully their choice of words for a sermon.
Clark said that
the end of study Is not to embellish our Sermons
with fine Rhetorlcal Flour1shes, or the most
delicate Turns of Expressions!
but that we may
In the plainest Manner set home divine Truths on
the hearts and Consciences of the Hearers, which
will require a great deal of Forethought and
Deliberation.-9
After all, argued Phillips,
will enlighten the audlencei

only plain and clear words
hence preachers ought to

avoid the pattern of heathens who spoke "darkly and
doubtfully. **100
Deliver the Message Properly
Most observations made In Convention speeches about
a minister's delivery were generalizations, the specific
meanings of which are not readily discernible to the
m o d e m critic.
Cotton Mather believed that sermons should be
delivered properly,

that Is, "well pronounced."

He

urged a delivery characterized by "Energy. however the
cast of our Eyes on our Notes may be Indulged,"

Tucker

made essentially the same point In advocating an "anl^Lorlng,
^Clark,

p. 11.
p. 9-6,

100Phlllips, pp. 9-10.
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mated" address.
Walter commented on how ministers received assist
ance In their delivery.

It was Jesus, he explained,

who enabled
His ministers faithfully, affectionally, and
feelingly to deliver the Word of Truth prepared
by them.
From him it is, that their utterance Is
animated with moving compassion to the Souls of
men, and Jealous concern for their Salvation, unto
the Glory of God. 02
Chauncy and Samuel Mather offered additional ideas
about the Important relationship between a speaker's
attitude toward the audience and his delivery.

A preacher

should "always endeavor to speak, not as though it were
a task, and he cared not what he said, but as having
upon his Mind an awakened Sense of the worth of Souls, and
the Weight of everlasting Concerns," preached Chauncy,
Similarly,

Mather taught that a minister should demon

strate a "sincere,"

"earnest,"

and "pathetic" concern

for the good and happiness of his hearers.

101

J

Lorlng suggested that preachers possess strong
attitudes about subjects chosen for a sermon.

"Without

this LconvictionJ," he said, "Ministers will be lifeless
and heartless In preaching, and their labours for the
most Part unprofitable to others."

Lorlng was persuaded

that If a minister believed strongly about particular
l®-*-Cotton Mather, p. 16|

Tucker, p. 16.

*02Walter, p. 13.
l^Chauncy,

p. 29)

Samuel Mather, p. 20,
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Ideas, he should not heslstate to speak In an "affec
tionate Manner, and being so delivered, they will be far
more likely to reach the Heart and do good."^®**
Additionally,

Lorlng noted that even well composed

sermons delivered In a lifeless manner and without a
considerable urge to communicate would not gain the
desired response.

Rand observed that the sermon ought

to be presented with "becoming zeal and fervor of mind"
because a "cold,"

"drab,"

would displease God.

and non-anlmated delivery

Perhaps Appleton expressed best

this conviction when he argued that "ministers should
not content themselves with a dead, dull. Insipid Way
of preaching.

..."

Rather they should endeavor to

preach In a way "as will excite the Attention of the
People," and thereby "very much affect t h e m . " ^ ^
Of the Convention speakers studied, only Chauncy
talked of a minister's voice and gestures,

the components

of delivery In the Ramean system of rhetoric.

Actually,

a minister's vocal attributes seemed to Impress him
slightly.

"'Meer Loudness of Voice,' Is no sign at

all of a suitable Frame of Mind," he said.

"There may

be the 'still small Voice'" and yet a man's heart may
be closely attuned to God.

In the case of "noisy

boisterous Fervency, that is only hlstrlonlcal and
affected,"

neither the preacher nor the listener was

l^ Lor lng ,

p. 10.

^ ^ Ibld. . p. H i

Rand, p. 18)

Appleton, p. 10,
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benefited.

Thus, he concluded,

there Is very little . . . to be collected
merely from the Voice of the Preacher.
The
"Manner" Is more to be regarded)
And if he
really feels what he says, be his Voice great
or small, it will ordinarily be perceived by
discerning Hearers.
On the other hand,

he urged preachers to take pains to

become "masters of 'good Pronunciation*" and to "avoid
disagreeable

'Tones' and *Whines. *"1^7

Regarding a minister's bodily activity while
preaching, Chauncy offered some general admonitions.
Preachers ought to be masters of "becoming Gesture and
to avoid
unnatural Distortions of Countenance," and
"Motions of the Bodyi" Neither should they
turn "mlmlcks," endeavoring to "speak" and
"act," not like themselves, but those they
admirei
They may herein Aim at being more
agreeable, but they really make themselves
ridiculous.
Above all, they should take heed
of speaking and acting as if they were besides
themselves)
for In this Case, People will be
apt to take them to be so, and treat them with
Contempt due to such.*0®
Finally,

Cotton Mather was the only Convention

speaker In this study who talked of a minister's use of
notes while preaching.

After noting the historical

precedent for using notes in the pulpit— Cicero and
Augustus— Mather observedi
me thinks, there be some Difference between
the fair using of Notes. and the dull Reading
lO ^ C h a u n cy,

p>

29.

1 0 7 Ibld. , p. IS.
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of them.
If we must look to see what Arrow Is
the next still to be taken out of our Q u i v e r ,
yet such a Readlng as wholly takes away from
Like of S p e a k i n g . may prove a Prejudice to our
S e r v i c e s i and should not be too much a d m i t t e d .
wHere It can be at all a v o i d e d .
Thus In Mather's vie w one might use notes

If he did not

bore the listeners wit h an uninteresting or "dull"
reading of his sermon.
Be Organized
Lorlng offered the only statement In these Convention
addresses regarding h o w a sermon should be organized.
He noted briefly that
the well composing of Sermons Is |_notJ by any
Means to be neglected.
Rambling must never go
for Preaching, nor a confused Medly for a good
Discourse.
The Matter of Sermons should naturally
arise out of the Subject, they should be well
methodized to help the Understanding and Memory.
It seems conceivable that additional Instruction on this
topic could have been achieved Inductively,

that Is, one

might have learned about organizing pulpit messages by
no t i n g how these Convention addresses were structured.
Concomitant

Responsibilities

While most of the comments In the Convention sermons
about a minister's work concerned his role as a public
speaker.

I.e., preacher,

^-^Cotton Mather,
1 1 0 Ibid.
111Lorlng,

p. 11.

the remainder of this section

p. 3*f.
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Is devoted to a brief survey of several concomitant
duties which were discussed In these addresses*
Ruling and governing the congregation was another
task of each clergyman.

Lorlng and Chauncy agreed that

government was as necessary In the church as It was In
the state though the purposes and administration differed.
Similarly, Samuel Mather believed that ministers should
take care not to neglect this important matter of
church discipline.112
Chauncy believed that a minister ought to rebuke,
advise, and support any counsels and reproofs with
Scriptural

arguments

order In the church.

and reasoning In order to keep
Rut whatever the discipline

admlnlstered--whether reproving and rebuking disorderly
members or restoring penitent believers— Lorlng and
Clark taught that such action should always be done
according to the rules of Christ and never according to
a minister's personal feelings.
meekness,

Always discipline In

counseled Gay, because a rash and hasty adminis

tration was as bad as none at a l l . * ^
A minister's failure to exercise church discipline
would result In serious consequences, according to
Chauncy, Lorlng, and Clark.

From a personal viewpoint

Chauncy felt that since discipline was necessary for
112

Chauncy, p. 361

Lorlng, p. 1 8 1

Samuel Mather, p. 21.

H^Chauncy, loc. clt. [ Lorlng, loc. clt. 1
p. ^7t
Gay, p. 1^1 C Tl Williams, p . 12.

Clark,
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the "Honour of CHRIST and the Well-3elng of the church,"
a clergyman who failed to carry out this duty could
expect his members to have a low opinion of him.

For

his failure demonstrated that he had chosen to "cringe
and prostitute this
the Prejudices,

Institution of the Son of God to

Passions,

and Humors of Man."

To

Lorlng,

"confusion and every evil thing; was likely to

follow"

If discipline were neglected)

Clark noted speci

fically that to avoid discipline was to Invite contempt
on the church and open the door to 11 centlousness.
A second work accompanying the ministers'

preaching

duties was visiting "the Families of their Flock,"
and what Cotton Mather labeled,
the Neighbourhood."

"Serviceable Visits to

Mather explained the latter re spo n

sibility as followsi
And our V i s i t s . how, how many may we make, and
how iDuchl to be gainers, by what we shall commu
nicate better than the choicest Silver In them!
'Tls pity that we should ever give any personal
V i s i t s , tho* never so much for meer D i v e r s i o n ,
without something of a Purpose and Concern to do
Good In them, and let fall something or other,
that our Friends may be the Wiser or the Better
sort.
Something or other, wherein our Tongue may
be a Tree of L i f e , unto the Company.
Rarely let
us come lntTo any Company without some Thought,
May _I do no Good before _I go?
Never be so Face
tious, mucTT less be so L u d i c r o u s . as to lose the
G r a v i t y , which may graft some useful Maxim on
what we have been speaking of.
Pastoral visits designed to help a clergyman get
to know his members could accomplish good,
^■ ^ C h a u n c y , pp.
^^Cotton

16-3?i

Mather,

p.

37.

Lorlng,

taught

loc. cl 1 1

Clark,

p. 49.
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Phillips.
"exhorting,

In such encounters he could engage In teaching,
reproving,

charging, warning,

counselling,

and comforting" as the occasion d e m a n d e d . C o t t o n
Mather also spoke of these visits and gave the following
explicit Instructions regarding their design and purpose)
Rut then there are the pastoral Visits which
are to be made on the pure Designs of knowing
the state of the Flock, and suiting It with
Admonitions, Exhorting and Comforting and
Charging EVERY ONE, as a Father d o e s h i s ChiIdren7 'mat they shouTd walk wo~thy of G O D i So
warning EVERY MAN, and Teaching EVERY MAN, that we
may present EVERY MAN perfect In CHRIST JESU3*1 1 '"
Thirdly,

through preaching a minister had an oppor

tunity to advance the kingdom of God.

Parkman preached

that C hri st’s love would motivate a clergyman to be
concerned with the advancement and the general promoting
of religion for the purpose of exhaltlng God and his
Son everywhere.
"greatest honour.

According to Thomas Prince, a minister's
Interest and wisdom . , . i_was] to

be employed and active In all ways possible," to advance
the Christian religion.

Truly,

It was a "great Work of

Ministers to endeavor the Advancement of the Kingdom of
God," said Williams.118
Prince and Williams suggested ways in which minis
ters could help promote this kingdom.

For example,

Prince advocated such methods as "praying, preaching,
H^Phlllips,

p t 3*4.,

11^Cotton Mather,
Parkman,

p. 29i

Lorlng, p. 20.

pp. 3^-39.
Prince,

p. 37(

Williams, p. 3*
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Illustrious examples of our Imitation of him (_Christ J,
recommending him to others,

contributing,

• • . and by

innumerable other means, according to our various
situations,

opportunities, and talents.

Williams preached that a minister could advance the
kingdom In at least five ways.

First, he could set

forth
the Glory of Christ who Is the Head of the King
dom and to whom the Chief Administration of all
affairs of It doth be long.
The Preaching of
Christ Is the main and essential Part of our
Work, to set forth the glory of Christ In the
Wonderfulness of his Person, Natures, Offices
and Benefits.120
Williams was quick to point out that no conflict existed
here between Christ's rule and that of civil authorities.
He LChrlstj Is such a King as none can resist
and control, a King whose Power reaches not only
the Bodies of Men, but to their Hearts and Con
sciences, and It is In them In a peculiar manner
that he erects his Throne on Earthi
and where
he delights to reign and dwell.
Clergymen advanced this kingdom secondly by
publishing the Laws of his Kingdom and pressing
them upon the Hearts of Man. . . . we must Btrlctly
adhere to the Rules which Christ hath left us,
without adding to or diminishing from them.
And
as vested with Authority from Christ, we must
not shun to declare the whole Counsel of God.
Briefly,

the last three promotional methods Included

Instructing people In "the Privileges of Christ's Klngdomi

the Safety and Dignity of those who are Subjects
119Pri nee, p. 3 8 ,
l 2®Willlams,

p. 6,

12 1Ibld., p.

7.
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of It,"

"setting forth the greatness of the Rewards

and the terribleness of the Punishments which he
LChrlstJ hath added as Sanctions to his Laws,"
finally,

and

exercising their authority to discipline

church members.

1 77

A final concomitant duty mentioned by the Convention
speakers was catechising "the Ignorant, and younger In
the Principles of Religion."

According to Cotton Mather,

catechising was not only an effective teaching method
but was also useful In gaining from the "catechumens"
their "Compliance with the Truths. • • ,"^23

Lorlng's

convictions were equally firm on this pointi
The Foundation of Religion Is laid by Catechising
. . • Let the Papists commend Ignorance as the
Mother of Devotion, It is certainly the Mother
of Destruction. . . . Questionless, he LPaulf
the apostle] taught . . . In that Manner which is
most suitable to the Capacity of the Learner, and
why may we not suppose, that he taught . . . In
the Catechltlcal Way more strictly taken, by plain
and short- Quest ions and suitable Answers,
L.ExP er_
lence shows that the] best way to Instill knowledge
Into the minds of Children, is by catechising
them. . . ,124
Furthermore,
Mr.

said Lorlng,

i_Rlchardj Baxter"

"that great and good Man,

believed that catechising was

such a good Instructional method that he said "he could
122I_bld. , pp. 8-12.
12^Cotton Mather, p. J6t
*2**Lorlng, pp.

20-21.
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be content to spend the remaining Part of his Life
In that Work.

• . ,'*^25

III.

The Ministry as a Demanding
yet Rewarding Work

A few Convention speakers confessed that the
ministry was a career not without its liabilitiest
a "great" though wearisome task.

Locke and Samuel

Mather agreed that a person would surely be mistaken
to assume that the ministry was an easy work.
example,

For

observed Locke,

considerable effort was required
1 OA
to become proficient in Scripture.
Parkman devoted several minutes in his sermon to
elucidate some reasons why the minister's work was arduous.
In view of the clergyman's
and the "account" rendered,
discouragement,
wonder,

"charge," i.e., responsibility
his was a work filled with

difficulties, and dl sad veintage s .

then, he noted,

that this occupation was called

the "Work of the Ministry)"

little wonder

reluctant to choose this career.
Parkman,

Little

bo

many were

Indeed, observed

only a man constrained by God's love would

consent to a lifetime of such labors.

Parkman quoted the

"eminently learned and pious" Richard Baxter who reportedly
said that the ministry was a work that required "the
1 2 5ibld.. p.
^^Samuel

21.

Mather,

p. 26)

Locke,

p. 46.
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Skill and especially greater Life and Zeal than any"
man could bring to It.
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Besides the " o b v i o u s ” difficulties of this minis
terial office,

Parkman said there were those which

Involved the different

"S enti men ts. Ta ste s, Te mpe rs. and

S t a t i o n s " of people whom preachers encountered In public
and private life.

The dangers Involved In being a

minister Included the great number of souls for which
he was responsiblei
Parkman,

If any were not saved,

preached

their blood would be on the clergyman*s head.

He believed that the biggest discouragement

In this

work was a m a n ’s failure to achieve successfully his
goals.
tions,

Finally,

a minister was subject to many t emp ta

especially the allurements of the world.

as Townsend noted,

the ministry was a life of self

denial of those things others enjoyed,
task.

Since,

In Parkman's view,

a minister's

was made difficult by such

temptations to Indulge In worldly p l e a s u r e s .1^8
To Lorlng the opposition a minister faced made his
work extremely demanding.

He taught that "carnal men"

would not listen to "close,

searching Preaching" and they

would tell lies about the preacher In an effort to make
him contemptible in others*

eyes.

Chauncy agreed.

The

fact that a man was known as a minister was reason
1 2 Sparkman,

pp.

13,

15, 17,

3^.

I b i d .. pp. 1 9 - 2 1 i Jonathan Townsend,
Ministers
and other ChrlstIans exhorted to be "Fellow-helpers to
the T r u t h "
fBostoni
Z. Fowle, 17"^8 )» p . T l .
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enough, he argued,
Characteri

for hla enemies "to finish his

This j_fact] alone will give them a low mean

opinion of him, though without either Candor or Justice."
But "carnal men" were not the only enemies of a preacher.
He might he opposed by good men as well,

observed Lorlng.

Though often motivated by good Intentions,
duals, he reasoned,

such Indivi

nevertheless undermined the pastor's

efforts.129
Finally, according to Chauncy and Clark who spoke
within the context of the Great Awakening a minister's
Job was wearisome because of opposition from his fellow
laborers.

The eloquent George Whltefleld had stirred

the New England pulpits with his claims that ministers
in that area were an Ignorant and unconverted lot of
Pharisees.

As a powerful opponent of Whltefleld,

Chauncy utilized the Convention pulpit to counter such
chargee of the "great exhorter."

He was adamant In his

belief that clergymen were being severely "censured . . .
by some of their own Order" and consequently people
were following the attackers*

example In calling mlnls-

ters blind leaders of the blind and opposers of Christ. 110
J
Clark was similarly aware that religion was wounded
by such attacks on the ministry.
observed,

Little wonder,

he

that the ministry was such a demanding post

129Chauncy,

p. 1 0 t

^Ochauncy,

pp.

Lorlng, p. 25*

12-1 3 .
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when people had been “told |_by Whltefleld] that the
Cause why there Is so much of the Life of Religion In
our CongregatIons Is not because the Hearers have dead
Hearts,

but because they have dead Men to preach

to th em."131
At least four Convention speakers revealed In their
addresses an awareness that as men they were simply
unable to fulfill alone the awesome responsibilities
of the ministry.

Walter's

key point In his 1723 message

was that "the Ministers of Jesus Christ are not able of
themselves Faithfully to Discharge their Duty."

Lorlng

and Appleton concurred with Walter's appraisalr

In

fact Appleton labeled a minister "Ignorant" If he felt
sufficient alone to do this w o r k . ^ ^
Hut these men were not left alone In this arduous
work,

taught John Barnardi

to provide help.

Christ was always with them

Thacher reached a similar conclusloni

"The Evangelical Minister receives his life from Christ,
Is continued In life by Christ, his power of Operation
Comes from Christ, and he lives unto Christ."

Walter

detailed several ways In which Jesus— the source of all
"help and ability"— assisted his ministerst

"By confer

ring upon them those Sanctifying Gifts and Graces which
lay the Foundation of their fitness for the faithful
131ciark,

p. 39.

332tfalter, p.

5l

Appleton,

p.

Lorlng, p. 26.
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Discharge of their Dutyj"

H By Increasing those Gifts and

Graces In them, whereby they are more and more fitted
for the Faithful Discharge of their Duty 1"

"9y Constant

Communications of Special Assistance with the Due Exer
cise of those Gifts and Graces, wherein Faithfulness does
Consis ti"

L3y enabling themj

"to bear In a right

manner all their Trials and Sufferingsi"
and overcome their Temptatlonsj"

"to resist

"to preach as they

ought to, both for matter and mannerj"

and "to Fray

Spiritually, "333
In addition to relying on Christ for support
ministers could turn to their laymen for aid.

A con

gregation's negative actions were one source of assistance.
Speaking to the laity present In his 1 7 ^ audience,
Chauncy preached that If they really wanted to help
ministers,
toi

the following directions should be adhered

(1 ) do not harbor prejudices)

(2 ) do not despise

a minister because of actions which really ought to
prompt the laity's appreciation,

that Is, avoid being

"disaffected" with a preacher if he reproved members
for their vicesi

(3 ) do not engage In those activities

which will tend to bring discredit to a minister.
example,

For

if a man's preaching was not "well suited to

your particular Turn of Mind, do not prejudice others
against It, who may be both gratified and profited by

pp.

133j0jin Barnard,
6 , fi-13.

p. 21(

Ihacher,

pp. 6-9t

Walter,

133
lti"

(4) "do not Insist upon our taking" preachers of

little learning and meager abilities "Into our Pulpits
• . . as to force us to disoblige you or expose ourselves
to those who have more Knowledge and Judgementi"
(5) avoid encouraging young men to enter the ministry
unless they possess In addition to their good disposition
a desire to learn.

If their natural abilities were "of

the lower side," their education for the ministry would
fall to bring benefit to the world or personal repute.
Townsend suggested one final negative action designed to
aid ministers.
Priests*

Laymen could help by not "invading the

LclergymenJ Office, or assuming to themselves

that work,

rule, and power which Christ has a s s i g n ’d,

and given to the stewards of his house."

In other

words Townsend believed that since the ministry was
Intended by God as a body of his selected servants, all
others Including laymen should stay out of the pulpits.
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Laymen could also respond positively to aid ministers.
For example,

Chauncy and Townsend noted that ministers

were greatly encouraged when they observed pious behavior
by their people. ^35

Townsend suggested at least six other

ways in which the laity could assist G o d ’s ministers.
First, all laymen--even those who could not help
otherwise— could pray for ministers.
■^^Chauncy,

pp. 49-511

5cnauncy, p.

51i

Secondly,

Townsend, p. 10,

Townsend,

p.

51,

they

13^

could stand alongside clergymen, giving moral support
when "loose and profane" men unjustly persecuted and
abused these godly servants.

thirdly, laymen could

encourage a minister In his regular administrations.
When he had to hold up God's Word and reprove sinners.
It helped If a minister could see friendly faces of the
regular members supporting him In this unpleasant action.
Next, a religious laity could train their children In
pious living.
Townsend,

Make sure religion Is carried on, preached

by "rlvettlng It In the minds and memories,

hearts and souls of your children."

In the fifth place,

laymen could encourage a preacher by giving constant
and diligent attention to the public exercises of reli
gion.

In other words,

religious services.

they ought to attend the various

Finally,

they could help ministers

through two types of contributions.

First,

they could

give the pastors small books of "knowledge and devotion"
which he In turn could pass along to adults as well as
children who would especially profit by these works.
This gift, noted Townsend, was worth more than ten times
the book's cost.

Ministers,

he observed, were usually

unable to provide such gifts on their own, but If laymen
would cut some "needless" expenses, they could perform
this service easily.

Secondly,

Townsend suggested— as

did several other speakers— that private Christians could
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assist clergymen by their monetary contributions to
10/
mission work. J
In addition to receiving help from Jesus and
laymen,

ministers could gain assistance from their

fellow laborers.

For example, Lorlng reasoned that

since no man could perform this work alone, ministers
ought to be active in "aiding, assisting, and suc
couring one a n o t h e r . "
aid.

First,

private,

He mentioned three sources of

they could pray for one another In "public,

and secret with great Sincerity, with Faith,

Fervancy, and Constancy."

Williams preached sixteen

years earlier that ministers should pray that their
fellow workers might have "prudence, and patience,

and

courage to fulfill their ministry and the several parts
of their O f f i c e ."137

Next,

ministers may be very helpful to one another In
their Visits to each othert
especially In more
stated Visits and meetings of larger and proper
Numbers • . . that by Mutual Advice, Support,
Encouragement, and brotherly Intercourse they may
strengthen the Heart and Hands of each o t h e r . 3°
Through praying,

counselling,

preached Townsend,

comforting, and encouraging,

Tucker, and Williams,

clergymen were

demonstrating a genuine concern for building up the
kingdom of God.

Finally,

ministers could help their

13^Townsend, pp. 11, 1^-18|
Cf. John Barnard, p. 3 3 t
Gay, p. 32i
Parkman, p. 3 7 t Samuel Mather, p. 30.
137
Lorlng, p. 3 5 1 Williams, p. 13.
13^ Ibld. 1

Cf. Townsend, pp. 6 - 7 1

Gay, p. 31.
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needy brethren by providing monetary support for their
mission efforts.

Ministers, noted Parkman, needed to

support the Gospel where It was destitute or where It
had been taken but the people lacked the "Gospel" spirit
and hence failed to support their minister,^3^
Williams,

Townsend,

Gay, Tucker, and Chauncy sug

gested at least three other ways In which ministers
could aid their own cause,

Williams preached that

clergymen could help each other "by their Endeavors to
render the Ministerial Gifts and Graces as useful as
possible."

In other words, ministers were to rejoice

over the talents and abilities of other pastorsi
was to be Jealous If, for example,

none

he had less success

than another In his ministerial efforts.

Gay briefly

referred to the Identical method In 1746 and Townsend
quoted nineteen lines from Williams* 1723 sermon In
support of the same l d e a . ^ 0
Secondly, as previously noted, ministers were
®ubject to opposition from several sources,

Chauncy

suggested that preachers could counter suoh damaging
actions by working to "keep one another from being
despised."
laborers,

Support the reputation of your fellow
he urgedi

stand up for another when he is

^^Townsend,
21\
p. 1 2 t Parkman, p. 36.
1 ^ ° W l l l l a m s ,

p, I3t

Tucker, pp. 26-2?i
Cf. Chauncy, p. 52.
Gay, p. 31i

Williams,

Townsend,

p, 8,

13?
unjustly subjected to contempt.
agreedi

Tucker and Townsend

the latter preached that clergymen ought to

speak out in defense of a colleague who was "Injured.
reproached, and Slandered" without cause.
Finally, pastors could support each other by
demonstrating; a mutual spirit of love and harmony.

A

lack of love among; preachers, observed Townsend, was
a reproach and scandal on the office of the ministry.
Vfhen ministers failed to live peaceably with one
another, he felt that they dishonored God, atr'ngthened
S atan*3 kingdom, and hurt Christ*s Interests.

In short,

ministers should seek to show a mutual and brotherly
Iho
concern for one another, preached Tucker.41
According to Edward

Barnard, the ministry had

Its

liabilities, but It was nevertheless a high and noble
calling since clergymen were dealing with eternal souls.
As Hand observed,
ministry.

it was an honor to be called to the

Here was glorious work of service to God

and fellow man, preached Cotton Mather.
Jesus* goal on earth was

since

to serve others, said Mather, the

more Service we do, the more we walk as He
walked i the more such a Mind Is in us^, as
there was in Him.
The More Good we do, the
^■^Chauncy, p.

Townsend, p. ?i

li+2Townsend, p. 9i

Tucker, pp. 19, 23.

Edward Harnard, p. 22 i
Mather, p. h et^ passim.

Cf. Tucker, p. 21.

Rand, p. 20;

Cotton
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more we are the Followers of the good one, and
have His Image upon us.
As servants, noted Chauncy, ministers were Instruments
of God In a dignified work, and as "God's servants In a
superior station," preached Hand, they were under
special obligations to fulfill their duties faithfully

and diligently.1^
Several Convention keynoters struck an optimistic
note about this lofty occupation in references to the
Incumbent rewards--both during and after a minister's
Ilfe.

Cotton Mather noted that a clergyman In his Ilfe-

time received peace and

The Peace and Joy
Ser v1ceable Man t
Wonderfuli
While
and Man, he has a
with a Well-done,

Joy in his labors.

that may fill the Mind of the
How can this be any other than
one is doing Servlce for GOD
Conscience whTcTT*Comforts him
^

One source of such Joy, preached Edward Harnard, was the
positive response men gave to a minister's preaching.
When a pastor saw people flocking to Jesus as "doves to

their windows," he experienced one of the benefits of
thl s work,
Another Intangible asset In being a minister was
the esteem which he enjoyed In men *s eyes•

Cotton Mather

observed that the man cf service wouid be honored by
^ ^ C o t t o n Mather, p, 1^,
^ ^ C h a u n c y ( p. ^2 j
^^Cotton

Rand, p. 20,

Mather, p. 14,

Edward Tarnard, p, 19.
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his fellow men as a "good Man;"

such an "honorable"

appellation was highly desirable, he thought,

1 /j-ft

Thacher spoke of certain spiritual rewards which
the minister received while on earth.

FIs "spiritual

senses" were refreshed and he was sustained In difficult
times by a "full Assurance of Hope" for the eternal
rewards.

Additionally,

preached Parkman, this work

had a certain "excellency."

It brought men Into contact

with divine truth and from that contact they could grow
to love It for Its beauties and Its great design,
salvation of men.

the

Moreover, the work brought clergymen

closer to God than any other occupation.

Finally, there

were the great promises and assurances, namely the pre
sence of Jesus and God's Spirit which helped sustain
pastors In hard times.
Several Convention speakers noted that the greatest
reward available to a minister was heaven.
to Edward

Barnard,

According

Christ knew the upright ministers

and would reward them with a future state of bliss
regardless of how successful they might have been In
converting lost souls.

Thacher,

Williams, and Appleton

pointed out that this heavenly reward would abundantly
^ ^ C o t t o n Mather,
■^^Thacher,

pp#

p. 15.

2?-30|

Parkman, p. 23*
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compensate for all of a minister's self-denial,
and difficult
Finally,

l a b o r s .

patience,

^*>0

Walter seemed to sum up best this final

ministerial reward In the following; statement i
We hence see the exceeding' Riches of the Grace
of Christ In so gloriously rewarding his Faithful
Ministers In the World to come.
...
most glorious Reward appears . . . to be an effect
of the most glorious free Grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
Jesus Christ qualifies Ministers for
their work, enables them to do It, and rewards
them for doing It. . . . How marvellous Is the
Grace of Christ herelnj
How should we adore the
Grace of Christ In the Promise of such a glorious
RewardJ
and how humbly should we expect the
bestowment of It upon us. *
IV.

Summary

In their attempts to fulfill the general purpose
of the Convention sermon the annual speakers concentrated
their remarks on three topics, the minister's quali
fications and responsibilities and the ministry as a
demanding but rewarding work.

They preached that an

Ideal minister was knowledgeable,
and pious.

studious, prayerful,

His primary work was preaching for the

twofold purpose of saving sinners and defending the truth
against contemporary false doctrines.

Ihe annual message

was customarily replete with homlletlcal advlcei

ministers

were to engage honestly In lucubratory preparation for
their pulpit presentations which were to be grounded In
1 5 ° E d w a r d Barnard, p. 27i
Cf. Cotton Mather, pp.
16-17i
Chauncy, p. 5^1
Thacher, p. 2 0 i Williams, p. 26i
Appleton, p. 56.

l^Walter,

pp.

15-16,
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Scripture and adapted to the capacities and needs of a
specific audience.

Sermons were to feature a low key-

persuasive appeal clothed In plain language, an organ
izational design which aided listener understanding
and retention,

and an energetic delivery of the ideas.

Additional tasks of the minister Included disciplining,
visiting, and catechising the flock, and ceaselessly
working to promote God's kingdom.

Such work was subject

to severe opposition and wrought with arduous labors
and heavy responsibilities.

Nevertheless,

they viewed

the ministry as a profession whose inherent assets—
both on earth and In heaven— surely outweighed whatever
liabilities were associated with the job.

CHAPTER IV
THE SERMONSi

ARRANGEMENT AND

MATERIALS OF SPEAKING
Now that the key themes contained In the Conven
tion sermons have been surveyed.

It Is Important from

the viewpoint of rhetorical and homlletlcal theory to
consider how the speakers organized and supported
these Ideas.
_I♦

Arrangement

The Convention sermons In this study were organized
In three to five main divisional

introduction,

(observation), uses or application,
conclusion.

doctrine

improvement, and

The first section of this chapter analyzes

the arrangement pattern of the addresses.
Introduction
Typically,
consisting of

these sermons began with an Introduction

(1) a statement of the Scriptural text and

comments about It,

(2) the key thought of the message

or the speaker's purpose, and
Ideas to be developed.

(3) a forecast of the main

Often the speaker's Intent was

revealed In his announcement of the principal points which
he planned to discuss and hence such an introduction

\l*2

1^3
contained only two distinctive partsi
forecast*

purpose and

The specific objective of the sermon was

usually an outgrowth of a more general purpose cus
tomarily stated as the following announcement by
William Ralchi
I shall not branch out into many particulars*
my Aim being not so much to instruct* as to
stir up the Kinds of my Fathers and Brethren
in the Ministry* already stored with the Princi 
ples of Religious Truth, to a serious devout
Resolution, and an earnest Affectionate Improve
ment of the Things which we all acknowledge to
be of the greatest Weight and Moment,^
All but five speakers began their presentations by
launching immediately into a consideration of the text.
The majority made no verbal attempt,

therefore*

establish any rapport with their audience.

to

After

stating his text a Convention speaker customarily
clarified it by one or more methods.

Nearly all of the

preachers in this study explicated the text by some
reference to its immediate context, Nathanael Appleton
being the lone exception to this pattern.^

Peter

William Balch,
Slmpllcity and Godly Si ncerity,
in a Christian Minister the sure Way to Happiness
Tsostom
B. Mecom, 1?60"J1 P* 77
^Cotton Mather, William Williams, Nathanael Apple
ton, Peter Clark, and Ebenezer Gay.
Thomas Prince was
the only speaker who chose his text from the Old Testament
while thirteen selected their text from some of the
writings of Paul.
^Nathanael Appleton,
Faithful Ministers of C hrist.
the Salt of the Earth, and the Light oif the WorTd
r^ostoni
Rogers and Fowle, 1'7^3 ), pp. 6-7.

1M*

Thacher,

John Barnard* and Samuel

~ illllps clarified

their texts with a brief sketch or outline of the entire
book in which the key Scripture was located,

A third

method was employed by Nehemlah Walter, Peter Clark*
and Samuel Mather who chose to explain their text by
references to the original languaRe, Greek In these
Instances.5

Finally,

Thomas Prince and Samuel Mather

quoted or at least cited certain authorities whose
writings supported the particular Interpretation which
each had assigned to his text.^
The atypical Introductory statements of Cotton
Mather,

Williams,

Phillips, and Samuel Locke are note

worthy at this point,

Mather and Locke opened their

addresses with a barrage of generalized observations
about the sermon themei

Mather lauded the "service"

genre and Locke philosophically heaped praise on the
^Feter Thacher,
| The Evangellstlc Minister I.
unpublished manuscript, 172^, pp^ l-2i
John Barnard,
The Lord Jesus Chrlst the Only and Supreme Head of the
Church
(Bostoni
S, Kneeland and T, Green, 1738TT P* li
Samuel Phillips, Preaching Peace by Jesus Christ descrlb'd
and urg*d as the principle Design of the Gospel Ministry
(Bostoni
S, Kneeland, 1753), PP* 1-2,
^Nehemlah Walter,
Faithfulness In the Ministry
Derived from Christ
(Bostont
S, Kneeland, 1/23), P* 3(
Peter Clark,
The Advantages and Obligations arising
from the Oracles of God commlted to tne Church and Its
Ministry
(Boston» J. Draper, T7*T5), p ,
Samuel
Mather,
Of the Pastoral Care
(3ostoni
Thomas and John
Fleet, 1737), p. ~~T.
^Thomas Prince,
The Endless Increase of Christ *s
Government
(Edinburgh*
David Paterson, 17$1>), p, li
Samuel Mather, pp. 7, 9-10,

1^5
virtues of truth and truth seekers.?

Phi H i p s

with his text, commented on its context,

be^an

implied his

central thought, cited three points based on that
key idea, stated a one point "observation" emanating
from the text, and followed with a three point "illus
tration," i.e., a preview of the main ideas of "talking
Q
points" In his presentation.
Finally, Williams referred
to his text but frankly admitted that because it was
"very plain and easy to be understood" it did not
"require time to be spent in the Explication of lt."^
Occasionally, a speaker would Include comments in
his opening remarks about the occasion, his listeners,
or the suitability of his subject to the Convention
audience.

For example,

Walter in a reference to the

Convention occasion noted in his introduction that the
duty of ministers "was largely and faithfully set before
us on the last Occasion of this Nature,"

a specific

reference to Cotton Mather's 1?22 Convention address on
^Cotton Mather,
The 5ervlces of a Useful Ministry
{Bostoni
n.p., 1722), pp."3-31
Carauel Locke,
A Sermon
Preached Before the Ministers of the Province of the
Massachusetts-Bay in New England at their AnnnaT Conven
tion IrT Boston^ May 2W, 1772
CBostom
Rich and Draper,
1772), pp. 5-13.
^Phillips, pp. 1-6.
^William Williams,
The Great Duty of Ministers to
Advance the Kingdom of God And the'lr ComFort in FeTTow Helpers to this Work
(Bostoni Kneeland and Green,
r n t i r v T ? - -----------
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the subject of ministerial s e r v i c e , ^

Clark's opening

statements revealed his awareness of the important
occasion on which he was speaklngi
As It Is not without a proper Concern and
thoughtfulness, Reverend Fathers, end Brethren,
that I have undertaken the Office assigned to
me this Day (though the least worthy of your
Number or Order of being "as the Mouth of Cod"
to those, whom he hath appointed by their stated
Office, to be "his Mouth" unto his P e o p l e > so
I trust it iias been and Is my first and chief
Aim (as it is meet ) to approve myself to Him
. . . and so to speak as his Oracles shall
direct and warrant. ^
Appleton referred specifically to the general purpose
of the Convention addresses in his p r e s e n t a t i o n ^ and
Williams offered the following; extended opening: statement
regarding the occasion and audiencei
It Is beyond my Expectation that my Life hath
been prolonged to meet you this Day and once more
see the faces of so many whom i wish may long
continue faithful and successful Labourers In the
Kingdom of Christt
and that you may In the End
of your Days receive the happy . . . (_rewardj
of your Judge, and have many Seals of your Ministry,
who may be your Crown of rejoicing In the Day
of Christ.
I appear not as one capable of
Informing you of Truths which you know not, but
to stir up your pure Minds by way of Remembrance
of some things which should be chiefly regarded
as the principal End of our Ministry, even that
we may subserve to the flourishing of Christ's
Kingdom amongst us.
■^Walter,
11Clark,

p.

5*

p. 1.

^Appleton,

p. 6.

^Williams,

p. 2.

14?
Cotton and Samuel Mather, John Tucker, and Balch
provided other Introductory references to the Convention
audience.

The elder Mather noted In the Introduction

that his address was "made unto an Assembly" of God's
servants.

Then unabashedly he said,

have a message from GOD unto y o u !"^

"and 5 y r s . 1^
Mather's son

seemed somewhat less presumptuous forty years later in
Introducing his Convention messagei
Since my Honoured Fathers and Brethren In the
ministry tay their Choice, have engaged me for
this Servlcei
they will therefore permit me to
perform lti
even to put Hiem as well as myself
In Remembrance of our Duty with regard to the
Churches, • . .15
Lastly,
and

Raich combined comments about his audience

the suitableness of his subject to them.Referring

to the sermon theme, he said,
I could not think of a more Instructive and
useful Passage, whereon to entertain my present
Reverend and Learned Audience. . . . My own
Insufficiency to treat the Subject as It deserves,
I fully confessi
yet If you will suffer me to be
your Monitor, and hear with the same Spirit of
Candour and with the same View of the divine Appro
bation, with which,I desire to speak, I hope It
will not be lost. °
Prince, Appleton, and Ebenezer Gay provided addi
tional Introductory comments about the sermon subjects.
^ C o t t o n Mather, p. 4.
*5sa m u e i Mather, p. 11.
Cf, John Tucker, Ministers
considered as Fellow-workers. who should be Com/orters
to each other, i n t h e kingdom of Go3 (Boston i 't’hoinas
£Kd“7 3 K n T * T ^ t ,T ? 5 5 7 , p. 6.--------l 6 Balch, p. 7.
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Prince noted that he had selected as his subject the
"endless Increase of his j_Jesusj government" not only
because of Its peculiar suitableness to the
present occasion, when we are met to promote
this great affalri
but also because I cannot
find the peculiar Character has been so tho
roughly considered as so noble a subject
deserv es. . . . '
Gay felt that his discourse based on John 1 0 2

was

1R
"seasonable and Useful" to his fellow clergymen1 and
Appleton acknowledged that he
could think of no Subject more proper to raise
our Apprehensions of the Dignity and Importance
of the ministerial Office, and to Inspire us with
new Resolutions to be more careful In answering
the glorious and blessed aids thereof, than the
words LtextJ which I have read unto you, ”
Introductions to the Convention addresses closely
resembled the typical opening remarks of New England
pulpit discourses In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

Sermons In this period customarily "began

with a definite 31bllcal text."

The speaker’s "Imme

diate duty was to clarify It [_text j In all possible
ways" be references to the context, historical back
ground,

expert opinions,

etymology of "certain words,"

or to the language--whether Greek or Hebrew--ln which
the text was originally penned.
^Prince,

In no way was one method

p. 4.

^ E b e n e z e r Gay,
The true Spirit of a Gospel Minister
represented and urged
{"Boston i D. Goolc1n , T
6 ), p. 5*
^Appleton,

p.

6,

1^9
of expllcatlnar the text used by colonial ministers to
Of)
the exclusion of others.
Doctrine
The second major section In these sermons was the
"doctrine," that is, the central idea or main propo
sition of the address.

Generally, the doctrine In the

Convention messages was similar in form to that of most
colonial sermons,

"a mere rewording of the text."2!

most of these discourses the doctrine was lmplledi
Walter, Williams,

Thacher,

In
only

Clark, and Israel Lorlng

clearly labeled their sermon thesis the doctrine,22
Usually the doctrinal statement was developed In a
series of points and subpoints titled variously as
"illustration,"

"observation,"

or

"confirmation."

As little as twenty per cent and as much as eighty
per cent of the total sermon content was devoted to the
2®Babette May Levy,
Preaching In the First Half
Century of New England
(Hartford, Connecticutt
The
American Society of Church History, 19^5)* PP* 88-91*
Conclusions whlch Levy has drawn regarding the organlza
tlon of Puritan sermons are simllar to those presented
by Everett H. Einerson,
"John Udall and the Puritan
Sermon,"
The Quarterly Journal of Speech. XLIV(October
1958), 282^?**.
2IIbld,. p. 92.
22Cf. Israel Lorlng,
Ministers Insufficient of
themselves rightly to discharge the~Duties of their
sacred Calling
(Bostoni
Thomas ^Teet, 17^27, P* 7(
Phillips, o£. clt.. p. 6i William Rand,
Gospel
Ministers should be chiefly concerned toplease God and
not Men. In the D1scharge of their Off1ce
(Bostont
Green and RusselTJ 1? 57 ), p. 20.
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doctrine,

the average development being about fifty

per cent of the entire address.
Typically,

the "proof,"

"reasons,"

or "causes"

followed the doctrine In colonial New England sermons.
While none of the Convention addresses studied contained
a division labeled proof,

reasons,

or causes,

they

nevertheless seemed to have the qualities which generally
characterized such a section.
May Levy,

According to Babette

"these arguments were all based on apposite

Biblical passages, which were definitely referred to
or q uo t e d . "

The discussion was "often divided and sub

divided for the purpose of clarity, a method Erasmus had
strongly advised."

Generally,

the Convention sermons

were preached for the purpose more of strengthening
previously held beliefs than of changing beliefs, at ti
tudes, or convictions.

Such a purpose might be one

explanation for the lack of a section labeled proofs
In these addresses.
England preaching,

In the first half century of New
the section on proofs was a "compara

tively short" part of the sermon, more attention being
given to the Improvement or application.2 5

However,

^ T w e n t y P er cent of Edward Barnard's sermons— A
Sermon Preached Before the Annual Convention of Ministers
of the ^ s s a c h u s e t t s - B a y in Boston^ May Zj% l7?3
(Bos'fconi
Kneeland and Davis, 1773 )— and eighty per cent of Thomas
Prince's address was given to a treatment of doctrine.
2/*Levy, pp. 93-9^.
25 Ibld., p. 95.
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nearly all of the Convention speakers reverted to an
early seventeenth century practice of English preaching
In which the doctrine dominated the sermon.
Application
A third principal section In the Convention sermons
was labeled "uses,”
or "Improvement."

"application,"

"reflections,"

In this part of the address speakers

attempted to make some practical applications of the
Ideas presented In the doctrine.

With the exception of

Cotton Mather and John R a m a r d , all of the speakers In
this study devoted from ten per cent to fifty per cent
of their discourse to these applications,2?

Often this

section was clearly set off from the rest of the sermon
and labeled to Insure as much listener understanding
as possible.
A characteristic effort to apply a sermon's theme
to the audience was the following four point
ment"

"Improve

In Prince's 17^0 message which focused on the

ever Increasing nature of the Kingdom of Godi
And now we pass to a brief improvement.
I.

Should not this Ltheme] give us a most raised

?A

W. Fraser Mitchell,
English Pulpit Oratory From
Andrews to Tlllotson
(New Yorki
The Macmillan Company,
P. 3 ^

T9WTT

2 ?0ne speaker Implied that he would refrain from
"applying" the sermon to the listeners with the hope
that they would make the appropriate application
themselves.
Nevertheless, he briefly presented a few
applications of his message.
Rand, pp. 21-22.

1 52
appreciation, both of the personal and relative
glories of our divine Redeemer?
All this boundless and enlarging empire, all
these numberless and growing multitudes of
happy saints through eternity • • , they are
all the fruits of his adorable love and purchase.

What an Immeasurable value then must be in his
meritorious purchase,* and what transcendent
dignity in his divine Person,
How Inexhaustible
his overflowing goodness!
and how boundless his
everactlng power and wisdom, • . .
II,
Let this admirable Person In his natures and
transactions be our perpetual delight and study,
adoration, and discourse to others.

, , , Let our careful study be in the inspired
oraclesi
And surprising wonders will continually
rise within us, excite our adorations, and Inflame
our zeal to display his priories.
This Is frequently represented as one great part
of the employment both of saints and angels in the
heavenly world.
And surely they are perfect pat
terns for us on earth to Imitate,

III.
How greatly then does It concern us all, and
especially the ministers of Christ, that this holy
and blissful government of his be begun and a d 
vancing In ourselves.

IV,
And lastly. It must be our greatest honour,
Interests, and wisdom then to be employed and
active In all ways possible, to Increase this happy
government of Christ among the sons of men.
He will certainly increase it by some means or
otheri
He now offers us this great honour and
distinguishing advantage, that we may be now
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Instrumental In It, to our greater Increase of
glory, Joy, and happiness for e v e r . 28
The practice of the Convention keynoters of making
applications of the doctrine has deep historical roots.
Their proclivity to consider the
everyday uses of a point of faith or doctrine
stemmed back spiritually to Jesus' teaching,
as It Is shown repeatedly In the New Testamenti
but [_Peter] Ramus's arguments for the utili
tarian application of Judgment2*? a3 opposed to
scholastic esoteric abstractions may well have
encouraged the ministers to an extended consider
ation of the dally employment of religious precepts.3°
Customarily,

there were from two to five uses in Puritan

sermons prior to the first Convention address,

**each

carefully enumerated and so labeled that the content
of the discussion was self-evident."31

In the Conven

tion messages there were as many as three to nine uses
with four representing the typical figure.32
Conclusion
Usually,

the concluding remarks In the Convention

2 ^*Prlnce, pp. 35-37.
29p«ter Ramus,
as In Levy, p. 19.

Dlalectlque

(Paris, 1555 W

P» 70

3°Levy, pp. 9^ -9 5 .
3 3 Ibid.. p. 95.
32S ermons which contained three uses Included those
of Walter, pp. 15-18|
Williams, pp. 18-26i
Balch,
pp. 32-39i
Locke, pp. ^6-50.
Of the addresses examined,
Appleton's contained the largest number of uses, nine,
pp. U l - 54.
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sermons were Included as part of the application.
closing statements Included

These

a restatement of the theme

or purpose as was true of the addresses by Edward Holyoke,
Balch, Appleton, and both Mathers.^3
unity,

a

plea for piety,

or monetary contribution was usually Included

In this final section as well.
of an earlier period,

As was true with sermons

the closing remarks of the Conven

tion addresses often resembled a "general plea for reform,
more or less Impassioned, according to the temper of
the preacheri

or some particular matter that needed

reformation might be stressed.
Transitions
As additional aids for clarifying the structure
of their addresses.

Convention speakers employed various

transitional devices between major divisions and
su bdivisions.
For example,

following their commentary on the text,

the speakers usually previewed the main points around
which they planned to develop their sermon.

All of

these preachers used such labels as the following to
identify clearly the various divisions In their Conven
tion messagei

"First,"

pass to a Second Use,"

"Second,"

"Finally,"

"So I

"And this leada me to the

Edward Holyoke,
The Duty of Ministers to guard
against the Fharlsalsm and Sadduclsm o? the Present Day
(Boston i T. Fleet, 1?9TT7 P* 39t
Balch, p, 90 i Appleton,
pp. 59-56i Cotton Mather, p. 95j
Samuel Mather, p. 31.
^Levv,

p. 95.
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Improvement of the Doctrine,"
consider*"

"We shall proceed to

"Rut It Is more than Time to come to the

Improvement,"
Finally,

and "Now I shall conclude this discourse*"
the majority of these Convention spokesmen

used the "flashback-prevlew“ transitional device.

When

they were ready to move from one point to the next,

they

summed up the idea Just developed and briefly stated
the upcoming point.

For example, John Barnard bridged

two sections of his 1738 messaere as follows i
Thus I have considered what is a church, which
in the General, comprehends the Whole Body of
professing Christians, but more particularly
considered means a particular Assembly of visi
ble Christians. worshipping the Lord in alT^
his Holy Ordinances.
I shall now pass to consider, of what does the
church c o n s i s t . 3 5
The habit of these Convention preachers of holding
their sermons "together by formal transition words,
phrases,

even sentences in order that no hearer could

fail to know which thought developed from which" was
typical of the practice followed by colonial ministers
in Hew England.3^
II.

Materials of Speaking

The following statement by Kenneth G. Hance,
David C. Ralph, and Milton J. Wlksell provides an
3 5john Barnard,

p. 8.

3 ^ C a r o l l n e Francis Richardson,
and Preaching l6j+0-l670
(Hew Yorki
Company, 1928), p. 71.

Ehgllsh P r e a c h e r s
The M a c m i l l a n
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appropriate Introduction to the subsequent considera
tion of additional rhetorlcal elements in the Convention
sermonsi
The materials of speaking , • . consist of the
subject matter Itself . , . and the various sup
porting, clarifying, Impressing . . . materials
that modify, expand, and focus upon the subject.
Materials of speaking are those elements of the
communicative process that make up the message,
. . . Of course, materials of speaking appear in
the message mainly as words, which are used to
translate the thought of the source into communi
cative Impulses that can be picked up by the
receiver and Integrated into his own life systemi
and the communicator chooses to employ words that
he hopes will activate a response In the receiver
consistent with the source's concept of his
subject or message.
Most rhetorlclans agree that, in a general way
at least, the speaker has available to him
three broad categories of materials. . . i that
Is, those materials that affect the credibility
of the speaker, those that seem most closely
associated with what we call the reasoning pro
cess, and those that help the listener to "see
into the speaker," and associate the speaker's
Ideas with the listener's experience.
Taken
all together, these materials we shall call
materials of speaking. Separated Into their
workable, T7 somewhat arbitrary parts, we shall
lable them materials of personal proof, materials
of development. and materials of experience.
Materials of Personal Proof t

Ethos

According to Professor James McCroskey,

"of all

the aspects of classical rhetorical theory, the one
that has the greatest support from m o d e m empirical
^ K e n n e t h G. Hance, David C. Ralph, and Milton
J. Wlksell,
Principles of Speaking
(2d ed.i
Belmont,
California)
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1969 ),
p. 55.
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research Is the theoretical Importance of ethos In
communication."

For example, Aristotle presented one

of the first systematic analyses of ethos In the fourth
century 8.C.
character,

He Identified the components of ethos as

competence, and good

w l

11.^9

]^s view that

an audience Judges a communicator in terms of Its know
ledge of the speaker* s subject, his veracity, and attltude
toward their well being Is similar to that of three
psychologists,

Carl I. Hovland,

Harold H. Kelley.

Irving L. Janls, and

They Identified the dimensions of

source credibility as "expertness, trustworthiness, and
Intention toward the r e c e i v e r , I n

a more recent study

McCroskey found that only two factors of personal proof
were significant,

character and competence.

He concluded

that "the items which appeared to be related to the
theoretical good will or Intention dimension of ethos
were consistently represented on the character dimension,"
and consequently "good will or intention Is Important but
not Independent of the other two dimensions of ethos.
3^James McCroskey,
An Introduction to Rhetorical
Communication, The Theory and Practice of Public Speaking
TEnglewood cTlffs, Mew Jerseyi
Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1968), p. 88.
qq
'7Lane Cooper (trans. ), Hie Rhetorlc of Arlstotle
(Hew York 1 Appleton-Century-Crofts^ Inc7,
)» "
p p • 90-92.
/*°Carl I. Hovland, Irving L. Janls, and Harold H.
Kelley,
Communication and Persuaslon
(New Haven, Con
nect 1c u t ,”"T9"5T7T Chapter 2 as quoted by McCroskey, p. 60.
^ M c C r o sk e y,

p. 6l.
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The following section considers ways In which
personal proof— character and competence— of the Con
vention speakers probably enhanced the credibility of
their message.
Character
Since the Convention exercises Its rlpht to select
an annual speaker,

It does not seen likely that It would

have chosen anyone for the Important keynote address
whose source credibility was suspect.

Secondly,

It does

not seem likely that those chosen were unmindful of the
concomitant honor of that selection.

"''lnally, these

spokesmen likely demonstrated In their presentations
attributes deslpned only to enhance the assumed favorable
lma*re which they enjoyed In the minds of their peers who
selected them.

The principal character traits which

these speakers evinced In their addresses were
(2) honesty and candor, and

(1) sincerity.

(1) humility,

The following-

discussion considers each of these characteristics as
they were manifested In the Convention sermons.
Humility
Frequently,

these speakers admitted various feelings

of Inadequacy In an effort to make their listeners think
of them as humble men.

Sometimes they expressed a general

conviction that no minister— Including the featured
speaker— was capable alone of fulfilling the many and
awesome responsibilities Incumbent upon a minister.
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The min ister who thought he was sufficiently endowed-mentally,

morally,

an d splrltually--to handle the Job

alone was engaging In a fatal game of self-deception.
These men were firm In their belief that only with
Christ's help could they hope to be pleasing to God.
Since the preced ing chapter contained a detailed d i s 
cussion of this attitude of Insufficiency,

the present

section considers but a few additional ramifications
of that general theme.
As previously noted,

Walter's entire sermon dealt

with the topic of the minister's Inability to achieve
success by his own l a b o r s . ^
Important Idea as well.
that

"the Evangelical

Christ,

t others spoke of this

Thacher,

for example,

preached

Minister receives his life from

Is continued In life by Christ,

of operation comes from Christ.

..."

j_and J his power
Nearly twenty

years later Lorlng echoed the similar feeling.

Indicating

once ag ain the a tt i tu d e of general spiritual bankruptcy
which these men believed characterized Gospel ministers.
Near the close of his sermon Lorlng observed that he
hoped his comments to that point might have served "to
check the Vanity and Presumption of all such,
ready to depend upon their own Strength,

as are

and think that

their own Parts and Power will carry them through this
great Work."
^Walter,

Moreover,
passim.

he believed that since ministers
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were Just as depraved as other men and Incapable of
thinking; any good t h ou g ht — much less to discharge the
ministerial office as they should— they should humbly
seek Christ's help through prayer.
basically the same thought

In 1763*

ministers could do n o t h i n g . **3
cularly morosei

Phillips preached
without

Jesus

Samuel Mather was p a r t i 

acknowledging that none was perfect,

he quickly added,
but far be It fro m me to Censure any.'
C o n
scious to my own manifest Defects, my Negligence,
my Unfaithfulness, I blush before the Lord and
his peoplei
I smite ray burdened Breast, and
pray that God would show mercy to me a sinner. 4
The second general way In which these speakers
demonstrat ed a humble spirit was through their confessed
inability to preach to the Convention.

In other words,

they sought to manifest a lack of presumptuousness as
they spoke to this august mlnlsterlum.
Typical statements revealing a sense of awe or
unworthiness to be speaking at this occasion were as
follows I
Ye have thought fit, my Fathers and Brethren to
make choice of me {though greatly unworthy ) to
give you this Day a Word of Exhortation as you
.
are Ministers of the everlasting Gospel of Christ. ^
Hy own l nsuff1 clency to treat the Subject as it
deserves, I freely confessi
yet If you will

p.

^3Thacher,
28.
^Samuel

p,

6|

Mather,

^Holyoke,

p.

19.

Lorlng, pp.
p. 27.

26, 31-32i

Phillips,
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suffer
Spirit
divine
I hope

me to be your Monitor and hear In the same
of Candour, and with the same View to the
Approbation with whlch I desire to speak,
It will not be time lost.

Thus I have been speaking: to this learned Body
of Men, the Ministers of Christ in the Land, and
at their Request.
Not for their Information, but
1r dP thelr pure Minds by way of Remembrance.
. . . T would hope for a candid Acceptance of
what has (I ownj with great Weakness been at this
Time delivered.
I must beg leave to say, That what I have delivered
already on my subject, or have to offer In this
Application, may not be received as If I had
the vain Presumption to teach this learned body*
but as they have seen meet to appoint me to their
Monitor today, so I would with great Humility and
relying upon their Candor, and that benevolent
Affection which my subject Inspires, stir up our
pure Minds by Way of Remembrance of these weighty
Things, though ye know them, even much better
,
than Ii
and are established In the present Truth.
Honesty
A second character trait demonstrated In these
sermons was honesty or candor.

In other words,

these

keynoters seemingly Increased their credibility by
revealing themselves to be men who were not reluc
tant to examine both sides of an Issue regardless of
the nature of the controversy.

They were forthright,

willing to meet truth head-on regardless of the conse
quences.

For instance,

^Balch,

Cotton Mather concluded his

p. 7.

/f?Loring, p. 37.
Us

*' Ebenezer Park man,
The Love of Christ Constraining
(Bostoni
Fowle and Draper, l?6l), p. 30.
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1722 address with some statements which Implied that he
was not only cognizant of other discourses on his
subject but was also open enough to admit this fact,
Mather said.
You are sensible, that a Sermon on that wellploug'd Common-Place De Mlnlsterlo Evangel1co,
has not now been endeavoured, nor a Represen
tation of what has been offered in • . . Lother
works J.
* . . This Work I do with an unspeakable
Consolation see superseded, not only by a Troop
of Authors, even an Hpst of GOD, that have written
upon the Subject o f , The Pastoral Ca r e , from the
□ays of Gregory, down to tKe~3ays of Gilbert, yea,
and some every Year since the last that I men
tioned i but also by a considerable Number among
ourselvesi
yea of our most promising Young Men
. . . whose well-prepared Sermons of Probation,
at their own Ordinations, have passed the Press,
to sat1sfy the People of GOD, , . .
As Mather frankly acknowledged other treatises on
his subject, also Holyoke admitted that not every llbllcal commentator agreed with his Interpretation of a
certain passage of Scrlpturei

nevertheless, he was

unmoved In his viewpoint and cited at least one "expert"
In support of his position.

A similar stand was

taken by Phillips In his apology for the doctrine of
predestination.

He noted, however, that he knew some

people denied the consistency of this teaching with a
passage In Revelation 2 2 il? regarding "all that will"
could come to God for salvation.

Firm In his belief,

Phillips proceeded to defend It against this opposing
^ C o t t o n Mather, p. 45.
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c;n
Interpretation, J
Appleton and Clark spoke to the Convention two
years apart and yet they manifested similar attitudes
of candor In their discussions of reactions to the
Great Awakening,

For Instance* Appleton noted the

Importance of ministers dlstlngulshins between genuine
works of the Spirit and an outward show of religious
conviction void of any motivation by the Spirit.
he preached,

Beware,

of letting people account for "all things

that have occurred of late of a religious Nature,

In a

meer mechanlcal Way" lest someone say that Christ*s
miracles were of the same variety,

"I am well aware,"

he said,
that the defending Enthusiasm will in the End,
tend to Deism and Infidelity. But then on the
other h a n d , the denying that the spirit of GOD
Is now a-days concerned In the Awakenings, and
Convictions of some People, will I think have
the same unhappy Tendency. 51
While Appleton was honest enough to admit that an
injudicious condemning or endorsing of contemporary
revivalism was to be avoided,

Clark revealed his

staunch opposition to Itinerant preachers,
he forthrightly voiced his objections,

however,

observing that

among those who had opposed these migrant ministers were
many "learned and pious Pastors" who had laid the cause
for the religious uproar In the land clearly at the
^'iolyoke,
^A ppl e t o n ,

p,
p.

l6|
33*

Phillips, pp. 30-32.
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feet of these wandering clergymen.

Candidly, he noted

that some had esteemed these men and their particular
brand of evangelism,

Moving cautiously to the heart

of his opposition, ne asked his audience to consider
what the Bible said about preaching- from place to place
without limitations.

If the Scriptures endorsed such

actions,

then those who have censured these

he observed,

migrants were In error and should recant.

However, If

the Bible said nothing- in support of itinerants,
they should be rejected. ^

Obviously,

then

Clark rested his

case on the authority of the Scriptures in true Congre
gational fashion.

The underlying premise in his attack

was based on the final lnerrant authority of the Bible.
Even though he Indicted the itinerants for an unEcrlptural
basis for their work, he nevertheless appeared to mani
fest a candid attitude In reacting to them.
Another Indication of Appleton's candor appeared
In the latter par* of his

address.

In a series of

rhetorical questions he attempted to show that minis
ters of the land had not been the kind of men they
should have been.

Eor example, he openly admitted that

he and his fellow servants had not been as humble, constant,
or dillpent as they should have.

We have not taught

enough, he admitted, and some have been too careless
in "preparing for the public" while some have been "very
^Clnrk,

p.

SO.
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heartless In the Performance" of their work.

There has

been too much preaching and not enough practicing of
truths,

he said, and we have been "so little concerned

for promoting the Cause of Christ, and the Salvation
of Souls."

In fact,

there has been such a "dullness,"

"Insolence," and general

"backwardness In us" that

Instead of recommending; religion to others, we "have
given them rather a Distaste of It, by our unbecoming:
Carriage."

Moreover,

If we had been more grave, serious, more humble
and holy, more loving and meek, and charitable,
more spiritual and heavenly, we should have en
lightened the People better In the Nature of
Religion and should have recommended It unto
them much beyond what we have d one.63
Additional Indications In these sermons of an
honest spirit appeared In Rand and L o c k e ’s plea for
their audiences to be truth-seekers.

The key thought

In all of R a n d ’s presentation was that ministers should
seek to please God rather than men.

And as for preaching,

clergymen were to study the Scriptures with an open,
unbiased mind, keeping In mind that Christ had not
authorized anyone to direct his ministers as to what
they should preach or to be the "Infallible Interpre
ters of his doctrines and laws."
trying to please men,
to please God.
^Appleton,

The best way to avoid

taught Rand, was to strive earnestly

He told his fellow preachers that they
pp.

5^-55.
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could not expect men to take only the minister's word on
some Issue, because everyone had the ri^ht to search
for biblical truth unencumbered by another's private
Interpretation.

Likewise, preached Rand, If ministers

searched Impartially for truth, they would probably find
that they did not have the same Ideas "even In points
which have been hotly disputed In the Christian church."
But regardless of the diverse opinions, each needed to
be concerned only about his personal relatlonshlp to
Godt

none had to feel that It was necessary to ^aln

peer endorsement before receiving God's a p p r o v a l . ^
Amonp the speakers studied, probably none was
stronger In his Insistence that preachers become honest
truth-seekers than Locke.

He pressed hard for ministers

to be diligent in this task, noting that If the people's
leaders were In error.

I.e., void of truth,

"the effects

will be bad In proportion to their Influence and the
nature and decree of their misapprehension."

Of course,

he observed, a minister's search for truth In no

way

absolved the layman's responsibility to Judp;e for himself
and make "Truth his own,

by believing It on Its proper

evidence fought for and obtained."

But he believed

that It was preeminently Important for religious teachers
to pursue truth and question their religious beliefs.
Discover "what foundation there really Is for the
belief" of your convictions, he said.
^ R a n d , pp. 13 - 1 6 , 22 ,

He was not
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preaching a doctrine of ministerial Irresponsibility In
urging that his fellow clergymen become doubters.
the contrary,

he said,

To

"we may examine the grounds and

evidences of a truth, and not doubt whether It may be
a truth."

As a great advocate of the relentless

pursuit for knowledge and truth,

he preached tdiat It

was lamentable that there were
many people who are of considerable study and
thought, and seem desirous of the truth, who yet
make no great advances In the knowledge of It,
because they confine themselves to one set of
company books and notions, and are adverse to
see or hear any suggestions out of the narrow
circle they have determined to walk ln--they are
afraid of error If they do— have canton'd out a
little Goshen to themselves In the Intellectual
world, where light shines and, as they conclude,
day blesses them, but the rest of the great expanse
they give up to night and darkness, and so avoid
coming near It.
They have a pretty traffic with
known correspondents In some creed, and are
dextrous managers of the wares and products of
that corner with which they content themselvest
but will not venture out Into the great ocean of
knowledge, to survey the riches which nature has
stored other parts
withal.
Slncerlty
Further manifestations of source credibility by
the Convention speakers were found In the apparent
efforts to represent themselves to the assembly as men
of sincere and noble virtues who held the ministry In
the highest regard,
For example,

Cotton Mather Introduced his sermon

on the subject of service with the following: observations i
^Locke,

pp. 11,

20.

lbH

The Occaslon.f: for It Lservleej in a necessitous
World, are how Manifold, how Marvelous.'
The
Felicities of the ’nen who are d l s t i n p n l s h e d , o_s
we a r e . hv being set apart above other Ten, for
the rlolnc of it unto all other hen, how very
Desirable.'

have renounced the > ervIce of all our old
Idols;
we have embrared the Dervloe of the Living
P o d , and resolved on 11 vlr.g to PCD i we are
become F e l l o w -servants with the holy Cries, who are
the Ministers whlch do the pleasures of our P O D .
In deed this ’ion our have all the grac 1ous O n e s !
And K e l n v d e d i c a t e d u n t o t h e s e r v l c e o f P O D ,
'■■Ip

w e ’- e c o m e t h e C h i Id r e p
I l l u s t r i o u s bltrnlty.

Ceveral

minutes

ministerial

of

later Mather,

office,

the

■l ^ h e s t . ,

In

this

continuing to laud

the

said,

It Is a most In s t m c 1 1 ye as well as ft most
hrr.Qhl lnif Title, that our Plorlous Lord has
put upon the Pastors of :ls Churches, when he
has tdven the fame of ALPFLb unto then.
. . .
'ty ^rethrer,, Our Invitation to become very b e r 
yl ceable Is In effect an Invitation tc b e ^ n e
very Ang-ell cal ; ar.d Men greatly beloved .
similarly,

Valter believed

that

there are none am onv the Pons of hen who have
such special advantages and opportunities, and
who are under such peculiar obligations, to
advanc e the Plory of Chr i s t tpas those that are
called to be his M i n i s t e r s . ■
'Hark amonp- others exoressed his high regard
the ministry and

for

more particularly the role of preaching

In a d v o c a t i n g the necessity of ministers belnp well
prepared

in their presentations.

^Cotton

Mather,

^ ’Ibid . , p . I .
iVa 11 e r , p , 2 t.

pp.

3,

‘r.

Preachers

should study

1bg

and
with

meditate

before speaking,

lent they become "rash

. . , ,_thetr ! T'’ouths" and preach sornethinir I n c o n 

sistent with the fnrlptures.
prostituted

the ministry;

or unstudied

contemptible,

preaching was a roble work,

warned prosp ecti ve

sermon

to vl ve listeners

"a m a n trues " was

'Vllevlricr that

An unstudied

ministers

"extemporary

he said,
he sternly

In his audienc e

to take hare that their d e m o n s be well labour'd
and studied, and romnlted to Writing, for the
setter avoldlntr such crude, Incoherent, and unscrlptural FCxpress 1 o n s , to say no worse, which,
are often the Effect of extemporary hffusions.
1Jar.d felt
er. t misted
as Paul

that

since

loupe 1 ministers had

with the oracles

was

of hod they should

In their efforts

to please

lod,

been
v'e dillp-ent

Consider

the honor of v-elrc called to the ministry,

Hand pleaded;

clercymen

for Christ,

serve as did Paul as am bassadors

p erform ing work on earth for their heavenly Klnv.
ministers
and

they are

As

"Cod's servants In a superior station"

thus under special

duty fa it hfully and

oblicatlons to discharge their

d 111 c e n t l y ,^

Ac cording to Parkmar. the vreat work of the ministry
had a certain

"excellency" about

it.

Only men who

possessed a "deep Treasure of L e a m l n p , " he said,
qualified

for this

career In which the love of Jesus

magne tic all y drew ministers
Sgflnrk,
^Har.d,

ever closer to divine truth

p. 4b.
pp.

were

1C-20.

ff.

Cnmuel

'lather, p.

2 7.
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and

the salvation of s o u l s . ^
Locke Introduced

on truth with

his somewhat philosophical

statements

the minist eria l

office,

seemingly designed
he preached

treatise

to ennoble

that Jesus Invaded

earth to bring truth to men who were destitute of the
eternal

verities.

!e believed that

in every

succeeding

ge nera tio n the
desire to know and propagate truth for It?, own
sake, and for the happy effects it tends to p r o 
duce . , . has raised up advocates for It under
the Influence of heaven. . . .
Especially lias a
reverence for the authority and promise of Christ,
and for the a postolic example encased Christians
In the exercise and support of the pastoral office,
to turn men from darkness to light, to warn the
unruly, to comfort the feeble-minded, to speak
a word jn season to the weary, to teach every
man lr. all wisdom, and to edify the b0dv of
Christ. . . . 2
Phillips
In his

reflected his high regard for the ministry

comments that

bv those who had
sion

trom Jesusi

work ought
to this
part

this work was to be performed only

received

their qualificat ion s and commis

anyone who thought of entering this

to make cure that he first had been

occupation.

As preaching was such an essential

of this vital work,

the 11lay-exhort e r s , " lie said,

were guilty

of Invading a sacred

tians ought

to exhort

not

In the assembly

^Parkman,
Tucker, pp. 23,
^Locke,

p.

pp,
2^:

li.

called

office.

one another,

Private C h r i s 

Vie noted,

but

certainly

of the church where such action
1^4-, 22-23,
Cf. Phillips, p,
Edward T a m a r d , p p , 22-23.

21(
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usurped

the sacrosanct ministry•^

The ministry,
work,

observed Locke, was such an Important

requiring extensive ability,

those who considered

talent, and knowledge)

It as an occupation or who encouraged

others to ente^ It ought to be aware of the strict
demands.

"haw,

weak,

ignorant, or presumptuous persons"

were definitely out of place In this office, he preached.
If those kinds of men enter the clergy,
"^rlr.g a stair upon the ministerial

they would

character. "

it was extremely essential, noted "olyoke,

Thus

that those

w wo sought positions as ministers were men of true
convictions,

possessing "sound and orthodox Principles

In hell cion."

T,1or example,

preached Clark,

those who are faithful and apt to teach)

select only

he believed

these two quail f 1 cat 1 ons would .surely keep the itinerants
out of the clergy,^*leveral Convention speakers urged their fellow
preachers to maintain the decorum of their office through
a Judicious choice of motivational appeals In their
sermons.
John

An earlier discussion surveyed the advice of

'Vimard,

Lorlng,

on this s u b j e c t . ^
^Ph i l l i p s ,
^Lor.ke,
^Chapter

Appleton,

Chaunoy,

Cay, and Clark

In sum, each seemingly Implied that

pp. A, 11.

p, 4b)

Holyoke,

p, 10;

III, pp. 110-116,

Clark,

p.

r?2.

the hlyh calllnp- of prnactlr.ir should not
sermons designed

he tainted by

to enflame ten's emotions,

I d e n t l f 1 cation
In view of the overall

theme of these se r m o n s —

the nlnl ster and his worh--the.se spokesmen may have
enhanced

their ethos by

theme probably

represented

to au dien ces and
scored

nutual

'’haracter,
that

implication.

In short,

subjects of hied; priority

speakers alike and

both croups

of

conceivably

v’ellefs about a topic such, as the minister's

;:enoe,

a Convention audience may have felt

the speaker was a 'man of "rh« ra st e r " , a credible source

b e c a u s e — by the very nature of his sermon
not

this

only

revealed

their views,
not

. ■ 1 that

respect for them and his awareness

but he likely

Identical,

fact,

his

empirical

convictions,

shared with them similar,
values,

and attitudes,

evidence Indicates that listeners

speakers who

ow,. are more

subject — hie

"express views similar to their

credible than those who express contrary

v 1 °wk .
Por example,

Cotton Mather told

his operiny remarks,
unto an Assembly"

"I believe My Address

of men whose

is to bP dervl c e a b l e . "
that he would
accepted,

"sweetest

in

is now made

Pleasure

. . .

I^ter lr. his address he said

propose an idea

there will

the audience

Indeed

"which If It nay bp

be little need

for Persons

1 73

of y o u r .superior and
address'd

penetrating

wit h nnv nor e . "

Holyoke,
Townsend,

Lorlny,

_1alrh,

Appleton,

Park nan,

s l r l l a r st.a tenant s surh
designed

In sone way

audience i

" thus

'5ody

of yen,"

say,

that

o h r 1 s t 1an
faithful

a

t here

can

"Without

n let

any

oth er

Vou

of ''nn" as

Individual

Churches,

’■‘lnls try."
not

think

whereon

of a none

"Such

furn i s h e d

"■:ere a r e

present

of you,

wit h

do well

est eered

■■’at he rs and

nv

w i t 1': us

’V a l uable H u n k e r of others,
^'Cotton

'litter,

Piety.

rethrer
rethrpr;;"
useful

pp.

d,

lr: the
"I could

Learned

'-rethrer., as

Learnlrv,

and
ooks.*"

In the '-'ouse of Cod,

our dear Chri s t i a n
he

. . ,"

Passage,

heverer.d and

my vathe rs and

the

'write find p u ’'llsh , . .

also assembled

and

*'e found

wit h

and

s u p e r i o r knowledge,
to

pious,

r-o’ill

In Trust

I n s t r uctive and

to e n t e r t a i n

Wisdo m will

a

highly

"Reverend

Audience."
are

and

of the

. . . Lyou ; are such

Cons Pi cuous Lea m i n e ,

’Reverend

Part

Conpn rlsons with

uc-soel ;
" To my

learned

"I can freely

"are as

of C C L to he put

of

afipnrent.ly

he found a nore hl nr eless and

as are u n p r o v e d
Her

all

wh e t h e r In any

In t-er.era 1. "

la bor i o u s

of

the following,

"ve n e r a b l e Au die nc e."

World

min ist ry

Hither nadp

been sp ea king to this

I question

a nyw here.

Chauncy,

to praise nr/l h o nor r.ernhers of the

. . .

and

Phillips,

and Carmel

ms

I have

Flr.lstrv

faithful,

the

Intfllectual n , to he

Friends,

1
whorr; we hivh ly
persua ded ,

h o n o u r and

that a very

'ORton j are

not

'of the first

"I am fully

Christians

Indeed,

In . . .

>uit Christ ian a

hank.

these k e y n o t e

to h e a p l n v praise upon

their listeners

speaker:; d even at ra t.ed their a ppr e c. la 1 1 on

for o t h e r ^en and
with

valu es

similar

In aenon al nr/!

7or example,

.. ."

co nsiderable Cum ber

only

In a d d i t i o n

rega rde d

esteem.

feelinvs.

:a rvn rd

Vlll iam s

which their hearers probab ly
The praise of ed uca tio n

1n parti cul ar wan a case In point,
rdosed

his address,

ray Ira.',

Te should not forret to praise Cod for such
v e n erous Jenefn cto rs who do l l ’erally ap ply
their ".states to are mo te the crowth and fl curis htnm of these Curse rys of ICearnlnv, and to
r ra v that trie test of C a s s i r e r nay be returned
.,
a.o
unor then,
fixteer. years
convictions i
Piety and

land

Cod

(

sreat
they

Office."

that

to erect

afforded

"Chat

I.enrr.lnc as

v l n l sterin l
thank

l a t e r Apple t o n expressed

serve

’e exhorted

he cared
"by

Hesslr.vs are

s imilar

Cumeries

to fit men for the
his

listeners

enough for tdie churches

"is Providence,

such a rich fupply

of

a College,

to tuese

Churches

to
in that

which

has

. . . of

Ti

Lorlnp, p.
lolyoke, p. 31:
I.orinv, p. ^2;
Charles Chnur.cv ,
fl n.1 s t e rs Cpiit 1 oned a y;a Inst Oc car 1 or.:;
of Cont empt
( ‘ostoni
hovers and ^owl ef 1 CO-A )~ pT HTTj
Clark, p. 3 ::t Phillips, p. 2 ^ t Jonathan Townsend,
flnl stern and ot he r C h r 1 stlans exhorted to be h e 1l o w 
'se 1 pei s to the T r u t h 11 (Coston i Z". Fowle , T7CP }, p"T 21 i
Caleb, p.
Sa mue l ’'lather, p. 22 t Park man, p. 3^i
Phillips, p. 3 P .
<CfJ','/lllln"-:;,

p.

.

17 b

faithful and ab le 1‘lnl'iterR.
Chauncy
us

continued

he thankful,

the theme two yearn

he said,

there,

they

he preached,

richest thanks

ourht

harvard.

Mnlsterfi

trained

to be the objects of our
the best

irnorance and a contemptible ministry,

Locke's treatise
to ':nrvnrd

founded

such a premium

to hod for they represented

security arnlns t

Let

for the "Means of E d u c a t i o n "

a^or.? us and that our forefathers placed
on 1 earn 1nr that

later.

on truth, contained a brief reference

and

collees

education

Implied as had

Chauncy

that their forefathers were wise

and

rious

In est abli shi ng schools and

r.ew land.

As President

In the hallowed
exposed

In reneral.

of harvard,

be

nolleres

he noted

In the

that only

halls of collere could a minister be

to truth and develop a love and knowledge of lt,^^

Thacher,

bo1yoke,

and Samuel

bather offered praise

In bphalf of notable non-l ivi ng Individuals.
three weeks prior to Thacher's address,
respected

President

be had held

that

likely that many

position

^Appleton,

pp.

John Leverett,

for rlzteen years and

died,
It seeras

In a succinct eulogy Thacher said,

dark,

and

p. 99,

^ C h a u n c y , pp.
'^Locke,

the hirhly

If not all of the Convention audien ce

knew of his death.
"behold a "‘lack,

of ’
h arvard,

About

9P-99.

9°-9 9.

Dismal Cloud

covers our

176

University
Learned,

by the sudden and surprising Death of their

Pious,

Prudent,

Uolyoke and Samuel
forefathers

Well Accomplished President."'7^
Mather pral.sed their religious

for reasons other than their educational

foresight as Chauncy and
appealed

Locke had done.

holyoke

for men to beware of holding to an unexamined

faith in the form of traditions and opinions of the
church fathers.

Such an uncritical att achment would

weaken a min ister's adh erence to Scripture,

he a m i e d .

kemindlnr his listeners that the men who established the
church In Massachu sett s were pood,
Individuals,

hoi yoke noted

from the founders'
them carefully.

sincere,

find learned

that no one should depart

doctrines without first examining

In fact,

of the fathers were

he observed,

when the tenets

compared with Scripture,

"clou bt 1 f . s

we shall find that in most Things and especially in all
wh ich are by any a ccou n t e d
spoken as becomes

to be fundamental,

they have

the Oracles of P o d ."^

Mather was similarly

convinced that honor was due

these leaders of the past who demonstrated their care
for the churches by enacting favorable law.s regarding
worship,
good

('Lurch order,

discipline,

relations with the elvll

these efforts,

he noted,

^Thacher,

p.

?3.

^Holyoke,

p.

7?.

and

he establishing

government.

'"ecause of

the churches of that day

l?7

represented as much as

possible the established

churches

of the l a n d .7 ^
Competence
As pr eviously noted,
ened

when his

competent,

listeners

astute,

seemingly are
Convention

speak on this
his

justified

body.

rewarding this aspect of the

ethos,
by his peers to

Important occasion Is some Indication of
It seems hlrhly

have been

Cecondly,

trained and

Is s t r e n g t h 

bore assum ptio ns

that a man was selected

competence.

dwarf would

ethos

perceive him to be Intelligent,

or sacraclous,

speakers*

Che fact

a speaker's

the

Invited
fact

unlikely

to address

that n mental
this venerable

that each speaker was harvard

several were recipients of doctoral decrees

Is some measure of their Intellectual acumen.
all

of these preachers

‘xad less

only two

than twenty years of experience before addres sin g

the Convention.
that

were pulpit veterans;

Thirdly,

Such ministerial

seasoning would Imply

these men were knowledp-eable of their subjects.

;,'lr.ally,
present

the fact

that several of them were Invited

other special

s 1trn of their pulpit

occasion sermons

to

Is a positive

competence.

These assumptions may represent probable bases
for concludlnp" that

the Convention audiences

these spokesmen as competent and
'7<
"
da m u el

'lather,

p.

2

.

Intelligent.

considered
however,

\ 7 Q:

such co njecture
sermons helped

In no way establlshes that the Convention
to enhance their competency lma^e.

rema ind er of thin
the methods

section

employed

The

In devoted to an anal ysis of

In these nesnap-en to reveal

the

a pea leer a a a hr owl ed c e a v 1 e and astute.
In the first place

ter. of these keynoters may have

attempted

to demonst rat e

Latin and

Creek words or phrases In their presentations.

Of course all
versed

Walter,

John

and

Pnrknan,

and

n

Testament,

Lorlnv,
.
‘in t her--

Phillips o.uotod 1,0tin s o l e l y . ^ 1
r?

Creek' /

only the lan;runye of the hew

c

ireec,'

Pont speakers referred

folyoke,

iolyo k e ,

.Samuel father used Latin and

the other five quoted

clarify

Virr.ard,

Of the ten--

C l a r k , Phi l l l p s , Pa rt"iar:, and dacurl

on.ly the elder iinthor and
Lorlnr,

hut only lialf of then chose

th.elr 1 lnrul s 1 1 ca 1 abilities.

lot ton ’hither,
Appleton,

hy uslny

of these ''arvard educated men. were well

in these lanvuares

to dlsplav

their intelligence

to the Creek or Latir, to

either a tern within their text— as did
and

Clark

Walter,

— or some particular Ccripture

later in. the a d d r e s s — as did

demand,

Col yoke,

Loriny,

^'Cotton "other, pa s s 1n ; Phillips, p.
no
Lo r 1n v , pa s s 1 m ; Pa r k nn n , pa s s 1n ; In mu el La t Pie r ,
passim.
pp.

'°Walter, p. 3!
John darnard, p. 1 C *
17, ?'dj
Appleton, p. 37 j Clark, p.
'Walter,

p.

3;

iolyoke,

p.

1C;

Colyoke,

Clark,

p.

lh.

l?b

Appl eto n,
spoke

nnd

1 r. Lati n at

translate
Lorlnr,
to

the v o u n p p r

the p h r a s e

and

hoth

rei te r a t e

au jrp-en t ed
probably

elrht

In
did

^n

Co tto n

timer;,

or word used,

lat hers utilis ed

or nrpllf.v an

Idea

maklne- no
Generally,

the

they

were

undoubtedly

Ideas.

The

T nrllsh

they

rnrror. In e or t emmora ry

could

was

e n r **1dered

thel r usa^ e

of the oonpeter.ee of' those

storehouse

to tup a u d i e n c e
1 nst ru ct 1 or.,

to sketch, the r row t h
real l r l n e

likely

hv the r.or.-

their statement?* i n p lylrw the p o s s e s s i o n

en dowed

the

prespr.t

sermons.

Ir.dl na tion

Impart

ara l n s t

c le rg y

lar.oan res

Meson r e e fuIness

Another

of a well

had p r e viously

hi:nl 1 lar w i t 1
-’ the h'.nrurn-es nr.d while

la tty were p r o h a ’ 1v u n e n 11rhtened

s neake rs

extra l a n y u n r e

f nor the sp eaker *s eff eetlve-

h 1s

to

Parkmnn,

riot det r a r t

e o r n r u n 1 e.n tlnr

to

effort

The add 1 1 1or. of there

1r

Allusions

7,ather

.bnir1 I s h , 1

ress

the

least

'Either.

the

the n a r r a t i v e

of 1r f o r u n 1 1or which
hut

for sore

reas on deci ded

T,'or Instance Prince a t t e m p t e d

of Christ's

kingdom,

'Ut per ha ps

er.orr.i ty of his task he suddenly
nnd

they

broke

off

confessed,

the tire would fall r.e to p o throurh the f o l 
lowing cent urie s, and show when the yospel
reached the rest of Cerrumy, Bohor la, Polann ,

s.

Hi

"0John darnard,
Appleto n, p.

p. ISt
holyoke, pp. l r?, 2°s
Lorln.p-,
Id;
Clark, p. S;
C a m e l father, p.

J1,Parkran, pa s s 1,r:; L o r h u y pp. 11,
*zither, pa s s 1 r ; Catoue 1 'Ifhr-r, pa s s 1 r .

kV,

"}dj

Cotton

lh n
Russia, Jweeden, !'orway, Denmark, .Scotland,
Ireland, and lastly o v e r Qthe Atlantic Ocean
to this r.pw found world.
Later In his
culty,

sermon he acknowledged a similar

diffi

a d ml 11 In-',

1 have atte mpted sorne faint yllmpse of some
few pn rt s of thin most copious n : 1 jrct,
lit
we have only hint opened the field In thin
Immense vision, wherein we may wander to eternity.
Dor, as Soth its duration and variety are In the
very natu re endless;
it requires eternity to
take the in creasing prospect. * . .
Simila r confer sions were made
S a l e h , and
suc-rect

Park mar..

":ol yoke,

by '’olyoke,

for example,

planned

some practical appll cat lorn of Jesus*

aval rust the Pharisees.

to

warn ing

-ut ha ^ar/ildlv conceded

as the Pharisees were numerous
nr.d hence time did not

Phillips,

that

so were their dort r i p e n ,

permit a "particular Portion

of them." "J|
hr a--a in,

Park man acknowledged

twice that

time

or excellency did not allow him full opportunity
develop an Idea.

"It would not

wit hi n my narrow Limits
whole

he very

easy to comprise

so extensive a subject,

,
’hrlstlnr. C hi i p-nt 1 or., " he observed.

minutes

later he decided

a parti cul ar argument,
^Prince,

p.

° ^ I b i d .. p.

to

as

Javeral

to abridge his treatment

savins,

the

"these Articles

of

I must

27.

If.

^^Jolyoke, p. r' ;
Park man, pp. 11, ?>'.

Phi 11 Ids,

p.

7?;

halch,

pp.

11 -12;

1°1
nt this Time wave the proper Fn Inurement upon.
:olyoke,

Pnrkrnr., nr.cl the others may have Increased

their audience's
competent

Inpress Ion of then as Intellectually

persons who possessed a virtual reservoir of

kr owl ad re— so much In fact
failed

. .

that the Convention or'easier:

to allow sufficient time for their lmpartlnr

of this Information.
Ore ^ 1r n 1 s 1nr. of the mental astuteness possessed
hy these speakers was
discourses,

the relative tdrorourhr.ess of their

’
J hile Cotton

'lather nnd John

'inrnard admitted

t hr t thel r sermons did not exhaust tk e topi r. under
c nr." 1 d e r a 1 1 o n ( they we r e apparently t horourhly prepared
a.s 1'oth surras t ad additional
listeners

source:' whl ch. their

could consult for further lnslrhts Into the

specific subject.

Peter Thacher quoted or alluded to

more than sixty hcrlptures lr. developing only the
first point of his lesson.
documentation probably
In his preparation,
comprehensiveness
:ie noted that

Juch superfluous Jcrlpturnl

Implied a certain completeness

John 'Inmard also Indicated a

in his study for the Convention address.

"after tine most laborious

the htnte of the Primitive Thurch,
churches consisted
Finally,

Prince's

Inquiry/ Into

It appears that the

of' particular Conrrcrn 1 1 o n s . . . . "
excessive explication of the nature

of the Klnrdom evinced a skillful yrasp of the subject
" r’Pa rkmnr., Joe.

c 11 .

1R2

and

probably

enhanced

his

lna^e an an astute and know-

ledp eab le minister. p 6

Vat erials of Mxperi ence
Since the time of Aristotle rhetorical
have

s u p v p s ted

critics

that a public speaker car Influence ills

l i s t e n e r s ’ beha vio r by relating his so ugh t-a fter response
to their attitudes,
have vari ously

values,

labeled

su-'h audience

as pathetic appeals, *
of experience,"

P Q

nnd

coals. ^

Writers

characteristics

"emotional appeal s ,

"topoi

vational w a r r a n t s , " 1^

or " e m o t i o n s . "

and

of Acrrinan values,"
values,

i.e.,

needs,

lit regard less of the appelation,

is little d i s s i m ilarity

in the overall

these critics advocate,

namely,

"materials
"moti
motives,
there

t lies is which,

that men can be persuaded

Q/
° Cot ton Mather, p. h d ; John i h m n r d , p. lQ i
Thacher, p a s s i m ; John Vimnrd, p. ?;
Prince, pp. S-17.
ft'?
!Lester Th on soon and A. Cralv 'inlrd,
Speech
Crlti c l s m i The Development of Standards f or Rhetorlcal
Appra l sal
(hew York i ITie Ronald Press C o m p a n y , 1 9 ^ 8 ),
rh
.
t** oS *J•
QP
Robert Oliver,
The Fsycholopy of P e r s u a s 1ve
Speech
(2d ed.;
hew v orki
Dnvld McKay Company, Inc.,
1 9 < ^ ), p. ?_6U.
q^’lance,

Ralph,

' ^ ’Ic C r o s k e y , pp,

and

Wlksell , Chapter 7b

129-112.

^^-Ddward Rop-ve and Janes C. Chlnpr,
Advanced Publlc
5 peaking
(h'ew York i holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1966), pp. 66-70,

1«3
to follow a specific course of action when that behavior
la allp-ned with thei r predispositions to react n e g a 
tively or po sitively
or Idea.

toward some object,

condition,

QP

The following
by the Convention

section considers methods

employed

speakers to Influence their listeners

through various appeals

to the materials of experience.

Alt ru lsm
.'Several speakers

sought to Influence their listeners*

^ehav lor by a p p e a l i n g to their altruistic desire to be
of assi s t a n c e

to others.

Cotton Mather focused

theme th roughout his discourse
various

services ministers

consequences
Typically,

on this

by enumerating the

could render and

the glorious

of a life dedicated to serving humanity.

he pleaded with his fellow ministers as followsi

A .iervant of COD must pursue the Welfare of his
N e i g h b o u r a labour to be a ilcsslng in his Neigh
bourhood t yea, as much as blessing to the Publlc
as nay be with GOD*s leave obtained.
A Kindness
Is a .Gervlce.
. . .
If we are Kind unto Men,
out of a Respect unto CCD, we serve not Them only,
but CCD also. In what we do. . . . You must
labour to be Useful M e n . . . . Kave a matchless
Relish for all Actions of b n l g n l t y . . . .
It
must be better unto you to Give than to R e c e i v e .
You must In y o u r several Places Be concerned Tor
the Good of the P u b l l c . . . . Our Glorious Lord
says,
T know thy
GLR7ICZ, when he sees a N.nn
doing there Things.
Ch.*
that we were all inflamed
with a Zeal to do such tilings.
Oh!
that we were
..✓on swallowed up with the Zeal of being u n i v e r 
sally s e r v l c e a b l e ! ^3
q ? T b l d . . p.
^Gotten

by.

Mather,

pp.

lfll*
’lat h e r 's nor and ''jay also urred ministers to be
concerned about

their care for the church.

the y o u n g e r Mather preached

specifically,

that ministers should be

Interested not only for the well-belnr of the flock but
also

for their future

salvation.

They ourht

cerned for the church's numerical
the rood qual ities

expansion as well as,

of those admitted to memb ership and

their spiritual growth,
noted

to be c o n 

he urred.

bimllnrly,

hay

that a pastor's, ser.sl 1 1vl ty to the members'

being would affect his
for the rood
a difficult

of his

prenchlrr.

Pnr Instance,

sometimes

listeners a preacher would withhold

or hard

truth which at

that moment

be ur.av le to tear because of their spiritual
Moreover,

well

if a preac her stressed

they

mlmht

immaturity.

such doctrines,

observed

Tay , his efforts nlrht hinder his members* a dherence to
more

"Mecessary

Truths and

the Practice of breaker

bu tier. "
While the Mathers and
ministers

could perfor m

of the help clorrymen
laborers
and

should

to the laity,

pray

ourht

parti cul arl y
^kumuel

pastors

he admonished,

"render the Ministerial

Traces of others as useful
clergymen

Williams spoke

:ror instance,

for each other,

bp earner to

the services

could be to one an o t h e r as fellow

in the Klnrdom.

should

bay specified

as possible,"

to praise and

endowed
Mather,

and

they

lifts find
Additionally,

encourare those who were

with ministerial
pp.

could

l '- l " ;

lay,

talents and avoid
p.

If.

Iff

envy nnd

jealousy,

Vinnlly,

they ourht to unite together

in testifying against the enemies of Tod's kinpdon.
Williams maintained
clerfpvrnen eould
r or non

that through nil of these notions

render an invaluable service to their

cnu re. u c

John

a m and expressed

concern that ministers

realize fun duty to honor Jesus in nil endeavors and to
"lay ourselves out in suitable .Torvlce therefor."
Throwch such self-denial,

he preached,

pastors would

demonstrate a genuine concerr. for the "Welfare nnd
> T

ou ri shl nv " of their particular eon xreva 1 1or.s ,

eonstnntl"

on; the

"watch for our

or e anot her to Love,

nnd to rood

If a minister expected
tively,

he had to

h e

i n n

Joule, our encou ra .'1 re
Work s, . . . " 4>'

to serve his mer'-ers effec

1‘:ecos!Pwell acqunir.tel with the:1;,

reasoned Iorlr.tr.

To serve their needs — whether enl 1 ruter. 1ny

the U ' r o r a n t , strengthening the weak,

hen line the splrlt-

u n 11y d 1 stemp e r e d , preserving the temp ted , or comfortirv
the d 1sconsolate--n
know his flock.
sue*; pastoral

pastor necessarily had to ret to

Visit wit!; reorders, urred Lorlr.c;

calls a minister could help 'y instructing,

” exhort 1..y , roprovlny,
nr: ! c r-;c.

clwirfhns, waralng,

irv ;i;; the;- -re the Co on si on."

could also he an en courn cement
^Wil lia ms,
^Johr

it;

pp,

•arnard,

11 - lh,
pp.

U-jl.

counselling,
Treachers

to t hoi's fellow elerrynen

lkf
by vi siti ng with thsra, Lorinr noted.

In those Meetings,

especially those of "larcer nnd proper Numbers,"
minis ter s

could

"s trengthen the heart and

the

'lands of each

other In the Work of the Lord" through "Mutual Advice,
.Support,

i'frournronor.t,

Towns or d also
min isters

could

bo of assistance

Convention
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message

clergymen could

pray

Intercourse. "

O

In

lines from Williams'

in support

each other,

"Injured,

< '

v/ays in vdilc h

to each other.

of his

for one another,

enrourav e

when one was

’
''’rottenly

survest.ed additional

fact he nuoted nearly

comfort nnd

nnd

reproached,

and

Kellef

counsel,

that

advise,

offer moral

support

arrd slandered,"^

"any of t lie speakers, made t •m l r so:; t e >:p 1 1 c 1 t
appeals

to altruist-: in pleadlnv for ront .ri but 1 ons to

support

impoverished

these fund

rni s sionarl es .

raising appeals

Ihflunrv observed
avement

from others

difficult
of the

follow.

that

monetary

provided

’’lnlsters wl:o faced

A few examples of

support and

ercour-

significant a ssis tan ce to

opposition,

especially those

lr.

places who find wore tfiere on the encouragement

Tonver.tlor. and

Its promises to provide aid.

Ipenklr.r to the laity

present

in his audience,

khauncy

sa I d ,
T doubt not, that you will
Act of Piety.
We ’
s ave had

^Yorlnc,

■/J

pp.

Townsend,

IP,

pp.

TO,

r-'J.

'3r .

Join with us In this
experience of your

1 ••• ?

kindness In
present one
ality.
May
freely srlve
Manuel

former Collections, and trust
will be enlarged through your
we all both the Ministers and
as we have freely received. .

Mather appealed

the
liber
People
. .

similarly to the laymen presentt

Ve ear.not hit hope and expect, that our "more
able," as well as kind, "People" who are now
a m e n t l e d In the house of the Lord with, us, will
"cheerfully unite with us" their Pastors, ar.d be
"ready to distribute and wllllny to connur.lo r t e , "
In order to "continue the Preaching" of the Cou pe1
In none poor Places, that are not able to support
It, and even to "carry It even to urvosp el1 red
Placrs, "

Emulation
A second wny in wh 1 ch timnc spea)■:ers sou s ht tn .-air
predetermined
appeals

responses

to ministers

to their mesonres was throurh

present to follov; the nxasple of

Jesus or the apostle Paul.

Mor example,

'kiy pleaded.

with his fellow pastors to pattern their lives after
Christ, who cane to seek and save the lost,
the diseased,

hind up the broker.,

comfort the dl stressed .

strengthen

exhort the weak, and

In such acts of service,

noted Cotton Mather
the more we wa 1 k as _he LJesus ; walked ; the more
such a vlnd 1 s In u s , as there was In him.
The
more Jood we do, the more we are Mollowers of the
food O n e , nnd have "is Irnaye upon us, ""
Chauncy,

u.

p.

11.

Of.

'Pucker, p. 1°.

■*-^°:iamuel Mather, p. 10.
Of. Lorlnf,
11;
'land, p. 13 ; dalch, p. 40.
1010ay,

p.

11.

^^dof.ton Mather,

pp,

11-14.

p.

3°;

'lay,
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Since the "most Invidious part of their Work"
Involved rebuking and censuring offenders, said
Williams, ministers ought to possess great amounts
of prudence and fidelity while Imitating "the meekness
and gentleness of Christ" In such a task.
urged preachers to emulate

Lorlng

Jesus * teaching method of

drawing Illustrations from common elements of the
hearers*

lives.

Specifically, said Lorlng, ministers

ought to accommodate "themselves In language, Images, and
methods as well as In the depth of their argumentation
and refinement of their metaphor to the capacities of
their hearers."103
Paul was also portrayed in these sermons as an
object of ministerial emulation.

For example, Lorlng

advised the adoption of Paul's main sermon theme, the
conversion of sinnersi

"this excellent Pattern and

Example ministers are to Imitate."

Appleton also spoke

of Paul's preaching as he urged pastors to follow the
apostle's example of one who based his sermons entirely
on the simple plain truths of Scripture.

Townsend,

Balch, and Rand specified Paul's attitudes as worthy
of imitation by these Congregational preachers.
cularly,

Parti

emulate his behavior In prayer and fidelity

to responsibility, they preached.

The Joy and comfort

of Paul's life ought to motivate strongly ministers
l°3willlams, p. 1 2 1

Lorlng, pp. 44-4*j.

lhy
to 1 i vo an P a u l , ur^ed

'lalch*

Unity
A third

basis for moti vat ion which appeared

Convention addresses

In the

wan the appeal for unity anions all

mini sters an well as arsons relh-dou;’
, people generally.
William

and

Townsend nreaehed of the need

preachers

to he

klncdon.

Acc ord ing

wavs

to p r o m o t e

Jointly

concerned about n lvarnlnr

to Williams,

at leant

the k i r c l o 1^ weva throurh

"united

mini ntern*

thoce whl e h obstruct

the Kingdom of Ch T’l st and

hmt,

that

of it."

"united

hirhiemore,

nlercycen

were united

(?)

"hope

Work shall

Jp.nun wan honored

in their
and

that the

)nslren nnd

(3) unity

she 11

mve

be carried

c.h 11

endeavors

in thiat

(1) unity

be successfully forwarded,"

to advance ids’ Klr.ydon,

" hn couracremen t that th.e Work of Christ

or. nr.d his Kingdom promoted" when the

10 b

from a negative viewpoint

in his

"-Dhn si 7.Inc the destiuctlve nature of

divisions anor.r clergymen,

p.

the very

"when his ministers are united

reasoned

for unity.

the

in their effort a nerved

ministers of that day were dead.
Townsend

Players

Tentl.nony ncalr.nt

he preached,

an a matt er of comfort to all ministers
cave

hod's

two principal

for one anot her " and

Prosperity

for

^ ^ L o r l n p -, l o c . c 11 . ;
Talch, p. ?r
-land,
7 ° C'Wl 1 linns , pp.

12,

he said that disunity deprived

d

Appleton,
, 21.

ld-]^.

p.

W;

Townsend,

190

the ministry

of certain

w h l c h made life nore
successful.

"helps" and

comfortable and their labors

Moreover,

he noted,

Satan's kin rd om was promoted,
earth were harmed

strife,

indirectly
and

"noise and

preachers

comfort

would
and

to assist,

similarly

urred

his

llrh.t and

9 ir.ee "we fire all arreed
Verities

of the oracles

"*■^ T o w n s e n d , p.

^°'9av,
.

encouraye,

that treat work

flourished."''0

"c ompa ratively

p

ourht to

strer.rthen,

he predicted

prior to 'lay's me.snare 9 lark
fellow preachers

unity am on r all mini sters

p

he nrmied,

if unit;.' arm! peace prevailed

Only twelve months
had

in that

relationship of elorrymen to

or.e another.

he a r ronpl 1 shed

. . .

carry the messare of pence

to one another,

motiv ate them to unite,
and

which

if they were rot. at peace amor.-■

The special

the church and

by lament 1nr the

treat Awakerlr.r and particularly

he reasoned,

th emselves?

for unity

the Peace of the Churches"

:ow could

to others,

Interests on

failed to unite.

11 a m o u r of Controversy,

rreatlv disturbed
period.

and Christ's

discord which >ind erupted amory

clergymen dur lrr the
the

more

hod was d 1s h o n o r e d ,

w h e n e v e r ministers

Cay appealed
schisms,

"advantages"

?

' - I 1? .

pp.

b'h

to restore

hy d e-emph.a si ml nr their
inconsiderable differences."
Ir. the m e a t

of hod,"

find substantial

he reasoned,

"suppress

9,

'11.

9f.

bamuel

Vainer,

1 91

fill bitterness of Zeal,

anti prevent Its breaking out

Into open Contests and Oppositions,"

1 OP

Love
Appeals for unity wore similar to those made by
the speakers
base all

\n

er.rou ravl r.i.- their fellow ml r.l s t e rs to

thel.r art Ions on the principle of love.

Cotton Mather's

joth

Idea of the "servant-ml r.l s t a r " and

Walter's of the "faithful minister" were predicated
on the belief tvat

love for Cod,

was the predominant
Love for Cod,

Jesus,

nr.d humanity

rha raster 1 stl e of a preacher.
observed

1 O'J

‘
filch, was 1 est expressed

In a. s t r 1 o t. a d h e re r.c e to t ru e a r. i pure re 11. -1 o n ur:d
Par knar: rioted that Cod's blessings were available only
when ministers demonstrated
brotherly

love,

■'lnai.lv,
a 1w a y s
order
tude

deliver
to

were

hardly

sinrere attitudes of

Loc>e
his

achieve

^ n 'J'llnr!:,
'Cotton

his

p.

res saves

maxima:::

nlrslrv,

expect

s u r g e s ted

he

In

a

a

preacher

spirit

of

effectiveness.

believed

listeners

to

that

the

respond

s!;Ould

love

If

it:

this

atti

minister

could

fa v o r n L I v , ^ ^

'
r'‘b.

"at her,

^ n bl!o'1:, p. lu;
Cr . 'Murker, p. 1'h
111Lorke,

that

p. hi.

£!£,•

c 1 1.. ;

Pnrkmar,

'Waite*',

pp.

on,
%

e 1 t..

3 0-32.
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:Lnpnlness
Perhans a r-onilzance of "van's dosirp and search
for happiness prompted sone of the Convention speakers
to talk of peace,
Instance,

security, and happiness.

For

Cotton Vat her expressed h.l r vel lef that a

ran of service
happiness

joy,

rerelved peace and joy nr.d actually found

In the a nan ran re that he was dolr.ir a job well,

M To LI vc ''sefully t \

f Q LI ye Pleasant l.v , " he maximised.

The way tn joy and happi resr, he said, was throurh
"Actl vl ty , Ac 11 y 1ty , In the Cervl cn of ccj, nr.d his

T
.
, ,,112
People.
'irllarly,

th'!. preacher! that piety was tanta-

scurt tr hnppln.ess or. p/irt1; and eternal happiness
heaven,

In

ipenklr.r to non-Chrl stlar.s lr his audience,

Phi 111ps concluded
ness was found

that the sinner's only hope for happi

In Jesus,

the source of all f e l l c l t y . ^ ^

Chauncv never cu.wcsted specifically that happiness
was the reward of a .rodly ran and an effective pulpit
speaker,

'ut he stronrly implied such a conviction by

s t r e s s i m actions a minister should take in order to
avoid

contempt and disfavor.

Tr. other words,

If a man

followed C hnun cy1s advlee on how to avoid unhappiness,
Cot ton Lather,
l^hnlch,

pp.

n. Id,

k t 27 |

Phillips,

p.

1 91

l,p could
proiuct

rpnsor, that happiness was a significant byof mjch behavior.'*'"^
Materials of Development

Don vent. 1 or? speakers sought
tations

si par,

cor.vlriclnr, and

use of several Developmental

to make their p r e s e n 
1n t o r e s 1 1nr through the

materlnlr> i

those found

and used by the speaker ar.d those created
"nterlals

found and used

Qu otations and examples,
nassnres

referred

to,

y

by tine speaker.

liv tee sneaker Include
definition quotations are

repeated,

or adduced which, a

sn eake r employed to "Illustrate, support, nr expand a
1 I^
point,
k
'y far tiie 'u:stp most frenuer:tly quoted by
the

"on vent Ion preachers was the

men as well as their audiences
lnerrant aut hority
vntlonal

In all

d Vilr which to these

represented

phases of life.

the final,
As Donvre-

e lorry men they were fully c.onvlpt ed that Derlpture

was

the

k e r i m l n r and

and

delivery.

a ddr esses at

endlr.r of all sermon preparation

Levy observed
that

that the doctrine 1’or pulpit

time always orlrlnated

In b^rlpture and

all proof rested In the Jlble.
ho opinion on
any natter-~thoolop-i c a l , moral, political, p r a g 
m a t i c — had any value unless It could he supported
hy definite Dcr 1 ptura 1 referer.ces ; in fact to
listen to Ideas for which the speaker did not
^ ^ f h a u n c v , pp.
^ ty.hnce,
^^

ld-lG .

,
Ttalph, and

Ibid. , p.

91.

’Vlksell,

pp.

'Vl-9k.

t;
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sincerely believe he had Scriptural sanction
was to sin,
Levy's analysis of Congregational preaching Is
limited to the period prior to the origin of the annual
Convention addresses.

Nevertheless,

is applicable to the sermons

her description

studied here.

Briefly,

these twenty-one discourses contain nearly 850 citations
of Scripture or an av erage of approximately forty per
sermon.

This figure excludes those Biblical quotations

which were apparently deleted In the actual presenta
tions but were nevertheless Included In the published
texts,Thacher

outranked all others In the number

of Scriptural citations
104 references,

In a Convention sermon with

all but seventeen from the New Testament.

Not far behind were Phillips with seventy-eight quotations
and Prince and Gay with seventy-three each.

Apparently,

these speakers were following the advice of Cotton
Mather who said In the first extant Convention messaget
Let us the n Replenish and Hlnbellish our Dis
courses with the most substantial Divinity 1 For
the Dishing out of which, let the Preachers seek
out accept a bl e W o r d s . Wherefore always provide
pertinent Scriptures for every Paragraph.
The
Voice of th e Lord speaking In them Is full of
ma Jesty.^ ^

^i^Levy,

p*

H ® C l a r k , for example, apparently quoted more than
slxty-flve passages but the printed copy of his address
Indicated that neary fifty additional references were
a mo n g ap proximately twenty-two pages of deleted material.
ll^Cottoii Mather,

p. 31,

1 9 r,

The

speakers

Gamuel
Rand*

who

''athar,
four,

ten,

nore

in the

appropriateness
a means

no t

his

sermons

of th e

Chnuroy,

than

in the q u e s t i o n
to the

speak e r s *

only a n t i c i p a t e d

’
c ut a l s o
use of

1 r. t h e s e

that

ed l y

influenced

P e r ’:lns,
of

who,

m i n i s t e r s at

by th e

1 r. his

hhc- Usk

of the

The

pulpit

kmlpturnl

time

olerryman,

avoid

perk lr.s a d v o c a t e d

citing

secular

sources

as
support

were u n d o u b t 
William
Tr:e A r t e

speaker si

''umane wl sd ome must be con cealed, w h e t h e r
be in the m a t t e r of t:ue sermon, or in the
s e t t i n g f o r t h of the words,;
b ec ause the
p r e a c h ! np- of the word is the T e s t i m o n y of
--------- ----Tod . . .
Mo reov er,

Convention

considered

r o c u l a r preac.hln;.’
- manual,

P r o p h e c y i n y , advised

end

L lctenerc an

ideas.

hierhlv n n p r o p r l a t e nr. e x t e n s i v e
se rmon s.

eitrht,

the n u m b e r of S c r i p t u r a l

citations

th e

i n c luded

text.

important

of a d v a n c i n g

audiences

ten or f e w e r p a R R a K o u

L o c k e and

including

Perhaps
quotations

cited

that

preacher

it

generally

lr. t h e i r s e r m o n s ;

'Wherefore n e i t h e r the wor ds of arts, n o r Tr eok s
and I ^ t i n e p h r a s e s and q u i r k s must be I n t e r m i n 
gled in the sermo n,
1.
They d i s t u r b s the m inds
of the a u d i t o r s , that they- cannot: fit t hose
thi r d s w h i c h w e n t a f o r e w i t h those tha t follow.
2.
a s t r a n v e w o r d h i n d e r e t h the u n d e r s t a n d i n g
of those thi rd s that a r e spoken.
1,
It d raws
the m i n d e a w a v from the pur p o s e to some o t h e r
mn 11 e r *
'ere a l s o the te 1 llr.tr of tales, an d al l p r o f a n e
and r i d i c u l o u s s p e e c h e s must he omi tte d. ^
^ ^ P CMam brl d re , Rnvland t

John

Leynte,

IbOJJ,

p.

f-VO.
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A l t h o u g h the e xc e s s i v e Biblical al l us i o n s were
a p p r o p r i a t e to the C o nv e nt i on audience,
to d e t e r m i n e h o w u s e f u l
li steners as a means

It Is difficult

the citations were to the

of u n d e r s t a n d i n g the sermon better,

Periiaps many of these quotations were only marginally
c o m p r e h e n d e d as the speakers customarily

leavened

" un c ri t ic a ll y " t h e i r Convention a d d r es s es with Biblical
ref e r e n c e s , ^-22 f o l l o w i n g the seven teenth century pulpit
p attern of ci ti ng text
slightest

followed by text

p o ss i b l e am o un t

the pure w o r d might

*'wlth the

of added comment,

so that

reach men un p ol l ut e d by human

a d d i t i o n s , "123
The speakers
the

Biblical

materials.

em p loyed various methods of Including

r ef e re n ce s

In the sermcns as

supporting

Most did not quote verbatim each source

but ra t he r wove the specific words of the pa ss age with
t h e i r own l a nguage into a composite style w hich appe ars
c lear and

I mpressive to the m o d e m

a m o n g others

cited the exact book,

of each r e f e r e n c e

reader.
chapter,

Hand
and verse

In his address but chose not to quote

any part of the p a r t i c u l a r passage.

A typical method

of s u p p l y i n g S c r i p t u r e to develop key Ideas a p p e a r e d in
L orlng*s

sermon.

The basic pattern Involved three

122Atklns a n d Fagley,
123Mltchell,

p.

p.

3?^*

101.

1 2 ^ c f . C o tt o n Mather,

££.

clt. r

Thacher,

0£.

clt.

1U7

step:i i

(1 )

diately

cite

thought,
'■’o r

state

vnrloim

and

( 3)

example,

head

under

ness

of

he

no

to

he

Scriptures

In

idea,

’T r . l s t r y

support

support

for

" ’T h a t t h e

is a m i

that
comments,

each

sub

Tini

'.Vork a n d

h o w it

out ht

to

be

follows"

Prnaohlnr
Tl T i m o t h y h i l - 2 ,
I l o r i n t h i a n : : 1 i1 d
1,

of

imme

ar.plificatory

hbllcal

main

{?.)

developed,

additional

supplied

los pel

discharged"

idea

offer

hi:: f i r s t

t !:e

A.

the

John

,' 1 »1 ‘- 1

,

hen u i r e n e n t s
a,

d i v i n e k n o w l e d g e a n d u n d e r s t a n d 1 r.r
k e e l e s i n s t c s 1 ? id, " a t t h r w I'Jitn
(1 ) ’' e n e f i t o of s u c h
r e w l ed re
' a t t h o w r ilh,
I Tl'votuv
i i2
study

T

c.

prudence

d.

dlllver.ee
(1 )
(2)

Timothy
and

b i l ' 3 - l r',

skill

find

II

with

spend

and

all
be

II

spent

I

2

1

1r
f i 1?

Timothy

strength

} i 1 V’

Timothy

Timothy

sedulity

l n v,o r

II

I

Tl m o t icy

ft 1 /

lorlnthlanu

12 i• 1 "
■r e n s i o n a 1 1 v ,
authoritative
authors

well

^

1^
t e x t of
present

1

Tore v ere t i o n

statements

^ellvious

m a t e r i a 1« *

suri

the

’
-’n r

l-novm

of

works

Instance,

eolonlal

r’L o r l n r , p p .

--d,

speakers

the!?'
for

fellow

ministers

additional

they

q u o

elervymen

ted

as

relied

the

or

developmental

statement r

John

on

■'ottor.,

by

Ik ona:;

11-12,

C n l y t h o s e s o u r c e s s p e c i f i c a l l y c i t e d in the
the convention addresses are considered
in t h e
d i s c u s s ! on..

lh p

voxcroft,

and

more ofte n
an

Dr.

In crrnn e

to v a r i o u s

Joh n

Owen,

Mnthrr,

'owever,

religious

notables

Puritan

divine,

they refer red
In

nurope such

volu m i n o u s

writer,

s to t esmar*, "ueh Loti nor,

-ichor of Worcester,

and

-an jo:: in ':ondley,

■ oi'I m ! ”ef oro.e r , and

"■amor.

The r.on-At.ert car

in the

"’o n v e n t l n n a d d r e s s e s

teenth

century

1O 1^

br.vlnr.d. *'

dissentient

In

authorities,

the-

sum

c

o

m

m

"Our

in
e

n

t .

preceded

'flxtpr,"^ J the

"oious

1 earner!

As a d d i t i o n a l

11 !V;i1

pious

suppo rt

Chryso stom ,

Josephus,

arid

^

'tori nr,

11-o 'Lwur.cy,
^

Pa r

p.

21.

p.

11,

r., p.

Id.

p.

to

follewim
from
food

'axteri
r-ja: ,

Jr.

and

the

inxter. " ^

ideas

Co nvention

"art in. Luther,

'hi'pror Lheod os 1 u s ,

Cc .

:J1

of

^ertullian,

Von-relitri ous sources

Ivttins,

wither,

o'- t h e s e

referred

the

1 2”1
Cf.
uvh Lartin,
Pu r 1 to n 1 s n and
(Londoni
CC " Press, I LL, 1h Lh ),
1' Cot tor.

cited

e c c 1e s 1a s t i c a 1 scholars

suc h

of Caesarea.

nr.d three

Lr.

of

seven

loose

writer,"'*-^'

for their

the pa--t as
:!useMus

as

w rea t

learned

from

and

the

ta t e v e r t s o u s t e d

p rea chers quot ed
John

Laxter,

speakers

fashion

and

and

dshor

the Ch urc h of

enhance

Convention

*’a t o u ’' ' i n d . c r , " ^ ’

"eminently

to

c n n p l 1x e n t a r y

v,Th1 Pt

<,

diehard

mem b e r

ju: a t t e m p t

ppcil'r

preacher

source :io:l. f’rrouontl y
was

and

cha rd

included
-ereon ,

Axter

1d )

ant]

Justin."^'5
host.

were

of' t h e

’'t I r f ;

Ai’filr,

r e f t’rer.nor?

often

Levy's

their

appraisal

to

1.h o n e

idea:;
is

v.Te r e

secular
simply

sources

p n n i p i i m s p d . ^33

appropriatei

" o t o n! y d i d t ■ e a v e r a r p r e a c h e r ’" a te ■-pa r 1 n p
u s e o f f i s t o r l c a l ar.d l i t e r a r y ’■'pi'^rpr.cen, 'out
h e al s o r a v e a s t o r s o ly a s p o s s i b l e t h o s e t h a t
he did p e rmit himself.
A p p a r e n t l y the reasoning
’
■ e h i r.d t h i s p rn p 1 1 e e wa s t h a t t h e n o r e e h u o n t e <1
n p -1 h o r s o f h i s r o n <r r o ra 1 1 or: w o n 1 d a u t o ran 1 1 on 11 v
r e c a l l , p e r h a p s o n l v r o u A . l y , p e r h a p s with. s o r e
p x;i r. t i tu h p , t h e r o r t r v t o f t h e r u o t a t l or o r t h e
h e t n i l s o f t h e M r . c r f ' t p w i t h o u t ar.v ur.nop e s s a r y
iiplp f r o y t h e s p e a k p r j
a r.d t i:a t * 1'o s o 1 i : t <>r:pr:;
w i t h o u t f o r u i l ehi-oat I o n s h o u l d n o t h a v e t h e i r
m i n d s d i s t r a c t e d hy u n e s s e n t i a l d e t a i l s w h i c h
w n u 1 d y e a n lit t. 1.e t o t h o m . ■ ’‘f
for1ver. 1 1 o n
a r. s
in

urea ^ r s

serrors.

ministerial
nnrtlr.ulnr
r 1 p r e v yey.
or

secular

of

these*

a 11u s 1ons

.-'or p x a s p l e ,

a t t i t u d e s , they
'v

rdtlr.~r t h e

ought

to

save

personalities

references
the

■u-eclfl ■ 1 t■s ia i.■■r :■

were

apostle

and
who

the

In

t,h ” e e

creatine

customarily

idea

to

us oh

d p v p 1 o :i f u l l y

1 1 1 u -■t r a f 1 o n '; to
their

also

rev
of

themes

proper

developed

a

r h a ra ot e ri s 1 1 c whirr:

then

ytyfran.,'

possessed

brief

as

in

P a u 1 a s an

the

the

i hi l e a l
trait,

numerous

exaupIn

cf

host
succinct

exampinry

11?
J Josephus and :luse hi us were sources especially
recommended ’
”v Perkins, according to L^vv, pp. I'ff-l/'"'.
^ ^ *r>.rnn exceptions are noteworthy hern’. Frir.ee
nuo ted about 2 2 *3 words directly from Pus e hi us in a
total of eight citations and about 2 ir>0 words from John
Owen's Ohrlntlologln and Jhauncy quoted about 2 00 words
from 'diehard Laxter.
^ ^ I r v y , p . 11 u ,
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b e h a v io r

vcrau ne

s u f f e r l rif, ^ ^

lie

n a n 1 ^ e s t ed

th a n k fu ln e s s ,
l o t to r
l r d i s t r l o u s

we
th e
hy

p ’s d n v

th e

and
M ather

1 r.

lo n r e r t

e x n r-.p 1 e ,

he

th a t

of

he

a rs

r.o to w o rth y
1 r.

o f

s h o u ld

ll-.o, 1 r
h i a

sh o u ld

dolhr

al l

In d u s tr y ;

th ey

serm ons

be

n o r v lo tio n

r r llv lo v is

hen.aur e

th e

^

s e d u lo u s ly

nut; p o r t e d

In

C h r i s t . " ^ 1;*

m in is te r s

little

exam p i e r

1 1 1 u s t r a 1 1 o n . 1"

to

how

our

re J o in e d

h u n l 11 t y , ^

dedi n a tio n

th re e

re fe re n c e s

o f

I n b o r n —

minute

to

J e s u s , ^ ' f)

s p i r i t

b e lie v e d

Im a g in a b le ."

r e f e r r in g

a

t o t a l

t h e i r

every

.3 e r v l n o s

th o se

y l o r l f l e d

re p re s e n t

s tu d ie d .

For

ra 1d i

I wl 1 1 s t
An c 1o n t o .
abused I )
Oh 1 I d h o o d
hod.
.
.
q u a ln tln y
T P .e v s a i d

r r l e
o ut
Tt
s h a
P r iv e r .
, - - h i s
'r
.
V hnt a
h im s e lf
o f
h im ,

One s e r v l
ll
he t h e
ha— a r
he
o a s t
then
p ro press
w ith
a l l
In p e nlu m

n ea f 1 e man a r . o r r
th ie
E x c e lle n t,
(h u t
how
war P io u s
from
h is
an
h a b ita tio n
o f
d id
l i e .m a k e l r . a c th a t
was th e n
K n o w a b le .
s u f f lc le h a t
ad
o m n ia

p e rd ls c e n d a .
how f r e q u e n t
w ere th e
S c h o la s t1c
h xe rc 1sos w h ich
he p e rfo rm e d !
E v e ry
D a .y > I k n o w
n o t
how m any.
d ir e
T re e 1 1 s e s w r i t t e n
hy h im ,
how
In ry e
th e
O n ta lo v u e !
how o f t e n ,
how o f t e n ,
d id
he
set a p a rt
w h o le
D n^s f o r
P ra y e r w ith
h a s 1 1 n ,-r
b e fo re
th
d e v o tin r
In te r v ie w
o u rh t
to
th e

^

e
L o rd !
And s o m e tim e s
h is
V l y l l s ;
a wood
p a r t
o f a h ly h t
u n to
h lr
h e a v e n ly
s .
The d e p u t a t io n
o f th a t
w ondrous
M an.
he r e s c u e d
from
th e
V ro r.rs
w ith
w h ich

I n i q u it y

“' C o t t o n

^ ^ k a l c h ,

I b l d

2.)\

p.
p.

. . p.

^ ^ T h n r.h e r,

^a n O o t t o n

m any

M ath er,

^ ^ 7V a l t e r ,
T^

o f

p.

Ares

has

k ?_;

Than h e r ,

V I 11 l a m s ,

1 rJ .
23.

p.

l tt.

father,

pp.

22- .'•*.

p.

o ve rw h e lm e d

1^.

p,

3.

I t .
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Several

Convention

comments about
from

for

statement
used

well

Ins tan ce,

as an

rot es

Illustrated

their

the minister's work with examples drawn

C c r l p t u r e as

lather,

p re ac hers

as

r e fe rred

example

while

s e c u l a r sources.
to Cice r o

Cot to n

In the

of nr. o r a t o r w h o

following

reportedly

sp ea k l n y t

And that o u r d e m o n s ray lave the mo re E n e r g y ,
h o w e v e r the cart of our -yes on our Cotes may
he indulged, w h i c h even rone of the g r e a t e s t anor.y
the do man Ora t o rs claim'd an Tndule-or.ee for (of
an O r a t i o n na d e hy a Cl r ero 1:1ms elf, w h o m they
call, The va t lie r of the Roman j d o g u o n c e , when
It was a ve rv l o n e one. . . u
The m e t h o d s and
we re

cited

liy A p p l e t o n

the

type

ize

Cor.o rerat 1 onal

and

example

felt

of p u lp it

th/it

the

s p e a k l n w wh i c h
ministers!

pri m e

men

voal

to obey

'o

not ed

consideration

od io u s and

of

salvation,

and

ouvht

and

their

the
true

to

of Ct

the

motives

of

sin,

enc ou ra teamen t hod

other Scriptural

lu't1 -Id . . n. 3'*.

arguments

Pattern

to I m i t a t e . "

he aoh.leved

Importance

h np ulne ss .

of

'Pucker

reva 1 1 ona 1 p re ac hi ng —

ho d- - c o u l d

nature

D r e a r hi nr-

(d,«racttr-

"tills e x c e l l e n t

found
could

the u n r e a s o n a b l e n e s s ,

destructive

Paul's

Illustrations

th.at such a r g u m e n t s

of hod 1o s e r v i c e and

to seek

T o rino as

'Vrent" a r g u m e n t s and

yospel.
a

and

of the a p o s t l e

Lof Paul , m i n i s t e r s a r e

the

motivating
used

mo a t s

well as

In
the

reasonableness

of his

rrocr and

off er ed

In s e a r c h i n g
Locke u m o d

in the
he found

as

the

If m i n i s t e r s

to sinn ers
for

these

ministers

2 0?

to be aware of the fol low ing dangerous practices in
^ibliral

interp ret ati on

the sound
and

(?

(1) buildirr "conclusions on

j

of words without any support in their sense"

} enrarinp in hermeneutical

regard

to the ►.'ereml

customarily

"without

deslnr. of revelation.""* ^

Tr other aspeets
speakers

efforts

of the m i n i s t e r ’s work.
referred

'Ton vent Lr,

to the apostle Paul as ar.

illustr ati on of or.e who performed well the pastoral
resnor.s 1 1 i 1 11 1 em of t.each i nr , 1 ' d i s c 1 p 1 ih 1r.v, ^ l^' and
vl s 1 1 1 n v . *
'-e active

Tn sun nor t of his plea
i r. visit Ira*,

5?reel fi c rrouns
visits i

troubled,

Convention
Illustrations
theme

kevnoters used

Plljah as

pp.

widows,

that

Testament

of the third
Pnrkm.ar,

principal

for example,

Tr.nuroy,

p.
p.

Ji ’L o r i r>-, p .

In

the work was d 1 s cou rs ri n r , lie
prophets Jonah,

illustration;: of

^^Lorlnp-,

orphans,

similar Instances ar.d

studied.

1/[h
/Applet on, p.
lf-1" i Locke, pp.

ink

noor.

nt n 1 r t e ri a 1

the ardu ousn ess of the* ministry.

support of his view
the CId

:

find the linorierlv.

in development

preached about

cited

you rev, rich,

tempted,

in the sermons

cl er trymen

hot ton Vat her rote-’ the following

of reonle who we re aided

the el ierly,

’■erenved,

that

hod's
horir.r,

21.
3^,
1u,

.,
Tottsu. .Uit'.er, pp.

..

1 ■- t J.

Jeremiah,

and

servant;; who export on red
pp.

13-lU;

Tucker,
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dir' co u r a v f T e n t
Walter,
also

and

had

various

W i l l In nr

its

were

Townsend , for

and

1■e t o

then

an
,

.
J

example,

-|

hy
,

other

•which h e
find

these

that

to

creates

the

tue

of

and

help

clern'-

t.hen. s u p p o r t e d
1 no t a n n e r ,

wnlc!.

laymen

r h 11 d r at;

precedent
cf

the

fellow

specific

examples

ratcrlaht h e re a r e
own

that

wh! h

for

sucii

AhraLan,

the

vl d ,

artistry,
"for

the

no.ot

his

tvppo

of

the

t:
ui

main

*’i rds

development

hmce,

d o In.’ n o n c t h 1 r.,- n e w

two

srerL-'er

m a t e r i a l r of

dl s m s si or. c o n s i d e r s

part

holrh,
hr

creates

w it:, w r.a t he
t e riels

1 r: wn y

p o i n t s . T h e

comparison;'

and

causal

ma t e r 1a I c T'en t e d

’r,r t h e

studied.

folorlal
serror.

Ideas

stated

that

^

with

ihllcal

and support

r e Ia 1 1 o n s L 1 p>r a s

V';

t'ne

sun w a s t e d

strengthen

sneakers

or

'hnlrterr

y ;ir r a n a 1 n a nr 1 re 1 a t,1 r a

following

p.

laymen,

e n t e c r d :;lru" t h e i r

'\v h i s

"'a f e r i a l s ’
■'v

f 1 r.dr,

e 1 e r w y m a n 's w o r k

l*■/ir|

sow r e a r

dike ell

a

:,>ic.h s p o k e

stressed

hv

oltlr.r

In a d d i t i o n
f rn-

to

assertions

Illustrated

o 1noon

aspects,

a v a l l;i;'lc

h !la u n c y , T o w n s en d ,

that

aid--Jesus,

pa s t o r s

activity

and

of

renernllsed

r on Id

preached

positive

sources

".cn — wh, 1 ch
such

i r. tl.ol r end ea vor;;,

":ln I n t e r s

r u n t o m a r 1 ly

w i t ’1
, comparisons
sue':', a

Parlmn,
'/alter,
h r ’"'1,

practice

or

was

developf'd

their

similitudes,

I.evy

advised

hy

p. ??.\
u’h a u n e y , p. r J 't
pp. I d - l h j
'J1 1 1 1 m -.:;, p .
y- 1 p s , a i d

Wixsell,

p.

hnrtlr.

Townsend,
I1.

*‘ .

Luther,

2 Oh

t ::on - r ' ir r e r1 1. } o m 11 e t 1 <'
"jir.iiilu c ti o .

j

bhe

tRxis,

ar'i

Lofton

I'^ thp r'n

d e s o r l bed

th e

m e tho d

as

fo llo w s i

♦ . . the members of the nor.^re^a11 on were asked
to reoall some fact or incident that by ordinary
observation they knew to be Indubitable;
then
they were naked to apply to the somewhat lrtarw l ’h c concepts of roll "ion the practical truth
which they had lust re ro ,t i red an common know
ledge, ^ c°
Add i 1 1 nna 1 1 v ,

used

L " vy

c. a t e

<r

o r 1 r ed

t d :e

t y pe

in t ", ere sermons a s t ^.ort r e l a t e d

wo r 1 d , 1:’:'inn Kody,

dally

to

s i :;i i 1 i t u d e s

the p h y s i c a l

life nrd oe c■a>a 1 1 on , k 1s t;ory ,

i h]
and ^lne arts, 1

literature,

of

bone of these categories

apply

to the co’s n risers w h l eh h'onvont 1 on s prakers u t i 

lised

In t'.rl r a ] !*’e .' e .

* he

physl

e?i

1 vor l ’,

a rf considered

bully life and o'-cupn'i

appll'-s n. ,

and

1.1

story

1r, the followin'.;- discussion,

drc and ApDletor
a ro'ird ext cried
said

tv r.'irk'o?:': that

built

com.pa r 1 s on s.

that a " bo v e — 1 1 e

eminent ,vun 11 f i cn t ion

Tr. his lr.t. rcduct lor. bay

Iplrlt"was, "a
of

precepted a six point

their entire addresses

rep ■11 s 1 te ar.d

nlor.pnl ".lr.lster, "

he

then

development of his thesis by

rourarlnr f,prt'(
'dr. r na ra t. e T*1 s 1 1 c s of doves to ml r.1 s t err;.
A ft e r v'T'iefly ■■■en 1.1on 1n

a: si explain in," each dove-like

t ra 11 he applie'1 the s ua lit v t o r-1 r.1 s t,ers * 11 ves ,
instance,

I e o' served

1V JL e v v ,

p.

1

,

p.

1;

• P-

I

0h

that as doves were

t

)'h

1

*'f *

dor

"pure," that

? 0 r>

is,

the

or.ly

f'ler^yiien

clean

were

pos sp s s 1r e a
alno

to

ml nl st e r s i

heart,

the

’i n l t h v

following

hh rl st 1

ra It

to

i■1 f;vl f ’’ hi e

the

had

concerned

werr

'e

to

" h u n ’d.e nr.d
and

"noela-

for": ad

"rvilt. of

t.he

h::'l::

various

the

for

(Mia l i t t e r

1 mt>o rte r:t "dr t u t o r i a l

avoided

properties

and

qualities

^fntlp, "

eompa?'l r.c t h e

re 't\ r i1 r

hl"'self

"obvious

day

d r i r t p r s * 1 t ve r , A p p 1 e tor. wa s if’d c

ideao

Physical

connclence.

that, d h m l p l e . 1; vie re

"y

trait;-.

sincerity,

oo.mpanr 1 o n a t e, "

t V'.e w o r l d "

a n ’ 1 1 prh t to

r)ji m e t e r

of

o

sermon,

of

and

so

C'i'

tea eh ins

earth. " f>r'n^ " 1 1 e '■
.t
Appleton *

"nee>

sacrifice,

and

dove-like

" t e n d e r and

dpi rl t .

Tor

honesty

r:ilr.d , a n d

"! :a re:! ec s , "

c o n d o r .-'em 1 ve , "
’
■'le,

Tien of

op

pure

compared

suitable

only

a u pa r e n t

aphi 1 o n o p M

of s a l t

re 1t rea t m r n t

ar.dclal;n.ed

t h a t he

with, t! o:;e p r o p e r t i e s
hy

the

common

arc!

which

constant

■■ee of
Appletor.
as

lav

tion

of

in

mnhine

the

a p p 11 ca t 1 or
'•’o r
pp

example,
used

1«

t’o l l o w e d

was

un.v,

the

the

one
Its

of

quality

the

pp.

five

,

pattern

succinct

conduct

Dropertlp;;

exp; la n a 

nr: e x t e n d e d
of
of

nlnvyirrn.
s alt

r 1 1 mu la 1 1 ru- q u a l i t y . "

passim.
p,

A

r:re c e d e d

e h a ra c t e r a n d

"pur r e n t

^ c” ^Anpl e t o n ,

developmental

comparisons.

salt-ll>e
to

trie s a m e

vihlch.

5o '"ust ministers be lr. their PT’eachlnu, their
!£xhorta11 ons nni :(pproofs.
tlnlstera must not
content themselves v/lth a dead, dull, insipid
■wav of pr eaching and ad mini sterlnn Crd inane eat
hut thov must endeavor to perfor;n all in such a
’tanner an will excite the Attention of the People
and they will very much affect them.
. . . awaken
the Peorlc, and . . . prick then ever; to the
rt . . , It: cue}, a
with Pnr.i
,. . .as nnv' ~inone
W‘
men cm nr,
inwer or, -.er. s uirt
J 1*

wav

!txt end 11.v the comparison,
reasonable anourt

Appleton noted

of salt was useful,

non 11 cat inn on food v;ar: detrimental.
observed

ar. excessive
similarly,

he

i.e.,

k' also ro:::nn rrd

*’lve cunlitler of

o e n ’s lives.

vor example,

world

their tasK

in that

. .

hi sconrawament
and afford

and
t ha t

>;as "to enllvliter her in trie

fire

stronv, and convincing

Llrht

before

unon the birds of some Christians

Comfort

'baiter spoke of

a ssista nce Drenchers
rivlnm support

and to shew then

"to scatter the blonds of Larkne.sa and

LI edit and

'■’1 rally,

To rdrryv-

"to set the A r variants for the bo r 

. in a clear,

People,"

lirht

ministers w e n 1 lights of the

hoctrin.es nr.cl '.titles of Christianity,
the Path of Life,"

"sddresslnr the

1 l_:
r
'

Passions narretually,

the

while a

t h.at mi r.i st ers ouciit to ve awa rc of fpco^lnr

too "puroerJ " lr. th;elr

eal

that

received

to then ." ^ ^
the similarity

from Jesus and the llfe-

of a vine to its branches.

I b i d . , PP • 11-12.
Ibid., PP * 12--Id.
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century.

He noted,

for example, that while no Saducees

were alive In his day, the “Deists'* and "Free thinkers"
subscribed to teachings similar to those espoused by that
Jewish sect In the first century.

Or again, he compared

the Pharlslcal tendency to be Internally corrupt while
demonstrating a "high pretense to Devotion" to the
practice of outwardly pious Christians of his day who
abstained from drunkenness,

theft, fornication,

and

similar "scandalous crimes" and yet regarded the following
characteristics as trivial, unimportant qualitiesi
Idleness, dishonesty,

lack

of brotherly love, malice,

revenge, extortion, and fraud.
Levy's conclusions about comparisons used In early
New England preaching are appropriate for those employed
In the Convention sermons.
Abruptly Introduced, with little by way of pre
lude, they do not seem unpleaslng to the ear,
especially when It Is remembered that their
function was not decorative tut purely purpose
ful.
Even in their brevity, they occasionally
have the appeal of the picturesque or of the
pathetic;
nearly always they have a touch of
humanity about them.
The earnest preacher In
his pulpit Is truthfully presenting a bit of
life as he knows It or has read about It.
And
not content with having so Illuminated his point,
he still does not depend upon the understanding
of his listeners but always diligently explains
the application of his Illustration to the religious
Idea under dlscusslon.
A final type of developmental material created by
l 6°Holyoke,
i^Levy,

pp.

p, 1 3 0 .

19, 23-25.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since the raid-seventeenth century ministers of
Massachusetts Hay had customarily gathered in Boston
to participate In the activities associated with the
annual spring elections of the General Assembly.

Of

special Interest to the student of colonial oratory are
three key speaking events which occurred in the capital
at election time In late May and early June.

One of

the area's prominent pastors addressed the Incoming
legislature and another noted minister spoke cn the
occasion of the selection of new officers for Boston's
Artillery Company.

Just prior to the Inauguration of

the eighteenth century the third special event which
affected Bay clergymen was organlzed to coincide with
the occasion of the general and artillery election sermons.
Ministers had habitually met together since the
early days of the colony to discuss matters of mutual
interest.

But these gatherings remained virtually

unorganized until 1690 when the first ministerial asso
ciation,

the Boston-Charleston Association, was founded.

In less than five years the Massachusetts Convention of
Congregational Ministers was formally established as
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an outgrowth chiefly of the Boston-Charieston Association.
For nearly twenty-five years the Convention assembled
on election day— the last Wednesday In May— In the
home of the venerable Joseph Sewell to discuss topics
of religious concern.

Extant Information regarding Its

activities during this quarter of a century Is sketchy
at best but In 1720 the Convention decided to Invite
a minister to present a special address each year on
the occasion of their meeting.

Between 1721 and 1728

this keynote sermon was delivered only to clergymen
present at the assembly.
pragmatic,

However, altruistic, albeit

concerns prompted the Convention In 1729 to

Invite laymen to become part of the audience and the
setting of the featured speech shifted from Sewell*s
home to the adjacent Old South Church.
In keeping: with the Convention’s general goals
the speakers focused their addresses on the minister
and his work.

According to these spokesmen the chief

traits of a Congregational

preacher were knowledge,

prayerfulness, and piety and his principal work was
pulpit speaking.

Other ministerial obligations outlined

by the featured speakers included practicing church
discipline,

becoming well acquainted with the church

members by visiting with them,

catechizing children, and

seeking untiringly In every way to advance C o d ’s kingdom
on earth.
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An examination of the extant Convention sermons
preached between 1?22 and 1773 reveals that the clergy
men followed the contemporary practice of most Congre
gational preachers of organizing their addresses Into
three to five major divisions.

Generally,

the parts

were clearly labeled and separated by formal transitional
terms or sentences.

A statement and explication of the

Biblical text served usually for an opening for the
sermons studied with the bulk of the presentation
customarily consisting of a series of observations based
on the doctrine.

Next the speaker attempted to make

specific applications of these observations to the lives
of the listeners.

Closing remarks In the sermons Included

a brief restatement of the thesis, a short exhortation,
or occasionally an abrupt ending In which the speaker
failed tc indicate that the address was nearly completed.
The three themes dominating the sermons were the
qualities of a minister, his work, and the ministry as
a demanding yet rewarding occupation.

Generally,

the

speakers developed these topics In the following wayst
(1) a reliance upon their own reputation as competent
and credible sourcesi

(2) Identification of their

sought-after response with such attitudes and values as
altruism, unity,

love, and happiness and with religious

personalities highly respected by the listeners, and
(3) a dependence upon Scriptural and secular quotations,
allusions,

examples,

comparisons, and causal relation-
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ships In which the crucial causal link was usually
accepted a priori by the audience.
Six conclusions follow from the foregoing data.
First,

the origin of the Massachusetts Convention

of Congregational Ministers held annually during: election
week In Boston Is contested among historians.

Evidence

presented In this study supports the claim that the
Convention's genesis evolved In the mld-l690*s from
local ministerial meetings,
Charleston Association.
day,

principally the Boston-

Religious conservatives of the

eager tc fortify their position against encroach

ments of liberal theology,

saw In the formation of a

Convention a convenient way to provide a potentially
powerful voice for the cause of orthodoxy.

It was not

happenstance that the Convention selected Increase and
Cotton Mather--the persistent advocates of Kew England
orthodoxy--to preach the first two special addresses
In 1721 and 1722.
Secondly,

beginning In the late 1750*3 the Conven

tion seemed to shift from Its conservative base to a
more liberal stance which It maintained generally during
the remaining years considered In this study.^

When,

^Among the ministers studied at least, two, bharles
Chauncy and Ebenezer Gay, the father of American Unltarlanism, represented this liberal bias when they
addressed the Convention in 1 7 ^ and 17^6 respectively.
John Langdon Sibley,
Sibley* s Harvard G r a d u a t e s i
Blographlcal Sketches of Those Who Attended Harvard
College In the Classes of l^l?-lL72lj VT
T^oston i
Massachusetts- HIstorical Society^ T 9 4 2 ), 59.
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for example, conservative Joseph Sewell asked the
Convention In 175B to support a proposal which resembled
a loyalty oath to the Confession of Faith adopted In
1680, the proposal failed.

Ten years later he Introduced

the motion ap;aln but the assembly refused to even consi
der It. ^

That liberalism was firmly entrenched within

the Convention at least by 1765--and perhaps even a
little earlier— seems Incontrovertible.

In a reference

to the 177'? Convention historian Alan Helmert remarked
that "Calvinist Congregatlonallsts [_conservatlvesj • • •
had long boycotted these annual meetings.
Liberal tendencies are apparent also In the Con
vention* s selection of the annual speakers.

Amorim the

clergy studied, Armlnlans— the very group Edward Holyoke
had denounced In his 1741 Convention raessage^--f1lied the
pulpit In 1760, 1768, and 1773*^

Thus the Convention's

^Minutes of the Massachusetts Convention of Congre
gational
n 1sters. il 44, 83.
^Rellgl on and the Aaerlcan Mind 1 From the Great
Awakening to"T he Revolution
(Cambridge, Massachusetts!
Harvard University Press, T966), p. 120.
**The Duty of Ministers to Guard against the Pharisaism
and Sadduclsm o?^the Present~‘15ay
(Boston 1 T. Fleet,
Tftl), p. 2fe.
^William Haleb, John Tucker, and Edward Harnard.
Although the sermon Is not extant, prominent liberal
spokesman Charles Chauncy preached to the 1765 Convention
audience.
Perhaps Samuel Locke should be Included In
this group of ministers as well.
At least his 1772
Convention message was highly regarded among theological
liberals.
Sibley, XIII, 624.
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actions and speakers paralleled the movement In colonial
New England from "primitive Calvinism to eighteenth
century Deism or Unitarlanlsn.
Thirdly, most historians and critics of colonial
oratory have paid scant attention to the Convention whl le
demonstrating considerable Interest in the annual general
and artillery election sermons.
Justifiable.

However,

Such an Interest Is

the eminence of the Convention

occasion was due partially to Its proximity to these two
major speaking events during approximately the same
week In Boston.

Actually, the Convention completed a

trilogy of main events In late spring In which a Massa
chusetts clergyman was selected for a prominent pulpit
address.
Historian Daniel Boorstln's thesis that the sermon
represented the "focus of the best minds of New England"?
Is supported when the Convention speakers* credentials
are examined.

An intellectual dwarf or Inept pulpit

speaker was likely unacceptable to this august mlnlsterlum
whl cl*, selected some of Massachusetts * notables for the

annual message.

Certainly, those chosen were cognizant

of the honor of being the Convention 'e keynoter.

Since

the annual speaker directed his remarks primarily to his
^Samuel Eliot Mori son,
Three Centuries of Harvard,
1636-1936
(Cambridge, Massachusetts^
Harvard University
Press, 1 9 3 6 ), p. 84.
?The Americans 1 The Colonial Experience
Random-^Touse, T<57RT, p7” T2:----------- --------

(New Yorki
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fellow clerics.

It would seem that the Inevitability of

peer evaluation would have prompted him to present an
address par e x c e l l e n c e *
every sermon should

True to their commitment that

be sedulously prepared,

membership apparently

the Convention

sought to stress the Importance of

the principal address by selecting its annual spokesman
two years In advance.
A fourth conclusion

concerns the soclo-rellglous

commentary which the Convention messages provide on New
England life.

Two Implicit goals of these sermons were

to amplify and vivify

the doctrine of ministerial pr o

minence and to perpetuate the pletlstlc character of
Con^regatlonallsts.

Predictably,

the featured speakers

cons!stently proclaimed that the* preacher represented
the crucial factor in the continual struggle to maintain
ministerial

status and church purity.

key themes generally

The fact that the

lauded the clergy's role In society

as the chief promulgator of truth and virtue supports
the thesis that religion,
specifically,
England

generally,

and the ministry,

occupied a paramount position In New

colonial life.

In the fifth place,
addresses In support

when viewed as a series of

of a unified theme,

sermons attempted to reiterate,

strengthen, and Intensify

beliefs cherished by the audience.

These messages were

not designed to modify or change beliefs.
the overall

the Convention

Contrariwise,

strategy of the twenty-one preachers studied
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was to align the development of their key Ideas with
convictions held by the audience.

In fact many of the

speakers noted that their main purpose was to remind the
listeners of biblical topics with which they were completely
familiar.

Unquestionably then, the Convention spokesmen

made the rhetorical

choice to stress clerical responsi

bilities which were entirely palatable to their hearers.
Avoiding the complexities of the seventeenth century
Q
tightly reasoned, syllogistic discourse,
they correctly
assessed the disposition of their listeners and chose
to support their sermon theses by relying on amp lif 1catory
"materials of speaking."
Finally,

even though less than one half of the

sermons delivered to the Convention during the period
studied are extant,

they provide valuable Insight Into

the eighteenth century Congregational pulpit.

It Is

Immediately apparent from studying these addresses that
the art of public speaking as manifested in the specific
act of pulpit preaching was highly regarded by the annual
speakers.

United In their conviction of the Importance

of oral communication skills to the minister,

they

regarded preaching as an awesome responsibility.

In their

view a successful pulpit experience was critical to the
clergyman's total effectiveness as God's chosen spokesman
O

Roy Fred Hudson,
“Conviction In Colonial New
England,"
The Municipal University of Wichita Bulletin,
University Studle's, No,
X X T T ^ c t o S e r 1 § T 5 7 7 3 - 55*
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In the community.

This consistent emphasis on the

pulpit In the Convention messages verifies the claim
that preaching occupied a paramount position In the
Congregational tradition.9
When considered In toto these messages represent a
compendium of the following principles of Congregational
rhetorical theory which were popular during the period
examinedi

(1) sermons should be grounded In the lnerrant

authority of Scripture,

painstakingly prepared,

con

scientiously designed to evangelize, and always adapted
to the particular audlencei

(2) a minister should

persuade hlc listeners through appeals primarily to their
rational nature rather than to their emotions, and

(3 )

a

pulpit presentation should always be well organized,
clothed In clear, plain, and appropriate language, and
delivered energetically.

Thus the Convention speakers

provided a sound rhetorical base on which the colonial
minister could build his sermons.
Furthermore, as a group these addresses constitute
primary evidence In support of generally held claims
regarding the nature of colonial preaching.^-0

However,

Q

TGalus Glen Atkins and Fredrick L. FSagley,
History
of Amerlcan Congregationalism
(B oston
The Pilgrim Press,

Y^2"),p."3?2.

10See for example Howard H. Martin,
"Puritan Preachers
on Preachlngi
Notes on American Colonial Rhetoric,"
The Quarterly Journal of S peech. L(October 196^), 285-292.
Martin summarized comments on rhetorical theory which
appeared In New England ordination sermons prior to the
Revolution.
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in at least two significant ways the Convention messages
departed from the prevailing sermon patterns.
departure was noted e a r l i e r . ^

One

The second concerns the

practice of most eighteenth century pulpit speakers who
followed the Ramean tradition of devoting more attention
to uses and applications than to doctrine.
Ramean format,

Avoiding the

the Convention spokesmen reverted to a

seventeenth century practice and spent more time developing
the doctrine.

In the sermons considered approximately

twice as much was said about the doctrine as about the
applications.

The reason for these exceptions is found

in an examination of the Convention sermon themes.
Intensify the listeners*

To

beliefs and values the speakers

chose ampllficatory materials, not syllogistic patterns
of reasoning.

Similarly,

It was not necessary for a

speaker to spend a considerable amount of his time devel
oping a set of closely reasoned applications of the thesis,
because the audience was essentially in full agreement
with his analysis.
It should be noted in closing that while the
Convention speakers were Interested in homiletics,

their

interests went beyond the overt utilization of rhetorical
theories to include a sincere regard for the man behind
the message.

Undeniably,

they were committed to the

l^See the fifth conclusion.
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Aristotelian view that a speaker's ethos was the "most
potent means of persuasion."

Consequently,

the man

whose Intellectual and ethloal character was suspect
was hardly qualified for the pulpit.

For according to

the men who preached the Convention sermons the strength
of the Congregational pulpit lay not only In the rhetorical
abilities of its ministers

but in the superior mental

and moral acumen of these articulate evangels of the
faith.
Additionally,

from the evidence examined and the

criteria applied to these messages,

It appears reasonably

certain that the Convention speakers generally fit the
image of a Congregational minister which they annually
attempted to portray.

In other words they were men

of character and Intellect who applied In their messages
the rhetorical principles which they urged their peers
to follow.

^Lane
(New Yorki

Cooper {trans. ), The Rhetoric of Aristotle
Appleton-Century-CroTts # Inc., T $ 3 2 ), p^i
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